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Nation Eyes L. R. Mess's, Nashville Integrates
Governor
Still Bucks
U.S. Court
LITTLE ROCK — The eyes of
the nation were re-focused on the
undemocratic spectacle created in
Little Rock last week by execu-
tive order.
Gov. Orval Faubus was still de
tying federal court Monday de,
Spite an order handed down Sat-
urday morning from U. S. District
Judge Ronald N. Davies to begin
integration immediately at this
city's Central High school.
The continuance of the deadlock
between state sovereignty and fed-
eral constitutional authority w a a
confirmed when Clailde Carpenter,
an aide of the governor said Sat.
urday evening "The governor's or-
ders to the National Guardsmen
here on duty still stand. There is
no change at the moment."
WEAR PETITION
About 10 hours earlier, Judge
Davies in edgeless language de-
nied a petition from the Little
Rock School Board which he de.
scribed as "anemic," lacking in
vigor and vitality, to temporarily
suspend integration at the school
After the ruling, the school
Board said that Central High
would be open Monday to all stik
dents.
The federal had previ
ously approved a school board in.
tegration plan. Gov. Faubus block-
ed it by calling out the National
Guard before school opened.
PRAISES DECISION
Mrs. Daisy Bates, president of
the Arkansas chapter of NAACP
praised Judge Davies ruling:
"We are very happy with the
decision. We knew that we would
win," she said.
She told the Tri-State Defend.
er Saturday evening that "the
nine students did not plan to try
to enter Central High Monday.
They may return Tuesday or later
in the week."
She indicated the NAACP might
wait for the deadlock to be clear-
ed up between Gov. Faubus and
federal authority. Meanwhile, the
students who were denied entrance
to Central High, after having been
permitted to register earlier, will I
not enroll at all-Negro Horace
Mann High or any other school
"OFF LIMITS"
Last week Gov. Faubus issued
orders to his National Guardsmen
which placed white schools "off
limits" to Negroes and Negro
schools "off limits" to whites, this
in defiance of court - approved
integration.
Saturday during the hearing on
the school board petition, Judge
Davies did not shrink from his du-
ties as a jurist in upholding the
law. He heard weak arguments in
See GOVERNOR Page 2
AME Ministers
Escort North
L. R. Students
Six Negro students, all seniors,
accompanied by five AME minis-
ters were turned back Monday
when they attempted to enter
North Little Rock High school.
The ministers and the students
were met when they entered the
campus by F. D. Wright. superin-
tendent of North Little Rock
schools, who planned to take them
to an office in the school. Ile led
the group to the door of t h e
school Where a crowd ef former
white students of the institution
blocked the entrance and started
pushing.
The ministers and Negro Sill-
dents were caught between a hoot-
ing, jeering crowd of adults from
the rear near the campus entrance,
some distance away. and an irate
pack of youngster's immediately
inside the front doors of the school.
During the action North Little
Rock police moved in and forced
the white youths in the building
off the ,campus. Two of the white
youngsters were arrested.
VOLUNTARY INTEGRA'rION
Unable to hold a conference at
the school. Supt•Wright later met
with the ministers in his °Hite.
44. MAXIM Pao $
Minus And Plus Integration
INTSGRATION
Half track and jeep block one
entrance to Central h I g Ii
school, Little Rock, Ark., to
prevent nine Negro students
from attending the school un-
der court - approved order.
The National Guard moved in
under orders tif Gov. 0 rv a I
Faubus, who is under Ore
from President Els•whoner,
Background Data
Behind The Scene In
Little Rock's Drama
By L. ALEX WILSON
"Gov. Orval Faubus has shown remarkable ability to
raise hell."
The pointed and apt statement was made last week
by Dr. G. W. S. lsh, civic leader and nationally known
figure in the field of medicine, who resides in Little Rock,
Ark.
The city is the scene of a
showdown in court - approved
public school integration which
has resulted in a test to deter-
mine whether state sovereignty
is supreme or federal constitution-
al powers
The leader and pawn in the dan.
gerous scheme is Gov. Faubus,
who last week ringed Little Rock's
Central High school with National
Guardsmen, a quasi-federal force
—before school opened — under
the pretense of maintaining peace
and order to prevent nine Negroes
entering under court order.
In defending his action, the gov-
ernor claimed that violence threat-
ened. Ile then called on President
Eisenhower in a telegram for sup-
port in his arbitrary action. The
President in forthright language
made clear in his answer that he
had sworn to uphold the constitu.
lion with all the legal means avail-
able.
Dr. Ish is a member of the Pii-
lasld County Medical society, is
connected with a state medical
committee, serves patients at a
"
local hospital and throughout tee
city and is active in civic affairs. 4 trican To• "
His many contacts cross the ra-
cial line. And aft is quite well
known that the relationship be Open Baha'i
tween the races in Little Rock has
been amiable. Thus Dr. Ish was
in a position to learn whether a
campaign of violence — as claim-
ed by Gov. Fauhus — threatened
if the nine Negroes had been ad-
mitted to Central High last week.
"Our experience here tells us
there would not have been any
major opposition to integration.
There were no obvious indications
of violence. Mr. Faubus shows re-
markable ability to raise hell. It
looks like this maneuver was plan-
ned and executed by Mr. Fats.
bus," Dr. fah said.
The physician indicated that the
chief executive might have gotten
come help from Gov. Marvin Grif-
fin, of Georgia, several weeks
ago, who was in Little Rock, and
reportedly mentioned the scheme.
L. C Bates, editor - publisher
of the Arkansas State Press news-
paper, which has been serving Ar-
kansas for 16 years said: "This
Is one of the most damnable situa-
tions we have ever had to stem
from one of our governors.
"Gov. Faubus' procedure hasn't,
met with approval of 10 percent
of the local populace.'
"I have reason to believe it it
not approved by the majority of
school children.
"From a reliable source I learn-
ed that the faculty at Central high
school is not in accord with what
Is being done by the governor."
D. B. Lacefield, jeweler and S.
H. Napier, real estate broker, both
voiced the sentiment that the goy.
ernor's action was unnecessary.
And, the views of others on the
deplorable situation varied little.
• • •
Mayor Woodrow Wilson Mann. of
Little Rock, who issued a scorch-
ing statement against Gov. Fau-
bus last week, is held in high es-
teem by many Negro residents
of the city. Publisher Bates de.
See BACKGROUND Page 2
Forum Series
The Memphis Baha'i community
will hold its first meeting of a
series of Fall and Winter public
forum discussions Thursday. Sept
12, at 8:15 p.m., in the Baba)
Center, of 1352 Madison at Cross-
town.
The theme of the series i,
"Around the World."
"Africa" will be the subject of
the first meeting with Dr. Eka-
nain A. Udoh as speaker. A na-
tive of Nigeria, Dr. Udoh former-
ly taught at LeMoyne college. Ile
is a graduate of Iowa State uni-
versity and received his doctor-
ate from Michigan State.
The educator is presently a
member of the faculty of Ft. Val-
ley State College, Ga The public
is invited to the forum series. -
An 'Uncle Tom'
Sounds Off For
Segregation
A so-called leader, who resides
in Birmingham, identified himself
last week as in the "Uncle Tom"
category,
Samuel If. Moore, former fu-
neral service director and now
president of the Southern Negro
Improvement Asociation of Alain.
ma (membership 200) telegramed
the president that his 'group
knew that "the situation which has
prevailed for years cannot be
changed overnight "
Thus, he asked that "forced in-
tegration" be stopped immediate-
ly. Moore and his group feel that
only "widespread violence" would
result.
The organization Moore heads
is four years old, and he cited the
objective as promoting and advo-
cating 'understanding and better
relations between white and Ne
gro races in Alabama.
SCHOOL INTEGRATION in
Nashville, Tenn., had its share
of opposition, as these tso
000 churches throughout the coul:
ed to elect himself to the prem. try).
h
dency for the fifth term.
Police moved in and after about
15 minutes quelled the disturb; Chicago; Rev. William A. Baity,
anee, arresting four men, includ- 58, Los Angeles; and Cleveland.
ing one from Memphis. Jordan, 53, Greenville, Miss,
REV. NORSWORTHY
ARRESTED
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy of 848
Hilton, 42-year-old pastor of Mt.
PLUS INTEGRATION • 'Things
were quiet at Nashville's Ben-
no Vista grammar school as
these children acre brought to
 —
be registered. In the photo,
Ethel Mae Carr and Patricia
Guthrie are escorted by Eth-
el's father and an unidentified
%omen. No one tried to pre.
vent the group from entering.
the previously all white school.
Uproar Rocks ?IBC As Keep Picketing
Dr.Jacksonlaellectei Orderly, ChiefHosse Warned
Delegates to the National Baptist Convention, .I.J.S.A.,
Inc., left Louisville, Ky. in disgusted droves last Thurs-
day after a chair-swinging, free-for-all battle flared earlier
in the day at the convention.
The unchurchly action resulted when the 8,000 dele-
gates allegedly learned that Dr. 
Joseph H. Jackson had maneuver-
Others arrested were identified
as Rev. Charles C. Wheeler, 43,
WEDNESDlY WOES
The annual meeting opened at
Louisville's Joshua Tabernacle
Baptist church Wednesday, a n d
the initial trouble is said to have
Moriah Baptist church herr, was'
one of the quartet arrested for dis• Prior to his re-election by ac-
orderly conduct after a group of
clamation Wednesday, Dr, Jack.
30 or 40 delegates interrupted
son set aside as unconstitutional
Jackson's annual message Thurs.
an amendment limiting the term of
day morning charging that he was the president.
not legally president of the 'erg. The amendment in question was
est Negro religious group in the
nation (4,550,000 members in 25, See DR. JACKSON Page 2
begun then.
Orderly picketing was n o t
banned last Monday in Nash-
ville as first - graders at. five
schools attended integrated class-
es.
The go-ahead sign was given by
Police Chief Douglas E. Hosse
last Saturday who permitted the
picketing with this warning: "If
there is any disorder or if any-
one gets up on the school grounds
to create disorder or intimidate
anyone, they'll be arrested on the
spot."
This stand on picketing w a s
made by the Chief because of seg-
regationists John Kasper and Rev.
Fred Stroud who held meetings on
school grounds slated for integra-
tion. Said Hosse, "My understand.
ing is that these people have been
having meetings to choose people
to picket the schools. As long as
picketing remains orderly, it will
be all right."
Chief Hosse assured parents at
the outset that their children would
be safe.
(Jeers,Hoots
But Goal
Is Achieved
By STAFF WRITER
Amid jeers, hoots, and hisses
from crowds standing around the
five schools where integration be-
gan Monday in Nashville, more
than 15 first graders attended mix•
ed classes.
At Fehr school, where a total
of tour Negroes showed up for
classes, one of the first to appear
was Willis Calvin Lewis, 6-year.
old son of Dr. and Mrs, Willie
E. Lewis, jr. Holding tightly te
his hands on either side was the
lad's parents.
It was about I a.m., or a little
before when the Lewis faintly
marched down the sidewalk be
Fehr school. Dr. Lewis said later
nothing at all occurred, there
"wash't anything to it "
. . .FEW STANDING AROUND
"There were a few people stand-
ing around carrying placards, but
no one said anything to us aped.
fically. I did hear some rumbling*
and something about. 'Can't you
see this sign?' ' (Some Of the
signs read: "Keep White Schools
White.")
The family went to the Midi
torium and sat until other Ws.
dents and teachers arrived and
the numerous youngsters were as.
signed homerooms. Mrs. Lewis
accompanied Willis Calvin le-114
homeroom and Dr. Lewis waited
for her ics the auditorium. 'Thes
the couple left.
Dr. Lewis. 35, °Nerved that
they arrived early, so they may
have missed some of the crowd
Fehr and the other schools
were characterized by miner Ina-
dents; Glenn school encountered
the most difficulty as police pee
corts were necessary to get first.
graders around lines of threaten-
ing whites at the Northeast school
Monday morning. Several white
parents withdrew their children.
STAYED TWO HOURS
The Lewises stayed with their
son a total of about "two hours,'
the doctor estimated. They have
one other child, 21 months.
About 11:5 a.m., the couple re-
turned for the child. Again, the
doctor said they encountered no
trouble. School officials 'mounded
that there will be half day ye&
sions for the duration of the week.
What was Willis Calvin's im-
pression of the first day inside
the school where irate whites pim
keted outside?
According to his dentist father,
the lad said he "enjoyed it." Re
found no difference in the atti-
tude of the teachers Of the st
dents.
As Willis said, he wee 11;11
See JEERS Page 2
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photos show. In photo at let .
a friend of segregationist John
Kasper talks to crowd asseM-
-
Opposition? Yes, But Law Obeyed
hied in front of (ikon school.
Sign reads "Communists in-
filtrated our churches . .
now it integrates our schools"
In photo at right, hecklers
taunt Rev. Robert Kelly (lo-
wer right foreground) Pas4OT
of Clark litenierial (AM&
Three families hi his mow
gotten have children rstillith
ing to snarl Glean Wink
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Undaunted Courage
UNUSUAL BRAVERY — The
attractive little girl $hown
front wearing tinted glasses is
exemplary of the New Negro
Miss Elisabeth Eckford, IS, of
4418 W. 18th St., Little Rock,
Ark., the first of nine Negro
students who attempted to en-
ter that city's Central High
school last week. The pack of
whites trailing her are hurl-
Mg cat • calls and hoots, still
she retains her dignity. She
walked a gauntlet of t w
blocks and endured intense
abuse for about 35 minutes
'from "brave, freedom loving
whites" at a bus stop. One
woman even lunged at her
shouting: "Don't let her in our
school — that NIGGER." The
Nalonal Guardsmen on duty
handled the white woma i.
Miss Eckford, though turned
away Wednesday along w i th
eight other students, is ready
to return to Central High when
she receives instructions to do
SO.
„folden Feels a S.
Answer To Reds
"Our America him the answer to returning from a world--wide tour
Communism." which included 21 countries. Rev.
This opinion was voiced last Golden was selected by the Na.
week by Rev. J.W. Golden upon tional Fraternal Council of Chur-
ches, USA, Inc. as Ambassador of
Goodwill to the peoples of Eur-
ope, Africa and Asia to promote
a World Prayer League.
Observed the Memphis minister,
s after his extended tour, "0 u r
I (Continued FromPage 1) America has the answer to Com-
waif of the thool hoard, which mimism and the opportunity to
he criticized and Wiley Branton, largely win the world if we make
NAACP attorney, who nettled the a practical application of Christian.
judge's patience briefly for dig- ity and Democracy in all areas
of life, and with all people."g,ing into the background of the
case. Accompanied by his wife, t h
couple called upon peoples of all
Governor
'WILL NOT SHRINK FROM faith and races to live, work and
DUTY' 
 pray for social and economic jus-
However, in summing up his sr- tice, Christian fellowship, peace
gument, Mr. Branton said: "It and world brotherhood.
will be a blow to the dignity of The minister, who lives at 1106
the Federal Constitution" if you Orleans st.; was also commission-(Judge Davies) retreat from the ed by the World Division of the iinjunction issued earlier. With that Board of Missions of the Metho-
Judge Davies apparently agreed. that church to do special work in
Later in his statement, the judge Evangelism in Japan and request- 1
declared: "I have a constitutional ed by the General Board of Evan.
duty and obligation from which 1 gelism to do the same in the Phil-
shall not shrink. . .Petition de-
nied." The hearing was over with-1 en
in 20 minutes. 
Mrs. Gold for eight years has
•
secretary of Missionary Per-
Present for the hearing w a s sonnet for the Methodist Central
ROUNDUP
Desegregation Draws Variety Of
Reactions From Tense Southland
By STAFF WRITER
Summer, 1957, was tension-pack-
ed for many Southern communi-
ties which had been ordered to de-
segregate or voluntarily choose it.
Too soon, it seemed, one kind of
heat subsided, and another was on.
Little Rock, Ark, was the sea-
son's spectacular, but was fa r
from typical. Some communities,
not as advanced as Little Rock in
other phases of integration as bus-
es, etc., met the situation hesi-
tantly. but finally reconciled them
selves to the evident yet dreaded
fact: things are changing. Others
preferred to peep over the moun-
taia of reality for another year
as did the North Little Rock School
Board.
The seven Negro students who
registered to attend the senior high
school there were told to re-enter
the all-Negro school. Supt. F. B.
Wright said the board voluntarily
chose integration in senior grades,
and were, therefore, under no ob-
ligation to desegregate immediate-
ly. They are "postponing integra-
tion hutfinitely," he said.
QUIET IN STURGLS
Back at Sturgis, Ky. where ear-
ly last week crowds of 150 to 250
people greeted the 18 Negroes en-
rolling with rocks and jeers, rela-
tive quiet prevails. At the end of
last week, a nominal 20 or 25
townspeople turned out to survey
the situation, indicating that they
have given up their struggle to
prevent the integration of Sturgis
High school.
I cannot be doubted that the
hundreds of youth throughout the
South who defied armed guards-
men. catcalls, sneers, and chanced
bodily harm to enter or attempt
to enter formerly all-white schools
are the real heroes in this battle
for equality, without separation,
in education.
NORTH CAROLINA "ROUTINE"
In North Carolina's three larg-
est cities, routineness emanated as
the novelty of the situation ware
off.
Flare-up was predicted early
last week when a 15-year-old girl
had been jeered and tossed peb-
bles at by crowds in Charlotte. But
peace was returning. The girl, who
stayed out two days last week, en-
rolled safely Monday along with I
three others.
At Greensboro, officials describ-
ed operation as normal, express-
ing the opinion that they were over
"the hump" now. Six Negro chil-
dren entered classes in previous-
ly all-white public schools last
Tuesday, making Negroes in one
elementary, one junior high and
one senior high.
Negro undergraduates already
have worked up to the junior class.
at the University of North Caro-
lina, and more have enrolled.
BIRMINGHAM SAYS NO
Birmingham is still meeting re-
quests for integration with a firm
tor The Board of Echication re-
cently adopted new rules based on
a lax intended to preserve re-
cial segregation.
Violence rose up there when a
Negro man claimed he was beat-
en, stabbed and mutilated by .a
group of whites who made him
an "example." The beating came
after the petition pleas, and the
victim, Judge Aaron, 34. stated one
Jeers
(Continued From Page 1)
like all the other kids 'in the
class."
The young doctor said he plan-
ned to accompany his son this
week, but does not anticipate trou-
ble.
"I think most of it will blow
over shortly; the people are moist-
ly excited and just standinggood Marshall, Chiet Counsel Jurisdiction, and is now 'secretary l around watching the photograph.for the NAACP. He merely ob. of foreign work. ' era and making a day out of it.
served proceedings. Reporting warm receptions it: It is just something new and dif-
FIRST SUCH CASE all of the countries visited, the re- ferent." Dr. Lewis oblerved.
Mr. Marshall would not coin- ligious duo especially studied and NO THREATS RECEIVED
ment on the decree handed down observed the social, economic, po-
by the judge, since litigation is litical and religious life of the p00-
pending. However, he did state pie.
that this is the first case in which  ,
wIllph the governor of a state even-
Wally will have to be brought Evange lifsts Meat ,
into court" That's as far as he At Clayborn AMEwoni4 go on the point.
The chief counsel for NAACP The monthly meeting of t h e
pointed out that the deadlock over Evangelist Alliance will be held
nine students entering Central Thursday night, Sept. 12, at Clay-
High was "a clear conflict" be- born Temple, 280 Hernando.
President M. V. Reed urges all
members to attend and announces
that both male and female even-
tween state and federal authority.
He expressed hope that t h
school board and the people. of Lit-
tle Rock will follow the orders of gelists may register at the meet-
the District Court. "We assume kit
they will," he said. Evangelist A. H. Ballard is sec.
'SCHOOL IS OPEN' retary of the alliance.
When Virgil 7. Blossom, Little
Rock School Superintendent was tion in ordering the National Guard
approached after the court hear- to Central High. Sixteen of the
ins on the Board's petition, he newspapers voiced disapproval of
said. "The School is open to the
Negroes as it always has been."
the action, while 14 endorsed his
stand and one took a middle-of
FACETIOUS?,, the-road position.
When asked if he would advise CAN NAB FAUBUS
the nine to attempt to enter the According to officials. if Gov.
school he said: "The court has Faubus refuses to comply with
suggested that they go, why Judge Davies ruling .Saturday, he
should I." could face a Court injunction. The
Blossom stated that if the stit Jstice Department has already
&Mt* sought advice from him he stated that the Court has full auth-
Weald suggest they follow their only to initiate 'the action. And
own thinking, the attorneys for the nine students
Stating that he didn't intend to denied entry to Central High can
be facetious, he said: I don't take request the Court serve the in.
white children into Central High.'' junction.
Last week a netional news ga- Further, the judge can ask the
thering agency surveyed the MI- federal government to prosecute
torials published by 31 newspa- Faubus or other Arkansas offici-
pews on Gov. Faubus' arbitrary ac- als for contempt.
The Meharry - educated Lew-
is said he 1),ad received no threat-
ening phone calls or had not been
in any way intimidated. He stat-
ed that he made the initial decis-
ion to enroll his son in Fehr be.
cause he was eligible because of
his location,. and that was all
there was to it. 1
Several days ago, Dr. Lewis told
a Nashville daily that he thought,
the integration plan was a good'
one. Dr. Lewis reiterated this fact'
In an interview declaring, "I still
think so."
When confronted with develop-
ments earlier in the week to the
effect that a committee of par.'
tints bad requested officials to call
out the National Guard, he stat-
ed that he was "sure it is not
necessary," and hoped it would
HOW THEY REGISTERED
all blow over soon.
Registration in formerly all -'
white schools Aug. 27 was as
follows:
Jones — four Negroes, 50 whites
Glenn — two Negroes, 71 witites
Fehr—three Negroes, 56 whites
Buena Vista—three Negroes, 40
whites
Bailey—one Negro, 55 whites.
This talley reveals that since
that date, more Negroes have en-
rolled to attend mited classes. At
press time the figure was not com-
plete.
Monday. four Negroes showed
up at Jones; three each at Bue-
na Vista and Glenn; and one at
Bailey.
of his captors said: "This is what
will happen if they integrate the
schools in Birmingham."
In Western Arkansas, first-grad-
ers attended an elementary school
at Ft. Smith. Right across the riv.
er in Van Buren, 23 high school
students attended previously all -
white schools.
DALLAS DESEGREGATES
Desegregation for Dallas h a s
been set for sometime after the
Christmas holidays.
The Integration order was "re-
luctantly" made by Federal Judge
\Villiom H. Atwell, who said it was
his "duty."
Integration troubles of the U. S.
are being given top-play by news-
papers all over the world.
The official newspaper of the Vat
lean, "l'Osservatore Romano" de
.nounced Faubus and the Little
Rock situation, calling it inhuman.
French and British newspapers
are also playing up the integra-
tion stories.
An Austrian paper splashed
across its front page: "Nigger Go
Back Where You Belong, Gover-
nor of Arkansas Whistles At Fed-
eral Government."
Union Protective
Marks 24th Year
Union Protective Assurance is
celebrating its 24th anniversary.
Through the years it has won
Ba ground
.(Continued Front Page 1)
scribes hint as "an excellent
A reliable source reported
Thursday that the governor had
approved a dangerous plan to sub.
stantiate his clawn of violence was
threatened if Negroes were admit-
ted to Central High. The scheme
was to plant guns on some white'
youths who would mingle with the
crowd at Central High, then have
National Guardsmen remove the
weapons, This, information, it
was reported, had been turned
over to the FBI.
The nine students who sought
to enter Central High last week
were accompanied by seven pas-
tors of the interracial Ministerial
Alliance of Little Rock. The alli-
ance is headed by Rev. Dunbar
Ogden, white, a presbyterian pas-
tor. Five of the delegation who
went to the achool were white and
two Negro. A reliable informant
stated that more Negro ministers
should have been in the escort
group, but others "took to shel-
ter."
as • •
This writer found no evidence of
animosity which would flare into
violence during visits to several
places in the city. Activity was
preceeding in its normal humdrum
manner. Some tension could be
felt at the Central High campus,
but that was to be expected in
view of the situation created there.
It is believed a great Solomon or
forthright action from the federal
government will be necessary to
unsnarl the impasse.
An interesting situation was re-
vealed regarding the screening of
students to enter Central H i g h.
Some 200 young people reside in
the boundary of the school. Supt.
Virgil T. Blossom launched h i s
program and with the HELP OF
TWO NEGRO SCHOOL PRINCI-
PALS 
to nine. Belatedly, a delega- Mhistersreduced the eligible num-ber from the NAACP of Little
unstinted recognition in building
the largest industrial debit of any
Negro - owned and operated in-
surance company in the state of
Tennessee.
A charter was granted this
company by the et,ite of Tennessee
en September lie, 1933, having
raised total assets of 133,990.00
in the bleakest years of a nation-
wide depression. This was done
by amassing small sums. Stock-
holders were "little people" who
caught the dream of H. D. What-
urn to the extent of mortgaging
their homes and property to in-
vest money in an idea.
The growth of Union Protective
Assurance Co., has been achiev-
investment of huge capital — but
by the relentless, determined, dai-
ly grind of agents, stockholders,
officers and employees in givinf
service,
WHAT IT OFFERS
Union Protective today offers
protection, security and confidence
to families throughout Tennessee
in three basic types of policies:
(1) The Burial Policy through
which insured parties may secure
a distinctive, dignified burial, eli-
minating the unnecessary creation
of financial hardships for the be-
reaved; (2) The Life Insurance
Policy through which policy-hold-
ers may assure future protection
for their families in hour of need;
and (3) the Disability Police which
offers sick and accident benefits,
assuring regular income in time
of illness.
Thousands of dollars in death
benefits have been promptly paid
to thousands of policy - holders.
Scores of churches, homes and
businesses have been financed.
Over one hundred employees have
found desirable job opportunities.
The development of Negro - own-
ed and operated funeral' homes
has been accelerated. These
arhievements were the primary
objectives of the original dream.
Mr. Lewis H. Twigg, president
of tte firm expresses his appre-
ciatiens for the unswerving faith,
loyalty and support granted by
Union Protective policy - holders,
RocK catieo on Mr. SiossomI
agreed to discontinue, but the
and protested the unfairness. He
damage was done.
In talking with citizens of the
community about this matter, we
found that a number felt in a sit-
uation such as this only the bed
qualified students should be ac-
cepted. In two instances spokes-
men pegged their arguments on
the success attained in breaking
down barriers in major league
baseball by using Jackie Robin-
son, who proved to be eminently
qualified.
The undaunted courage of many
Negro youth in the South was fur-
ther demonstrated last Thursday
when four students of Arkansas
Baptist college (Negro) went into
the Central High campus just to
observe. They must have known
that the area was bristling with
guardsmen and modern armament
on the one hand, and none friend-
ly whites an the other. Yet the
went. As soon as they were spot-
ted by the guardsmen, they
were ordered to leave. That they
did with the same dignity as which
they came to the school.
• • •
Little Rock desegregated its city
bus system without fanfire.,It all
happened before the segregation-
ists could whip up a resistance
campaign. Noticeable is the fact
that most adults still make thehl
way to hack of buses. More young,
people exercise their right to sit
where they choose.
• • •
The city auditorium and t h e
War Memorial stadium have both
been desegregated. Citizens point
to these facts as evidence whites
and Negroes get along well toge-
ther in the community and that
there was no necessity for Gov.
Faubus to call out the National
Guard to "prevent violence."
• •
Supt. Virgil T. Blossom of the
Little Rock public schools knew
that the petition he and the Little
Rock school district directors fil,
ed In Judge Ronald Davies U. S.
District court was weak. The tip-
off came last Thursday afternoon
in the city's federal building. This
writer had just stepped out of an
elevator with a Little Rock friend ,
(Continued From Page 1)
There he assured them that the
, voluntary steps taken by North
Little Rork school board to inte-
grate would proceed as rapidly as
possible.
Among the students seeking tcs
enter the high school were Walter
Banks, of 2101 Willow; Harold
Gene Smith, of 415 W. 22nd at.,
and Gerald Persons, of 519 W
26th, all of North Little Rock.
Ministers escorting the stu-
dents were: Rev. J. H. Gibson,
pastor of Lee Chapel A. M. E.
church, North Little Rork; Rey.
P. H. Russell, minister of Bethel
A. H. E. church, North Little
Rock; Rev. D. J. Webster, pre-
siding elder of Marianna D I s-
trict of A. M. E.; Rev, F. D.
Gibson, presiding elder the Hot
Springs district of the A. M. E.;
and Rev. W. B. Banks, presiding
elder of the North Little Rock '
district of the A. M. E, church.
Rev. Banks' son, Walter, was
Dr. Jackson
(Continued From Page 1)
passed at the 1952 convention, and
held that no president could seek
re-election for more than four one.
year terms. This year marked
the end of the Chicago minister's
presidency under the terms of the
adopted amendment.
The sentiment among protesting
delegates is that Jackson called
the amendment unconstitutional so
that he would be eligible for anoth-
er term as president of the asso-
ciation.
"CAN'T CHANGE
CONSTITUTION"
As Dr. Jackson rose to give his
annual message as President of
the body, a protesting group of
delegates descended upon t Is e
platform shouting, election
was illegal. Jackson had no auth-
ority to change the Constitution!"
The dissenting delegates contin-
ued yelling charges and sevesal
tried to take the speaker's micro-
phone and were knocked to the
floor. The trpuble spreaded like
prairie fire, and people in the
'audience began swinging chairs.
Shortly after, Louisville police
arrested the four men and hustled
other demonstrators outside a n d
warned them to behave or be ar-
rested.
"RUTHLESS MACHINE"
Jackson's critics charge that he
Is "trying to build up a ruthless
machine for his own use."
The protesting convention mem-
bers' charges were voiced later
Thursday by Gary minister, Dr.
L. K. Jackson, secretary of the
, General Missionary Baptist State
Convention of Indiana.
Said Dr. Jackson, "The presi-
dent brought his stooges to Louis-
ville a week prior to the conven-
tion to make sure things went
right. Jackson handled registra-
tion details himself, a job that
belongs to the secretary. He want-
ed to see that nothing stood in his
when we came face to face with
the superintendent. Mr. Blossom
turned to my friend and said:
"There's nothing to become upset
about." His reference was to the
petition.
We walked away. Mr. Blossom
called to my friend and he turn-
ed and went back to the superin-
tendent. The school official again
emphasized there was nothing to
be disteehed about.
Judge Davies' action Saturday
in denying the petition to tempon!
stily suspend the gradual deseg-
regation plan, proved how right
Supt. Blossom was. The school of-
ficial knew the petition was-"ane-
mic", as so described by Judge
Davies, and he knew it was a
delaying tactic which had little
chance of success.
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way for anothee term. When Jack-
son's opponents tried to offer a
motion Wednesday to rescind the
election, they were pushed and
shoved off the rostrum." Question-
ed the Indiana minister, "Do you
call that parliamentary procedure?
The meeting ended Sunday, but
according to one delegate who
attended the meeting from Mem-
phis: "When we left Thursday
night by train, reports came to us
t"hat the convention hall was prac-
tically empty then."
Election of a president is usual-
ly the climax of the annual meet-
ings, but this delegate expressed
the opinion that Thursday's ac-
tion caused much disgust among
the 8,000 delegates attending.
DR. BREWSTER REPLIES
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, pastor
or E. Trigg ave. Baptist church,
newly elected chairman of Bap-
tist Education board of the con-
vention, released the following
statement Saturday after the con-
troversy arising over the organi-
zation's status:
"I have been requested by a
group of Baptist leaders, national
and local, to release a statement
to the press reflecting the true
status of the National Baptist Con-
venion, USA, Inc., and the facts
regarding the election of Dr. J.
H. Jackson as preeident and the
cabinet with which he will be sur-
rounded as well as the threatened
Court action that the convention
may face.
'MAJORITY RULE'
"Number one. the status of the
convention is what it has always
been. It semains the largest and
most powerful religious organize-
ion of Negroes in the world. It
is a Democratic organization In
which "majority rule" is pre-emi-
nent.
"According to reports, t h e
convention is in better financial
condition than in any time in its
history. The boards are perenti-
' ally in a position to execute the
work parenthetically based upon
submitted reports with greater
speed, efficiency, and effective-
ness than ever before. In a nut-
shell, the status is excellent.
' "Secondly, the election of the
President and his cabinet was re-
gretful and the tumult and the-ter-
rible rumbling created to prevent
the election of Dr. J. H. Jackson
faded into comparative calm.
'REJOICINGS'
"The election of Dr. Jackson by
acclamation took place oa Wed
among the students In the group.
A spokesman for the group of
ministers said a meeting would be
held to draw up a resolution to be Enough steel rails have been
msubmitted to Supt. Wright request-Iade in the U. S. to build a single
ing a specific date as to when in- track almost 33 times around the
tegration would begin at the North world.'
No litigation is pending against'
the North Little Rock echo o 1,
board currently over school inte-'
eration. Nor has the NAACP en-
tered the picture, it was report-
ed
"MISS TROPICANA"—lames
E. Sanders, president of the
Spartans Sportsmen club, pre-
sents the "Miss Tropicana"
award to queenly Miss Marion
Mitchell, 19-yearold senior at
Booker T. Washington high
school. The honor, bestowed
on Miss Mitchell August 23 at
Curries Club Tropicana by
the Spartans will be an annu-
al presentation, according to
the president. The young lady I
Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert F. Mitchell of ;
626 S. Pontotoc. She will reign I
for one year when another
young lady will wear the title. ,
MUSING: it is a kind of great-
ness which does not depend upon
fortune — Confidence in one's self.
It is a certain manner that dis-
tinguishes us, and which seems to
destine us for great things; it is
the value we insensibly set upon
ourselves; it is this quality which
commonly raises us more above
others than birth or rank or even
merit itself. Selected.
Dear Carlotta: Bill and I were
classmates. He wanted to be a
doctor. He talked about it so until
I thought that I wanted to be
one also. We took the same sub-
jects. He seemed to make good
grades without study, I studied
but barely passed. The terms Jost
did not stick with me. Now, he
is a successful doctor. I am still
tryinglo do everything that seems
so easy to others, and yet I
am not a success. What can I do?
I am 25. Worried.
nesday afternoon, ahead of sched-
ule in the midst of shoutings and
rejoicings of an overwhelming ms•
jority of the delegates. There were
those who claimed that the 'voice
vote' was indeterminate, and so
on Thursday a standing vote was
taken when quiet had been restor-
ed for the confirmation of the pre-
vious vote. According to tabula-
tions, the convention voted over-
whelmingly to confirm and sus-
tain election of the President, his
newly elected Cabinet and all of
the actions and legislations that
had been proposed and adopted.
'SITUATION CLEARED'
"This action by the body clear-
ed away all grounds for conten-
tion that the election had been,
railroadedthr h in themidst
the previous day's tumult.
"As for the threat of a lawsuit
by the opposition that had been
overwhelmingly defeated, a state-
ment relessed b Jack-
son in the press conference will
shed the best light upon that situa-
tion:
No court in the world can UP-
set a 5,000 to 16,000 endorsement:
given by the delegates on Thurs-
day of the convention., He term-,
ed delegates in session 'the Su-
preme Court of the Convention ofl
which there is no appeal, and that
a suit would be only a waste of
money on the part of the opposi-
tion.'
Little Rock school.
•
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Dear Worried! What can you
do? Be yourself. There are a few
basic facts to learn about sue-
cess. First, the painful truth is
that each of us is born with cer-
tain limitations. But the balanc-
ing fact is the knowledge that
each of us is also gifted with cer-
tain talents. Together limitations
and gifts form the patterns of our
lives. So take time out to find
out what you really CAN do and
develop that talent.
Success is not easy to others.
Nothing worthwile is easy. Stand-
ing on the sidelines you only see
the rewards. But if you had an
opportunity to look backstage, you.
could see the sacrifice, pairn, and:
sorrow that come with the man-
seti mno 'sssaans 10 an
pattern of a bricklayer, then do
that. The mountain and the squir-
rel had a quarrel,the former call.
ed the latter little prig. The squir-
rel said, "You are doubtless very'
big, but tho' I cannot carry a
mountain on my back. . .neither
can you crack a nut."
Tourn io near
Rev. Williams
, Rev. A. R. Williams, pastor of
Greater White Stone Baptist
church, will give the annual set.
moo at a special meeting of the
Sunday school and Baptist Train-
ing Union Congress Sunday after-
noon, Sept. 15 at New Salem Bap-
tist church 955 S. Fourth at.
Music for the occasion will be
rendered by Greater White Stotts
choir, according to Prof. E. L..
Washburn, chairman of the pro-
gram committee.
Mrs. Rosetta Bradley of Hope-
well Baptist church will be mis-
tress of ceremonies for the affair.
Announcement has been made
for the October meeting to be held
at Olivet Baptist church, 270 E.
Calhoun ave., Rev. E. W. Wil.
liamson, pastor. The Youth Fel-
lowship meeting is scheduled fee
Sept. 16 at Virst Baptist church
(Lauderdale) at 7;30 p.m.
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THE- BIG DAY—Mrs. Myrtle she quietly leads her sea into Fine (left). The mother was ed for the (let time. In photoBattle (photo at left) ignores Fehr school in Nashville. told she shoould register her at right, Mrs. Bessie Mae Wil-
curious stare Mrs. Bessie Mae Amoag onlookers are New son at Jones school, another Hems (back to cameral talksWilliams (right) gives her as York Times reporter Benjamin school where Negroes regiter• to mall group of people out-
side Nashville's Fehr school.
She explained her views about
the desegregation issue.
• SummerEmployment For 20 Industrialists To
Youth Is Woman's Aim Display Equal Job Signs
A small, energetic, middle aged aide to the Mayor last week after
woman is almost singlehandedly
spearheading a long-range pro-
gram which will, if it achieves its
Intended aim, aid many high school
graduates and college students dur-
ing the summer months in finding
gainful employment.
Mrs. Julia G. Dawkins of 609 Al-
Ston ave. wrote Sen. Albert Gore
(D., Tenn.) in June that the Ne-
groes in Memphis were "asking for
a working program for our high
school graduates and college stu-
dents home for the summer. . ."
• Reasons given were that "it will
cut down on juvenile delinquency
•
3 and raise their (the youths') pride. 
It will also give them courage to
want to be law abiding citizens,"
she explained.
Sen. Gore wrote Mrs. Dawkins
commending her idea and prom's -
ed his support.
GOV. CLEMENT APPROVES
Her idea has since been endorsed
fully by Ninth District Represen-
tative, Clifford Davis, Gov. Frank
Clement, Sen. Estes Kefauver (D.,
Tenn.) and James H. Bobo. execu-
tive assistant to Mayor Edmund
Orgill. (EDITOR'S NOTE: Mr.
Bobo tendered his resignation as
unfavorablehi •
cent films.)
With the G2-year-old mother of
tine child's letter went signatures
from 560 Memphis Negroes. Except
for less than 50 secured by Mrs
Bernice Morrow and Mrs. Edna
Geeter, Mrs. Dawkins sold her idea
alone to the other signers
Her own daughter, Mrs. Irene
Bannister, is 36, but she has two
sons who might be aided by Mrs.
Dawkins' program, as both are col-
lege students.
IN MIND MANY YEARS
Mrs. Dawkins confessed that she
had had such a program in mind
for many years, but "didn't know
I was capable.' Finally friends
convinced her she didn't know wh
she could do until she tried. She
started making her far-fetched idea
a reality on June 27 and is more
than elated with the support she
has received.
A member of St. Matthews Bap-
list church, Mrs. Dawkins plans
public meetings later in the year.
She expresses the hope that by
next June employment may he
found for many Negro boys and
girls in the area.
BUSINESS
by A. L. FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OP COMMIRCI
(Finnerty Chico,. Neve Chamber et Centesere0
log that "race relations are at the
most primitive level and clergy-
men and others responsible f o r
their improvement 'are just wak-
ing "
He is further quoted as saying
"there has been a bad lack of
leadership" and "Chicago accepts'
Negro ghettos where interracial
violence continues."
For many months Berry has
been saying that Chicago is the
most segregated city in America
and has implied that little concern
has been expressed over racial
conditions.
BAD SITUATION
The racial situation in Chicago
Is bad. The existence of ghettos
and resulting segregated schools
is deplorable. The failure of the
police to put down racial dim.-
ders is a disgrace. However, to
"However, as it is, I can only say that Chicago leaders ,are un-
express my deep personal resent- concerned and are not attempting
tnent at the wholly unwarranted
interference with the internal af-
fairs of this city by the gover-
nor."
NO VIOLENCE
Mayor Mann told reporters that
there had been not a single case
of violence and added that "if any
racial trouble does develop, t h e
blame rests squarely en the door"
step of the governor's mansion."
Superintendent of Little Rock
Schools, /ire Blossom, had ac-
cepted the order' issued by Fed-
eral Judge Ronald N. Davies and
the board of education had devet•
oped plans for the desegregation
of all the schools on a gradual
4) basis.• There is absolutely no excuse
for Faubus' action. He should be
dealt with in precisely the same
manner as any other traitor who
dares to place his state in insur-
rection. lie is not fit to be a gov-
ernor in this democratic nation.
The southerners were smart in
repealing the law which was adopt-
ed after the- Civil War and which
authorized use of the United
States Army to enforce injunctions
of federal courts.
Our government may not use
federal force,to enforce an order
Of the federal courts, but Arkan-
sas uses troops to defy a court
order. How long will America al-
low rebels to make us a despic-
able nation in the eyes of all oth-
er nations.
GRAVE CONCERN
Chicagoans will wait with grave of the Palmer House.
concern an explanation or inter. .This reporter has probably 1
pretation of Chicago Urban League known Gibson longer than any oth-
Edwin C. Berry's statements at er Chicagoan except 0. 0. Morris
the national league's convention in whom Gibsontaught at St. Paul,
teetroit. ; school a long, long time ago. I
W The teas reports Berry as *tat- I was with Gibson when he organk
WASHINGTON — Twenty lead-
ers of American industry who em-
ploy a total of more than 350,000
people, have agreed to use an
Equal Job Opportunity emblem in
their help-wanted newspaper ad-
vertising this autumn, according
, to the President's Committee on
Government Contracts.
The committee designed the em-
blem — which proclaims "Equal
Job Opportunity for All Qualified
!Applicants" — as a part of its pro-
gram to eliminate discrimination
because of race, religion, color or
national origin in work done under
Government contract.
The emblem is first scheduled
for use in newspaper advertising
on Sunday, Sept. 15. It will appear
in magazine recruitment advertis-
ing late in September and in Oc-
tober.
In proposing the use of the em-
blem, the committee pointed out
that although opportunities for
skilled employment are increasing
for qualified members of minority
groups, this fact is not sufficiently
well known among them and not
enough of them are applying for
positions open to them.
The lack of knowledge about ex-
panding job opportunities also re-
stricts the training objectives of
the youth of minority groups, the
committee said.
The use of the emblem, "will
The state of Arkansas is in
insurrection. Gov, Orval Faubus,
In ordering state troopers to stir
round Central High school in Lit-
tle Rock and prevent nine Negro
students from attending classes
along with the 2,000 white students,
has flagrantly defied a federal
court order, and served notice that
he does not intend to comply with
the Supreme Court decision.
He has placed his state in in-
Surrection.
Mayor Woodrow Mann of Little
Rock sharply condemned the goy-
sirnor's action and said:
"If it were not for my own
respect for due process of law, I
would be tempted to issue an exe-
cutive order interposing the city
of Little Rock between Gov. Fau-
bus and the Little Rock school
board, •
to do anything simply is not true
Dr. Donald Wilson, one of Chi-
cago's outstanding veterinarians,
announces the removal of Wilson
Animal hospital from 6996 S. Ra-
cine to 1205 W. 63rd whfre he has
more ample parking space and
other facilities. Over $2,000 was
spent in improvememnts which
makes the hospital very modern
Sales courses for salesfolk and
for those preparing to become
salespeople will begin at Cortez W.
Peters business college, 309 E.
Garfield, Oct. 1 and continue for
15 weeks,
George W. Cabanis is director
of the school. In charge of the
courses is Val Hutchinson, salee!
manager of the Murray's Superior l
Products company. Classes will be
held for one and one-half hours
each Tuesday starting at 7. Regis-
tration starts Sept. 16.
BUSINESS COURSES
Cortez Peters offers a complete
set of biusiness courses. It had a
total enrollment of 1300 for the
1956-57 season.
Plans for the testimonial hon-
oring T. K. Gibson were present-
ed to sponsors at dinner last
week by Atty. Sidney A. Jones,
James Stamps, eGorge S. Harris,
Atty, Aaron Payne and others.
Proceeds will benefit 12 social
elf are agencies which form the
Joint Negro Appeal, Willis Thom-
as, labor leader, made reserva-
tions for the Red Lacquer room
notify all potential candidates of
company's Equal Job Opportunity
policy and assure the maximum
number of qualified applic..nts,"
the committee said.
Firms which have agreed to co-
operate with the Committee by
use of the Equal Job Opportunity
emblem include:
I American Bosch Arms corpora-
tion, Boeing Airplane company,
Budd company, Bulova Watch
company, Collins Radio company,
THE DAY A CHILD registers Mrs. Lucy Cabknor, gives
for first grade is always a big Miss Stella Mae Groomes,
moment. Here, slx-year-old Fehr schoo, principal, Nash-
Bobby Cabknor relaxes, 'India. ville, regitration data for her
turbed by it all, as his mother,
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 3
Sot., Sept. 14, 1957
son. They receive no special
attention from others in the
room who quietly attend their —` '
tasks.
. 
tlinocn.,: Minneapolis-lloneYwell Regu
lator company, Motorola, Incorpo-
rated, NewVork Shipbuildng Cot.-
porstion sordenKetay Corpora.
tion, North American Aviation,
. .
. 
, 
Industrial Leaders To .....General Presision Laboratory, IElectric Manufacturing company,Inc., McDonnell Aircraft corpora-
1 Otis Elevator Company, Philco
' Corporation, Polariod Corporation.
Radio Corporation of America,
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.,
and United States Time Corpora-
Daystrom, Incorporated, Emerson tion.
Ike Still In On
rk. School Case
NEWPORT, R. I. — The deci-
sion made by President Eisenhow•I
er after his conference with Atty.1
General Herbert Brownell not to
intetvene at present in the Little
Rock school case, is no "handy
off" policy.
Nor does the President's declar-
ation against the use of force by
the federal government in dealing
with school integration cases, rule
out the possibility that force in
some form may be used in the
; Little Rock, case.
Presidential News Secretary
James C. Hagerty reaffirmed the
position taken by the President
in discussing the integration issue
at a news conference earlier this
year.
Mr. Eisenhower said at that
time he did not believe in using
force to solve the problem. Asked
today whether the Chief Execu-
tive still was against using force,
Hagerty replied yes.
A reporter noted that Mr Eis-
enhower said in a telegram to
Faubus that he would uphold the
Constitution with "every legal
means at my command" and ask-
ed whether this could include
force.
Hagerty said he did not know
President Eisenhower held a
Sunday telephone conference with
Brownell on the government's bill
of particulars against Arkansas
ed Supreme Life and Casualty I
company of Ohio.
My interesting table mates were
Marshall Truax of Random House
and Charles R. Webb, formerly di-
rector of Parkway Community
house, but now directing the work
of the South Side Community Corn-
mittee, succeeding Golden B. Dar-
by.
Truax was in Japan with Amer-
ica's civil affairs, but has headed
Random House for five years.
Webb came to Chicago from Mar-
ion, Ind., where he was with the
Urban League.
Americans should learn m ore
about Moral Re-Armament. Mor-
al Re-Armament recently held its
annual Assembly of Nations at
Mackinac Island, Mich, William
Gordon city editor of the Atlanta
Daily World, told the Assembly.
"the greatest miracle in America
is happening at Mackinac Island."
"If America changes," the for•
met Nieman fellow at liarvard
told the more than 1,000 dele-
gates, "the whole world will be
compelled to change."
"We will not have difficulty
with our foreign policy if other
nations see us living absolute mon
al standards. . .We must change
peoples' hearts before we can get
people to change laws. It is a
great challenge to the South. It
is a challenge to begin with our-
selves."
THIS WEEK
12th 7 13th - 14th
WE ARE OUT
To Win New Customers
WE ARE FOR
Melrose Football Team
TO WIN MORE GAMES
vies own determination of what
course of action to take against
Faubus before doing anything fur-
ther himself.
Reaffirming the Chief Execii-
lives stand in the showdown with
the governor. White House News
Secretary James C. Hagerty said
today:
Gov. Orval Faubus for blocking
school integration in Little Rock
Brownell informed the President
that the Justice Department ex-
pects to submit the report pre-I
pared with the aid of Fill agents!
day.
to Judge Ronald N. Davies Mon.
A spokesman indicated that Mr.
Eisenhower will await Judge Da-
• !
"The President's position is that
the Constitution of the United
States is going to be upheld by
him by every legal means at his
command.-
The Justice Department report
was asked by Judge Davies to
form the basis of his next move
to enforce his order that Negro
students must be integrated in Lit-
tle' Rock schools.
It will detail the governor's use
of the national guard to bar Ne-
gro youngsters from Central High
school and, presumably, refute
' WASHINGTON, D. C. — Twen-
ty leaders of American industry
who employ a total of more than
350.000 people, have agreed to use
an Equal Job Opportunity emblem
in their help-wanted newspapei
vdvertising this autumn, according
' to the President's Comfiittee on
Government Contracts.
his claim that the troops a r e
necessary to maintain peace and
order in Little Rock.
Should Mr. Eisenhower decide {
to try to take the guardmen from
the governor's control, there un-
doubtedly would he a dispute over
whose authority would prevail.
One federal law applying to the I
National Guard says that nothing
in it limits the right of a state
to "use its National Guard or its
state defense forces within its
boundaries in time of peace."
Another section of federal law,
revised just last year, says that:
'Whenever the President con-
siders that unlawful obstructions,
combinations, or assemblages, or ,
rebellion against Vs- authority of
the United States, make it im•
practicable to enforce the laws of
the United States in any state or
territory by the ordinary course
of judicial prpreedings, he may
call into federal service such of
the militia of any state, and use,
such of the Armed forces as he ,
considers Itteesnry ertforee
those laws or suppress the re-,
bell ion."
The Committee desiged the erl=
blem — which proclaims "Eqtta
Job Opportunity for All Quallfigt—
Applicants" — as a part of Ma...
program to eliminate diserimina- •
tion because of race, religion, color
or national origin in work done
under Government Contract.
The emblem is first scheduled
for use in newspaper advertising
on Sunday, Sept. 15, It will appear
in magazine recruitment advertis.
ing late in September and in Oc-
tober.
FIRMS TO COOPERATE
The firms which have agreed to
cooperate with the Committee by
use of the Equal Job Opportunity
emblem include American Bosch
Arms Corp., Boeing Airplane co.,
the Budd co., Bulova Watch co.,
Collins Radio co., Daystrom, Inc.
Emerson Electric Manufacturing
co., General Precision Laboratory,
Inc., McDonnell Aircraft e o r p.,
Minneapolis • Honeywell Regulator
co., Motorola, Inc., NewYork
Shipbuilding corp., Norden • Kelly
corp., North American Aviation,
inc., Otis Elevator co., Philco
corp.. Polaroid corp., Radio Cor-
poration of America, Sylvania
Electric Products, inc., and U. S.
Time Corp.
COLORED
SALESMAN WANTED
OR FEMALE
—Apply—
CITY TyraviRITAR
410 1 lireadwer
West Memphis, Ark - Rt 5-3000
ALL MODELS
Including
STATION WAGONS
& CONVERTIBLES
Act Now and Save
CHARLES REED
BUICK CO.
2.505 POPLAR •
4 TRI-STATI
Set., Sept. 14, 11,1
tEsekIel;:Pastor.of•HisP•ople ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LES
SON
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By Alfred J. Souther
In Babylog, where the ehld men-of
Jerusalem were captives. Estakiel
stood by the river Chador with other
eaptivee, when the Heavens opened.
. and he had a vision of God..
The Lord told Esekiel that He had
chosen him to speak to His rebellious
people. A hand aPpeared holding a
scroll in• which were written "lemon-
WWII'. mourning and woe"
Booklet wu commanded not to weep
or mourn if grief came,•but to con-
tinue with his mission. "So I spake
to th,. people in the morning," He
writims„:and at even my wife died."
Or.* 4
one who Is so fmbedded the
better things of life that she is
able to give stability and hope to.
the family life The wife should
be the salt of the family. S h e
should be the person e:ho moves-
the family for the good or the bad
This can not be realized except
through a certain moral and spir-
itual stability that should be found
in the heart and life of every wife.
Today's family troubles might be
laid at the feet of many wives
whose instability, immaturity, and
A few days ago I was asked, or immediately bring them some.
those areas wlucewill eventually 
tack
mofadae
urea.
sfoernsemadnyrefsaponanusyibfilityall
"What in a wife 
anyhow?''I had never given much thought returns.
to this question because I, like Then in the next place the wife SHOULD BE INTERESTED
many of you, had just taken cer should be a person with whom her Thee finally a woman should be
lain things for granted. When ask- husband can converse freely v.ith-1 enthusiastic about her husband and
ed, the question I was momentar- out going into the street and hear- 1 his work. Whether or not he is
ily at a loss for an answer but ing himself quoted because his doing the greatest job in the coin.
after some thought I have arrived wife has been far too conversant munity sometimes he should be re-
9-/Y at certain convictions which! over the telepho
ne and other me-. minded of his importance in the
would like to share with all of you. dia of communication, including family and the community. Such
According to the Bible God ere- the back fence, divulging those an opinion voiced by a wife is far
ated man, then lie created worn.' things which have been given him more meaningful than coming
an. e 
without
Godnot a atno ed thmstme 
and
Han wasin utmost confidence. from anyone else.so
In the final analysis we must
ated woman first of all that she
might be a source of comfort. First 
sum up the thought behind it great
of all, woman should be a source 
wife as spoken adequately in these
words by a great author of some
of comfort. Life is dull and drab 
for the man who goes out every 
years; ago. "Behind every great
man is a great woman.
day, whether in the office or the 
"
A man can rise no higher than
ditch, to make a living. Hardly a
day 
his wife thinks, acts, behaves, and
,passes that he is not called
upon to ''swallow some -bitter
drop" or to do something he would
not like to do. He is forced into a
position he would love very much
to avoid but to adequately take
care of his family he has to swal-
low and keep on moving. Then if
upon his arrival at home he is
ed his slaves, continually exposed to such an en•
vately: that many of the slaves After the Civil War and emend- vironment life will not offer very
were the sons and daughters of pation the Grimke sisters sent for much to him, After eight or ten
the slaveowner himself by one their Negro relatives. They accept- -hours of constant harassing map
of his Negro women slaves, ed them as blood cotinections and needs to come home and meet a
On the lecture platform, in let- took upon themselves t
he duty of smiling wife, well dressed, well
ters, and in newspaper articles promoting their inte
rests as far groomed, and ready to bring a bit
the Grimke sisters said slavery ias it was n th
eir power to do so, of cheer into his life.
did not allow the slaves to live When their f
ather died and the 
"IIELPMATE"
proper, married Christian lives, tfhaeinilyGreimstkaete 
sisters 
r sbeinp.gerssueattdle4ed In the second place woman is
They said: "Let every m an designed by nature and God to be
have his own wife, and let every their mother to give
 them some a "Helpmate". After all of t h e
women have her own husband. . . of the slaves as th
eir "share" of drudgery of a day's work a man
let parents have their own chil- t
he family holdings. As soon as does not have to be reminded that
dren for they are the gifts of the they 
were granted their portion of he is not doing what the Joneses
Lord to them and no one else 
the family "property they- freed are doing over across the street,
hem.has any right to them." t or the Smiths down on the aye-
'LION OF TRIBE. flue, If such be the case it is the
Angelina Grimke married the duty of the wife to assure her hus-
famous Northern abolitionist The- band that with the passing of a few
odore Weld. She called him "a more moons things will move to-
lion of the tribe of abolition." The ward the better for them. What.
Welds, along with Sarah Grimke, ever state man finds himself he
conducted an integrated, co-educa- should be able to go to his wife
tioniii school in New Jersey. and find somefeasible solution for
The Grijke sisters are the real the problems. The idea of "Help'
heroines and the true daughters of mate': carries with it the same
the South. Until now, because of idea that the marriage vows in-
prejudices, only the Scarlet 01-la- eludes when it says "til death do
us part. '
The idea of "Helpmate.' carries
with it the idea of helping in every
Perhaps some day the Grimke area of activity. Far too many
sisters will take their rightful I wives today concern themselves
place in our history, I and expend themselves only in
Jehovah said that His people were
like sheep without a shepherd. He
would send them one, a descendant of
David, Jesus Christ, the good shepherd..
MEMORY VERSE—Psalm 33:12.
UNDERGROUND SOU
The Grimke Sisters
By EUGENE FELDMAN
Two daughters of an aristocrat-
ic Charleston, South Carolina fam•
ily were among the greatest of all
the Southern white abolitionists.
They were Sarah and Angelina
Grimke whose father was a Su-
preme Court Judge in South Caro-
lina.
• Their family was related to the
South Carolina
Rhetts, Barn-
wells and t h e
Pickensee. Their
father, brother,
and other related
families held
many slaves.
They themselves
were reluctant
parts of the gay,
social life of that
city.
Sarah and Angelina Grimke
were very dissatisfied with t h e
life they were leading. 'They felt
a deep wrong in slavery, but at
that time they did not quite know
what to do about it.
There was a law in South Ca-
',tins, as there was in all the
Southern states, against teaching
slaves how to read and write. The
Grimke sisters disobeyed this law.
This is how Sarah Grimke de-
scribes how she taught the letters
to her waiting maid:
"I took an almost malicious sat-
isfaction in teaching my little wait-
ing maid at night, when she was
supposed to be occupied in comb-
ing and brushing my hair. The
light was put out, the key hole
screened, and flat on our stom-
achs before the fire, with spell-
ing book under our eyes, we dc.
fled the law of South Carolina,
ON TRW
Angelina Grimke told the Sou- know full well that to give the
them ladies that she herself was public the names and residences
a Southerner and a friend. She of such person would be in ifloat
said that all she wrote to them instances to surrender them to
was for their own good and not butchery."
for any malicious reasons. She
called upon them to be like the
heroines of the Bible who disobey-
ed laws for freedom's sake:
MAKES APPEAL
''Are there no Shlprahs, no
Puahs among you, who will dare
in Christian firmness and Christi-
an meekness to refuse to obey
the wicked laws which require
woman to enslave, to degrade and
to brutalize women?"
The "Appeal to the Christian
Women of the South," was a XI
page booklet and it was sent in
large quantities to the South. It
was read by women in many Sou-
thern cities.
When the booklet arrived in
the Charleston post office the post-
master ordered it burned. The sis-
ters were forbidden to ever set
foot again in Charleston and they
were even denied the right to
communicate with their own fa-
mily.
Previous to this the authorities,
because of the prominence of the
Grimke family, had been lenient
with the two sisters. When Sarah
Grimke came home for a visit
from Philadelphia in 1820 she had
brought with her some copies of
"thoughts on Slavery." H e r
"crime" was that she had distil-
buted several copies of this aboli-
tionist tract in Charleston. But
the authorities did nothing because
of the intervention of her family.
In 1838 the state of Massa-
chusetts appointed a committee to
consider the part the state had in
In 181a when Sarah was 27 she the subject of slavery. Interested
accompanied her father on a trip euzens and organizations were
invited to speak before the com-
mittee. Angehna Grimke NV a s
chosen by the abolitionists to rep-
resent them,
later decided that she could no
longer fit in with the social life 
A FIRST
This Was 3 very significant thing
of Charleston and she moved North since no woman had ever before
to Philadelphia. I spoken to a legislative committee
Her sister Angelina remained in in the state. Furthermore no worn-
Charleston but she too could. no, an had ever spoken in the legisla-
longer bear the life there. This is tive halls of Massachusetts,
what she wrote of her anguish in Angelina Grimke spoke for two
her diary: hours. She told of the evils of sla-
"Yesterday was a day of suffer- very as she knew of them from
ing. My soul was exceedingly sor- first hand experience in South
rowful, and out of the depths of Carolina. The chairman of the
It, I cried unto the Lord that committee was in tears after she'
to Philadelphia. While there, she
stayed with anti - slavery Quakers.
She also met others who disagreed
with the slavery system. Sarah
One critic- told the Grimke sis-
ters to go out and collect facts
about slavery before they spoke
out so vehemently against it. An-
gelina Grimke answered this and
said:
"We have lived at the South as
integral parts of the system of
slavery, and therefore we know
from practical observation and ex-
perience quite enough about It al.
ready."
BEST BLOOD
Angelina Grimke told the South
through booklets and letters that
the so-called "best blood" of Vir-
ginia "flows in the veins of slaves'
. . .Yes even the blood of a Jef-
ferson. . ."
She reminded the South that all
the advertisements in their papers
for run-away slaves were in real-
ity ads to catch and bring back
their own brothers and sisters she
quoted some of these ads which
described the run - away slave
He would make a way for me to spoke.
escape from this land of slavery." While the Grimke sisters de-
Soon after that she joined her sis- . voted a good deal of their time.
ter Sarah in Philadelphia. writing and speaking for Northern,
They did not need to be taught1 audiences they also kept in close'
the evils of slavery or to be es- contact with other Southern abed
pecially influenced to be spokes- litionists. Sarah Grimke received
men against it. Their very hearts this letter from a white abolition.
vibrated with abolitionism. Their ist friend in the South -
lessons' were learned in the home "On the Fourth of July, the fri-
of slavery itself, ends of the oppressed met and
MOB ATTACK contributed 6 or 8 dollars to ob-
These were the times when ml Min some copies of Gerrit Smith's
Boston the abolotionist Garrison letter and some other pamphlets
WWI attacked by a mob. Angelina for our own benefit and that of
Grimke immediately wrote him to the vicinity. The leaven we think
stand firm in his belief She told is beginning to work and we hope
him that. "The ground upon
which you stand is holy ground—
never, never surrender it."
She thought the letter she wrote
to Garrison was a personal one
but Garrison printed it in his abol-
it will 'ere long purify the whole
mass of corruption."
One white Southern minister of
the Methodist faith. an abolitionist
In the South, wrote the Grimke
sisters and begged them never to
itionist paper. When the letter ap- "give up abolitionism. Don't how
peared many were angry about it down to slavery. You have thous-
because they thought public issues
were not "proper" matters 1 o r
women folk to discuss.
ands in the South who are secret-
ly praying for you."
FREES SLAVES
Instead of keeping quiet Ange- 1 Another party that the Grimke
line Grimke wrote even more, 1 sisters were in contact with was
This time she wrote an "Appeal i the sheriff of Rockingham county,
to the Christian Women of the Virginia. lie had joined the Smith-
South.' In this appeal she begged! field anti - Slavery Society and
them to take steps to abolish slav- had served as its president. Later
cry Here arc some of her argn- he freed his slaves and moved to
ments to her Southern sisters: Pennsylvania His ex-slaves mov-
"Act on this subject. Some of ed with him and he pald them
you own staves yourselves. If wages.
you believe slavery is sinful, set one southern newspaper de'
them at liberty. . .if they v'ish to. mended that the Grimke sisters
remain with you, nay them wages. i tell them the names of their &su-
it not let them leave you " I (here abolitionist co - workers.
She told them to teach their They knew the Bible well and had
slaves how to read and write ev m read the story of Judas many
if doing so meant disobeying thee times. Angelina Grimke wrot•
law. She said that the Riblel back a heated letter to the editor
which called for equal regard for who asked for these !laments:
all, was superior to man-made "Now those who incessantly stun' Sure .1 lay •
 driving on a night like
law. I us with such unreasonable clamor I'd wart 'tit we got 
out in the country."
as "white appearing" or "t is I s
sla‘e has sometimes tried to pass
for white."
She was telling the South public-
ly what everyone there knew pri-
One person in one of the audienc-
es at which they spoke once told
the Grimke sisters to "take it
easy," and to be more "gradual-
ist' in their request for abolition.
This is heard also today on the
desegregation issue. To this Ange-
lina Grimke answered — and an-
swered very strongly: "I h a v e
seen too much of slavery to be
a gradualist."
The Grimke sisters had a broth-
er in Charleston who had many:
slaves. Like many other Southern
slaveholders he led a double life
and had two families. One fatuity
was with his white wife and the
children of this union were his
RICHARD BOWLING.
Greensboro youth, accents the company, as W. T. Johnson,
Duke Power Company Award State NF.A secretary looks on
for 1957 for having won out from center. Bowling, a June
in competition among North honor graduate of Dudley
Carolina New Farmers of High school, is past president
America in new uses of elec• of the North Carolina Associ•
tricity. The award is present- tion of New Farmers of Amer•
ed by Joe N. Howell, egricul• Ica. The sward was present-
tural engineer for the power ed at A&T College last week.
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this Rut I
"legitimate" heirs. The other fa-
mily was with a Negro slave
women and he had many children
with her also, but these remain-
ran, who cherished the memory
of the slavery South, have been
written about.
thought
JANA C.
Yes Madame,
PORTER
What could be more nutri-
tious and tanalizingly delicious
than to serve Dad and the small
fry Banana cake for supper
tonight. Banana pie, cake, with
ice cream or cereals are always
favorites at our house. Jack
Sprat Banana cake served with
coffee or milk makes a wonder-
ful TV repast.
Jack Sprat Banana Cake
cups Jack Sprat flour
2 teaspoon baking powder
1-4 teaspoon soda
1 cup mased ripe bananas
Not only is it true that the sec-
rets of the friends be held in ut-
most secrecy but the family sec-
rets should be'secrets only to the
husband and wife. One of the fore-
most reasons for family troubles
is the fact that many of the things
that should remain within the im-'
mediate family circle seeps out to condones. He can be as great as
in-laws and the like and by thel she wants him to be or clue can
Dine each one adds his version to be as small as she would make
the original, it makes of the mid him. Now I am fully aware that
nor disturbance a major war, there are some exceptions to this
Another thing to be expected of statement but the exceptions are
the wife is that she is the reser-' rare and a man in the final analy-
voir of the moral and spiritual she-1 sis rises just as far as the wife
ments in the family. In hours or! inspires him, pushes h i m, or
moments of stress and strain in moulds him. It is just that, my
the family the wife should be the friend, is what should be a wife!
MERRY MENAGERIE
CASH FOOD STORES
teaspoon Vanilla
1,2 teaspoon lemon extract
t's cup sortening
1 cup sugar
2 eggs
3 tablespoons milk
Sift Jack Sprat flour, meas-
ure and resift 3 times with bak-
ing power, soda and salt.
Cream shortening until soft and
smooth, then add sugar gradual-
ly and continue creaming until
light and fluffy. Add eggs one
at a time and mashed bananas
and flavorings. Add Jack Sprat
flour mixture and milk alter-
nately.
Line the bottoms of 3 eight
inch layer cake pans with thin
plain paper. Pour in cake mix-
ture. Bake in 350 degree F. oven
about 25 minutes. Spread lay-
ers when cool with your favor-
ite lemon frostings; dust top
lightly with powdered sugar.
The whole gang will ask for
seconds
By for now,
JANA PORTER
a world-famous
HAMMOND
ORGAN
for your Church or School
obtainable with
QUALITY STAMPS!
Use this success-proved way
to obtain a wonderful Ham-
mond Organ or a magnificent
STEINWAY PIANO for your
Church, School, Auditorium,
or Sunday School.
A "down payment" of just SO
books of Quality Stamps will
DELIVER . . with the bal-
ance of the cost taken care
of through regular payments
of Quality Stamps!
Just get EVERY member of
your organization started sav-
ing Quality Stamps on g reg-
ular basis . . . It's EASY to
accomplish, for MORE Mid.
South firms give Quality
Stamps than any other kind!
THIS GROUP presented an interesting program of wide vart•
ly recently when they appeared on the Rig Star Talent Sho v
There were three solos, a reading, and a quartet. If you would
like to appear on the future program simply notify station WDIA
and an audition try-out will he arranged for you. Be sure to listen
to the Big Star Talent Show on WDIA every Saturday at 11:30.
By Walt Disney
It's an enjoyable one that offers opportunities to Mid South young-
sters. Big Star is happy to give young people this chance. The
talented youngsters pictured above are- in front—Curtiss Siggers.
Charles Siggers. 2nd row—L to R—Lee Henry Mitchell, Ashley
McIntosh, Jacqueline Gibson, Walsh Alley 3rd row—Willie Jeffer
son, Gloria Neal and Willie Flowers.
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SEND • OFF FOR STUDENTS
— Young members of First
Baptist church Lauderdale,
•who are planning to enter col.
lege this Fall were entertain.
ed In the education annex and
given seine tips on college life
and good citizenship last Fri-
day evening. The young Peo-
ple shown standing are; John
M. Rutledge, P. W. Thorn.
ton, Lee Earnest Raj, Irma
Wiliam. Mary Burgess, Mrs.
M. M. Crawford tone of the
entertainment committee.)
Verlene Perry, Mrs. M. Hodg-
Negroes May Lose First
Chance For Philly Solon
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
PHILADELPHIA — A promi-
nent Philadelphia minister warn-
ed this week that unless commu-
nity leaders close ranks and unite,
the first chance in history to send
a Negro from Pennsylvania to the
U. S. Congress may be forfeited
to a white person.
Rev. William L. Bentley, pastor
of the Emmanuel Institutional
Baptist cnurch in North Philadel-
called for a show of strength
offset attempts to so split up
the potentially heavy Negro vote
that none of the aspirants for the
congressional seat of Rep. Earl
Chudoff of the Fourth District will
be able to muster a winning mar-
gin.
Chunoff, who has held the post
for five terms is slated to resign
next month to take a judge-
ship on the Common Pleas bench
of the City. A Democrat, he hie
the backing of Gov. William Lead-
er, Sen. Joseph Clark, and Mayor
Richardson Dilworth.
SITUATION 'TOUCHY'
However, he has added to the
Intensity and suspense of t h
touchy political situation by dan-
gling a coy "if" to repeated ques-
tiona of when and IF he will ac-
cept and whether he will back a
Negro for the vacancy.
His stock answer is that nothing
definite; so with this back-
und, the fierce competition
magi Philadelphia Negro hope-
fide has the aspect of fighting over
a prize that is not yet within
reach.
Most publicised of the ambi-
tions is suave lean lawyer, Ray-
mond Pace Alexander, known
nationally for his legal prowess;
but regarded by many as an
aristocratic blueblood too high
for the common touch. Contrary
to reports that Alexander has
the backing of the regular Dem-
ocratic organization, such Is not
the case.
• At least three other ministers
are possible contenders. Rev. Lu-
ther Cunningham, St. Paul B a p-
tist, who has the largest congre
gation in Philadelphia. He is young
and extremely popular. Rev. Wil-
Mom Gray, former president of
orida A and M college who pas-
tors the Bright Hope Baptist
church, known for his crusading,
and Rev, Marshall Shepherd, pas-
tor of the Mount Olivet Baptist
church.
SHEPHERD MOST
EXPERIENCED
Of the three Shepherd is the
most experienced in politics. He
was formerly the Recorder of
Deeds for the District of Colum-
'hie under President Truman, then
served in that same capacity in
Philadelphia, and is now a City
Councilman at Large.
An organization man, Shepherd
has the unqualified ndorsement
of the political action arm of the
AFL-C10 and would most likely
have the backing of the regular
Democratic organization; but he
NEW YORK — A Negro couple
from Florida who are Methodist
missionaries in Borneo were last
week sailed "pioneers akin to
Jackie Robinson in baseball.'
Tom Harris. an agronomist and
former county farm agent, and his
wife, Jennie, a school teacher, are
featured in an article on "T h e
Methodists" in the new issue of
Look magazine. The story is the
first in a series on the "Story of
Religions in America".
Mr. and Mrs. Harris are "out.
standing among modern Methodist
missionaries," the look article re-
ports because they typify t h e
highly trained specialists the Meth-
odists are now sending abroad to
r
iement the work of native pas-
s.
In 1948, the Harrises were sent
TEEN SCHOLARSHIP W I N-
NE.RS — These four pretty
teen • agers known to WDIA
listeners as Teen Town Sing-
ers. were awarded 31,006 in
cash scholarships last Saler-
day by A. C. Williams, t h e
LOS ANGELES — Alpha Phi Al-
pha fraternity in annual session
here culminated its 51st year by
electing Judge Myles A. Paige of
New York its general president.
, Judge Paige, in his second bid
for the office, defeated Walter H.
Williams of Jackson, Miss., and
' Byron Rumford of Berkeley, Cal-
ifornia. Frank L. Stanley, retiring
General President of Louisville,
Ky.. did not seek reelection.
Reaffirming its support of the
NAACP, Alpha Phi Alpha award-
ed five life memberships to its liv-
ing founders: Henry A. Callis, Na.
station's promotion consultant
and dirertor. They are. lett
to right, Doris Turnstall, St.
Augustine; Claudia Merle Ivy,
Douglass; -Magnolia Arm-
strong and Thelma 14(111111011%,
Manassas, and Mr. Wlilt-
principal speaker of the conven-
tion's public meeting, presented
the life certificates. Mr. Wilkins
was the recipient of the Alpha
Medal of Honor for distinguished
service in the field of human re-
lations.
OTHER SPEAKERS
Other featured convention speak.,
ers were Dr. Felton G. Clark, pres-
ident of Southern university; Bish-
op Frank Madison Reid of the A.
H. E. church; Atty. A, T. Wal-
den of Atlanta, Ga., who w a s
awarded the Alpha Award of Hon
or for his many years of leader-
theme) A. Murray. George B. Eel- ship; Oliver W. Higgins and Foun-
ley, and to James E. Huger and der George B. Kelley.
Frank L. Stanley. Roy Wilkins,' Social activities included many'
"You can't blame us,. When
Mommy and I take our grocery list and go
to NATIONAL. we get lots of nice things.
I specially like the cookies because there are
so many different kinds. And then they have
Iota of reel good orange juice and ice cream
and pop and candy ... and lots of other stuff
like that that my brother and I eat all the time.
"I guess Mommy likes
NATIONAL, too, because she says it's real
easy to get everything on our grocery list and
get all through with our grocery shopping.
Oh yes, there's one other thing I forgot to
mention. We know the manager at our
NATIONAL Food Store and he is real nice and
he always says 'hello' to aid and he always says
'good-bye' when we leave. When I grow up and
have a big grocery list like my Mommy's, and
I have a house of my own, I am going to go to
NATIONAL, too, because I think they're real
nice." (Right you are little lady, right you are
... and that's why every NATIONAL Store
has lots of Mommies like yours. and
Daddies, too. shopping with their
little boys and girls!)
Sot., Sept. 14, 1957
ants. Bennie Jenkins, ether
winner of a 3200 scholarship,
a student at Booker T. Wash-
ington, is not shown. T h
awards are made on basis
of talent. puectuality, loyalty,
and need.
beach parties, golf tournament,
trips to Disneyland and Hollywood.
The top affair was the Coronation
Ball at the spacious and beautiful
Hollywood Palladium. The closed
banquet and dance attracted over
1,200 Alphas and their guests, The
next general convention was set
for December, 1958, at either Rich-
mond or Philadelphia.
Sandwiches anti cake that has
boon cut will stay mein and Fmk
if you seal the winced pew ewe-
ping with a hot iron.
has not yet definitely announced
his candidacy. He it a fiery ora-
tor.
The Fourth District comprises
the 24, 38, 29, 32, 37, 38 and 47th
wards and is about two-thirds Ne-
gro. Up until 10 years ago, it was
a strong Republican area under
the leadership of Hobson Reynolds,
a prominent fraternal leader of the
Elks who was then a magistrate.
But the district changed when
popular Joseph Clark bee a in e
Mayor of Philadelphia and it has
held steadily since. The present
Democratic District leader is Jes-
se Shields. Republicans think they
may have a chance to change thei
competition and have put up their
own hopeful in Cecil Moore, a
well known lawyer.
NEGRO STATISTICS
In an article in the Philadelphia
Tribune of Aug. 27, Dorothy An-
derson, a writer for the paper
points up some impressive statis-
tics on the Negro voting potential
and concludes that unless a con-
centrated Get Out the Vote drive
is begun etre, Negroes will bee
the chance to elect more repre-
sentatives both in the City a e d
elsewhere. Misr Anderson notes
that under the system of drawing
up the Councilmen at Large dis-
tricts, it is almost impossible to
get more than two Negroes in this
capacity. City elections will come
this fall.
Words of the Wis.
No man is good enough to
govern another man withont
the other's consent
—(Lhscoln)
DETROIT—(INS).— Some 1,200
delegates and guests of the Nation-
al Urban League conference were
told "teamwork between white and
colored people" is the best way to
solve race problems.
The league's executive director,
Lester B. Granger, warned the an-
nual gathering in Detroit:
"The psuedo - respectable btu&
terday was thought dead forever,
is back in business and is com-
piling a new record of intimida-
tion, violence and murder.
• "The psuedo • receptable busi-
nessmen and civic leaders who
are responsible for the Klan's re-
birth are now deploring its growth,
forgetful that they made the Klan's
reappearance inevitable when they
organized their White Citizen's
Councils and similar groups for
economic and social repression of
their Negro neighbors.
Granger also outlined the theme
of the 1957 conference as "interra-
cial teamwork." He said the prime
objective of the conference is
greater development and utBiza-
to Fukien Province, China. They
were the first regularly commis-
sioned Negro missionaries to be
sent by any Christian church to
an East Asian country.
"They did so splendidly there,"
Look notes, "that when Chinese
Communists over • ran the area
anti.American propaganda found
no sympathizers among the villag-
ers. The Itemises had disproved
Communist charges that American
Negroes were illiterate and ex.
plofted. They spoke fluent Chinese,
had materially improved local ag.
riculture and learning, and were
friends to Chinese of the lowest
station."
When they were ordered out of
China in 1951, they went to work
among the Dyaks in Sarawak, Bor-
their mission is nowneo where 
es (member of the entertain-
ment committee), Carole Ann
Hooks, John McKinney. Na-
thaniel Exum. Matthew Rich
ardson, Donald Franklin and
John Mitchell. Among t hose
who delivered brief talks and
gave remarks were seated left
LOS ANGELES — State Senator
Richard Richards of Los Angeles,
made another progressive step to-
ward the elimination of discrimi-
nation in teacher employment.
During the 1957 session of the, motion in the hiring of teachers."
to right: T. R. Mcliemore,
L. Alex Wilson. Mrs. T. R.
MeLemore, Prof. Rerkley Ed.
obis, and Prof. I 1. Johnson.
The praiseworthy affair
o as under the supers ision of
Prot Johnson, and enjo) eti
by youth and adults present.
state legislature, Richards intro-
duced a bill which permits the cre-
ation of a Fair Employment Prac•
lice Commission in Boards of Ed-
ucation.
The purpose of the Commission
as set-forth in the bill, would be
to "assist and advise local school
districts in problem; • relating tc
racial, religious, or other discrim.
AMA Says No Real Drug
(are For Asian Flu
The American Medical Associa-
tion reported that once Asian Flu'
is contracted there is very little ,
that can be done M treat the ail-
ment.
The best treatment, said the
AME is bedrest, sufficient liquid
intake, and agents to reduce fe-
Ver.
In an article appearing in the
Sept. 7, AMA Journal, the Asso-
ciation's council on drugs a lao
warned that antibiotics and sulfa
drugs should not be used to treat
Asian Flu.
DRUGS INEFFECTIVE
The article explained that anti-
biotics and sulfa drugs do not af-
fect most viruses, including those
causing the present outbreak of
Asian Flu
It urged that the so-called mir-
acle drugs be saved for patients
who suffer complications such as
pneumonia, which is a bacterial
infection and can be treated with
antibiotics or sulfa drugs.
The report noted that the pres-
ent influenza outbreak is similar
to the 1918 epidemic when pneu-
monia and its complications fol.
lowd the initial sickness.
The council report also warn-
Lion of colored industrial skills.
At a public meeting of the lea-
gue, Republican Gov. Theodore
H. McKeldin of Maryland said in
a prepared speech:
"The 'country realizes more
keenly than ever before that it
has been throwing away part of
one of its greatest resources in
not developing the full potential of
the Negro group."
The governor compared modern
"emancipated" Negroes to early
American settler's at Jamestown
and Plymouth. He said he believed
the American Negro will not fail.
'But, like the others, will devote
his strength, his brains, and his
character to increase and multi-
ply the wealth, the power and the
glory of our common country."
:4
FCEIV ES HONORARY DE-
GREE— Dr. Luther R. Fos-
ter, president of Tnskegee Insti-
tute, Ala., received the honorary
doctor of public service degree
from Adams State college, Alamo.
sa, Col. during the college's amt.
al commencement exercises re-
cently. President Fred J. Plat-
hy conferred the degree. Dr. Fos-
ter was commencement speaker
for the 69 Summer graduates of
flourishing. the college.
ed that antibiotics and sulfa drugs
sometimes cause adverse side ef-
fects which may be "disastrous
for the critically ill."
In conclusion, the article ad
vised that patients with uncompli-
cated influenza should be treated
at home and not taken to a hon.
pital, thus avoiding possible ex-
posure to bacterial complications.
LITTLE ROCK LEADERS are
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates.
Mrs. Bates Is president of the
NAACP chapter InLittle Rock,
where Gov. Orval Faubus has
called out the National Guard
to keep Negroes from attend-
ing a previously "all.white"
high school. Her , husband is
publisher of the Arkansas
FHA Helps
Home Buyers
Federal Housing Administration
mortgage insvr,,,ee hoins ,`,.. •
erage family to finance a home by
making a small down payment and
spreading the monthly mortgage
payments over a term that can
often be as long as 30 years.
The FDA reviews th^ franca,-. I
tion for soundness. The loan is
made by a private lendiny insti-
tution approved by the FHA.
The FHA makes no loans — It
supplements but does not eninpete
with private lending activity.
I .e'ldents o the ,1 S., Italy
sad Great Brit ttn have about the
.tec per cap:ta consumption nt
VAlecu, accerdiiK to r-cent rade
of-'•mates.
FIRST AIM ADVICE
a compound fracture in
which the bone protrudes
through the skin, support by
grasping the Injured limb firm-
ly, em' hand abuse the bone
cod, the other below. to
present Silos ement of the in-
jured arm or leg until a splint
cam be applied. This s,ls lee
should be followed for all
frartures ef the long bones.
•
It is a good idaa, when you aro
writing tea friend who is in the hos-
pitol, to put this horn* oddness on
the envelope. This pm:cesium will
make it easier to have the note for-
warded if the patient has gone
honw.
State press. Because of repeat-
ed attacks on their home in
the past few weeks armed
guards are keeping a round
the clock watch around the
Bates home. Sunday Mrs.
Bates reported advising Ne-
gro students not to attend
school Monday morning.
RELAX DE LUXE
At that special time of day when
you drop worriee and cares ...
that's the time for Bourbon de
Luxe. Yes, relax de luxe ...
enjoy Bourbon de Luxe.
KENTUCKY'S BEST—YET COSTS NO MORE!
Iniferlos
Strweli
Bowie.
Whiskire
11.16•4•• '.t. Go.m.
THE BOURBON DE LUXE COMPANY, DIVISION OF NATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS
CORPORATION, LOUISVILLE. KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
—86 PROOF
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Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
to correspond with a woman be-
tween the ages of 35 and 40; about
5 feet, 7 inches tall and in the
neighborhood of 170 pounds. I am
43 years of age, don't drink or
.gamble, have a steady job and
am interested in meeting a nice
quiet settle woman. If not serious
don't write. J. Anderson, 5601 Kim-
bark, Chicago"; Ill.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man 25 years old- I am
paralyzed and unable to work, I
am 5 feet, 10 inches tall, 150 lbs.,
black hair, dark brown skin and
brown eyes. I am buying a home
and would like to find a wife. She
may have children and need not
be a working girl. Please be sin-
cere or don't write. I will answer
all mail. E. W. Whyette, 605 N.
Kentucky, Crossett, Ark.
• • • ,
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a very
lonesome young man of 24, who
is seeking a young lady between
the ages of 18 and 24 who is very
matured- She must have a Sense
of humor, very intelligent, a nice
dresser and nice to be with. She
must also like to attend the mov-
ies, baseball, basketball and
dance. Would like her to be nice
looking weight between 118 and
. . . this is Washington
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
Some encouraging news in the
integration picture was a report
last week by outgoing Washing-
ton School Superintendent, Hobart
Corning who said that marked
improvement has been shown in
pupil achievement tests; even
though Washington is still below
the nation's norm. The report did
not break down the tests by race,
but a large percentage of slow
learners it was claimed came from
s"---4 low income Negro families who
had formerly attended segregated
schools.
• • •
After taking a long hard look at
the facts, District Commissioners
canceled a scheduled performance
by Fats Domino at Griffith Stadi-
um on the advice of Police Chief
Robert Murray, who claimed that
the rock and roll show would tren-
t), the cats so, that there wouldn't
be enough police to cool them.
Robert E. McLaughlin hastened
to explain that this does not mean
that ole Fats is barred from the
city. They just want him to get
a smaller place that won't require
as much handling. A rock and
roll session last year at the Dis-
trict Armory resulted in some
bashed heads and busted up furni-
ture and brought out emergency
riot squads.
First diplomatic party of the
Fall season was that given Sun-
day, Sept. 1 by Major and Mrs.
Seth Anthony who held an infor-
mal cocktail party in their home.
Major Anthony is Charges D'Af
faires of the Ghana Embassy.
Mrs. Anthony only recently joined
him there.
tags were canceled and the af-
fairs have been moved to the
Presidential Arms Hotel.
,
Upset of the week: Mrs. Bessie
Mercer Freeman was unseated as
financial secretary of the Nation-
al Beauty Culturists League and
the office vacated. Under the late
Mrs. Cordelia Greene Johnson,
head of the association, Mrs. Free-
man virtually controlled the mon-
ey of the group, refused to turn
over any authority to acting presi-
dvnt Katie Whickham after Mrs.
Johnson passed.
But at the New Orleans conven-
tion, Mrs. Whickham was elected
president in fact. Now the associa-
tion plans to open headquarters
in Washington on 15th at. and they
have asked Mrs. Freeman not only
to turn over all the books but
Washington's Willard Hotel was
the first downtown spot to let down
color bars, long before the end
of bias went into effect in 1953.
This liberal policy was set by the
late Maxwell Abhell of Chicago
owner of the famed hostelry where
President Lincoln stayed and a
string of other hotels. But now aft-
er Abbell's passing. the present
management is instituting a new
policy designed to discourage Ne-
groes from hiring rooms for lun-
cheons and dinners which will
bring out large numbers of them.
Energetic Viola Meekins an it:-
defatieable civic worker ran into
this when she sent to clinch two
dates next year for charity affairs
'and was told by the management
that the original price for the ball-
room and the dinners would be
biked 50 cents more on the dinners
and a deposit of $300 on the Grand
ballroom. When Miss Meekins pro-
tested. the manager become su ly
and rude. As a result the book.
boned as possibles are Margaret
"Peggy" Hawthorne and Marjorie
MacKinzie Lawson.
• • •
Seen at the Washington Airport,
Joe Louis lounging against a post
while his female golfing comPan-
ion took care of the ticket busi-
ness at the Eastern Airlines ticket
counter, Public Housing Admin-
istrator, Dr. George Snowden at
tee Capital Ticket counter check-
ing in for a flight to Detroit and
the Urban League convention.
• •
Roild of adjournment parties in
the Capital included a most ex-
clusively swank cocktail affair at
the Oiricers club of Bolling Air-
field in Washington. Hosts were
Lt. Col. Daniel James, Captain
Oliver Kerr, and Restaurant Own-
er Billy Simpson. Guests includ-
ed Capitol Hill secretaries a n d
Congressman Charles Diggs, Sen.
Jacob Javits and Daphne Coleman
who brought along :ter father and
Sen. Stuart Symington's Chris Mc-
Creary had her husband in tow.
Dorothy Quarker told me she was
going back to Detroit to take over
the Congressional office of her
boss, Charlie Diggs, while Con-
gress is in recess. Assisting their
husbands were Pretty Mrs. Billy
Simpson and charming Mrs. Oliv-
er Kerr.
• • •
Bustling Gene Davidson, presi-
dent of the District Branch of the
NAACP is the son of the first ex-
ecutive secretary of the organiza-
tion in Washington, Shelby J.
Davidson. Gene has been on the
exectuive board of the branch
since 1941 and has headed the
D. C. chapter since 1952.
He is currently working on doc-
umentation of police brutality
charges which the association has
leveled against the police depart-
ment and Police Chief. Robert
Murray. The charges will be aired
In October. Three of the 35 board
members are white and about 5
percent of the 10,000 in the branch
are white.
S's
Ceylon's Ambassador to Wash-
ington, R. S. S. Gunewardene is
one of the most outspoken of the
diplomatic set. He bluntly com-
plains because he doesn't see Ne-
groes at more high diplomatic
functions, wants to know why they
erect' good enough to be included.
Gunewardene also wants to know
why Negroes don't invite more for-
eigners to their homes to get
better acquainted. He's busy now
with double duty as ambassador
and UN chief delegate for his
country, as well as heading the
important committee which con-
demned Russia's interference in
Hungary; but the busy diplomat
says he wants to take time out
to make an extensive tour of Ne-
gro centers of population.
125 lbs., light brown complexion,
height 5 feet, 8 or 7 inches tall.
I weigh 156 lbs., height 5 feet,
10 1-2 inches tall, complexion
dark brown. Alton Broomfield,
906 E. 42nd pl., Chicago 15, Ill.
S's
Dear Mme. Chante: I am de-
sirous of corresponding with a pen
pal from the USA. I would be very
grateful if you could make it pos-
sible for me. I am a boy eighteen
years old and would like a girl
Pal. Cleve Lincoln Parkins, 1387-8
King at., Kingston, Jamaica, BWL
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I read the
Chicago Defender each week and
hope you can help me. I am a very
lonely man, single, 39 years old,
weight 145 lbs, 5 feet, 6 1-2 inches
tall, medium brown complexion
and have a nice appearance at all
times. I have a steady income. I
would like to meet a nice young
lady who is lonely and looking for
the better things In life. I would
prefer one living in or near Chica-
go as I live about 20 miles from
Chicago. I would like her to be be-
tween 20 and 30; 110 to 150 lbs.,
neat, single and with one or two
children would not matter. If in-
terrested, please write and I will
send a photo, also my full name.
Mr. J. C., 2214 Broadway,. East
Chicago, Indiana.
• • • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
widow of one year. I would like
to meet a gentleman who desires
a good wife and home. Please
white. Mrs. Bessie Smith, 1847
Highland pl., Indianapolis, Ind
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am writ-
ing this letter so that you may
help me. You have helped so many
people find mates. I would like to
meet a nice lady between the ages
of 20 and 30. Mr, Willie Jones,
c-o Mr. Frank Jordan, P.O. Box
436, Robins, Ill.
UNIA Purchases
Land In Ghana
. PHILADELPHIA — The Univer-
sal Negro Improvement associa-
tion announced this week that it
has purchased 1,250 acres of prop-
erty in the African republic of
Ghana.
The move Was endorsed by
delegates to the association's 13th
international convention, whic h
ended Sept. 1.
Officiate of the association
said the African land is to be
used for cattle raising and dairy
farming.
The UNIA was encouraged in its
endeavor by the Ghana govern-
ment, which is seeking to increase
its beef production. The govern-
ment is also establishing an agri-
culture research center.
ly this year, as the convention site
for 1958.
William L. Sherrill was unani-
mously re-elected to his third term
as president of the group. Other
officers are:
Thomas W. Harvey, A. L. Craw-
ford; Raymond Kelley, and
Charles L. James, assistant presi-
dents-general; Naomi Taylor, sec-
retary; O'Brien Bristol, high chan-
cellor; Rev J. C. Tucker, chan-
lain; Solomon Fitzhue, high com-
missioner; and Maggie Jenkins,
international organizer.
The words of the song "Annie
One of the actions of the con- Laurie" were firstprInte din1824
vention was to select Ghana, but were not set to music until
which acquired independence ear- 1835.
AL WHITEHOUSE (left) exec-
utive director of the Industrial
Unions department. tEl.,•CIO,
and James Flotia, vice presi-
dent. Teamsters union, armies
silver, china, linen and other items
belonging to the organization
which she has kept in her home.
Reported going to Africa on a
teaching fellowship is Howard U.
English and dramatic instructor,
James Butcher, husband of Dr.
Margaret Just. La Ursa Snelson
Hedrick, former secretary of the
National Association of Colored
Women in Washington, was the
guest of honor at a 4-H club ban-
quet at Howard last week. Mrs.
Hedrick is now on the staff of the
Illinois State Juvenile Commis-
sion.
Although Congress adjourned
without approving a new juvenile
judge for the District, best bets
are that it will be passed next
session and that the post will go
to a Negro woman lawyer. Men-
for Washington meeting of
the AFL-CIO ethical practices
committee. Teamsters dined
demands by AFL-CIO that it
carry out a housecleaning
within Hs organization. (INP)
Ves Suovoistn M You inut46.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young working lady, 29 years of
age, 5 feet, 4 inches tall, weight
125 lbs, complexion dark brown.
I would like very much to meet
a nice working man between the
ages of 30 to 40. I will answer all
letters and exchange photos.
Please send photo with first let-
ter. Miss H. King, 801 Fisher at.,
Peoria, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am 29
years old 5 feet, 4 inches tall, 165
lbs., with black hair and brown
eyes. I have two years college
education and I have a good job.
I am interested in a light brown.
skin young lady between 25 and
30 years of age; 125 to 135 lbs;
5 feet, 2 inches to 5 feet, 6 inches
tall. She must be of high charact-
er, true and sincere. She may
smoke and drink moderately if
she wishes. Fun loving but also
serious minded. James Moss, 1798
Lake, Omaha, Mich.
• • •
' Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sec-
retary in my late thirties, 5 feet,
9 inches tall. I like church acti-
vities as well as clean wholesome
fun and sports and concerts. Would
like to correspond with sincere
Christian gentleman, 35 to 45, tall,
industrious, chngenial, seriously
interested in matrimony. Arnette
Smith, 624 E. Washington BI., Los
Angeles 15, Calif.
• * •
' Dear Mms. Chante I wonder if
there is a gentleman here in Chi-
cago who would appreciate a con-
genial wife? I am a lady in my
thirties, refine, quiet and intelli-
gent who is lonesome for the love
and respect of a mate. I would
like him to be between the ages
of 35 and 40, tall, complexion
light, a high school or college
graduate. Since I am a Christian,
I prefer that he also be same
He should be able to provide and
make a home for a mate. I am
cooperative, understanding and
also ambitious. I promise to make
the right man very happy. Lois
Martin, General Delivery, Chica-
go.
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Prof. HERMAN
THE ASTROLOGER
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in my
late thirties, pleasant disposition
with a steady job seeking a shape-
ly girl between 20 and 40. Pos-
sibility of marriage. Religion, race
and weight do not matter. I am
real lonely and sincerely looking
for a good homemaker. J. Row-
land, 537 W. 151 it., Apt. 40, New
York, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: would like
to correspond with adults living in
Kalamazoo, Michigan or in that
vicinity. I hope to be living there
within a year and since I know no
one there, I would like to make
some friends and learn something
about the place such as living and
working conditions. I am single
and in my early thirties. Miss
Hilda Little, 103 W. Springfield,
Boston, Mass.. c-o Young
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
for you to print my letter. I sea
that you have helped so many
Try Prayer
To believe is to have faith, to
have faith is to believe in one
that can help us gain a greater
faith through prayer.
Whether the problem is large
or small, H will help you, and
never fail you, if you are sincere.
Why not give Him a chance?
Those of you that have strayed
away from his teachings and have
lost all faith and belief, why not
try prayer, for it really changes
things.
as.
' Dear Prof. Herman: I have
been hearing from myrr, neighbors
about your wonderful works and
blessings — and would like to have
you write me at your earliest con-
venience. Again, I wish to
thank you for answering my ques-
tion in the column, sometime ago,
for I realize that it is impossible
to answer all of them in this man-
ner. Sincerely J. M.
• • •
ANXIOUS. Does he love me?
others. I am a lonely widow. I
am in my late forties, brown skin,
weight 185 lbs, 5 feet, 6 1-2 inches
tall. I don't drink and I like all
clean sports. I am a Baptis&Orie
Lee Ross, General Delivery, Chi-
cago, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young lady of 24, who would like
to correspond with young men and
women — age does not matter. I
am a nurse, 5 feet, 5 1-2 inches
tall. I have light complexion,
gray-green eyes. My hobbies are
ball games, dances and all other
sports. Helen Young, P. 0. Boa
123, Alexander, Ark.
• * •
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
heard so much about the happi-
ness you have brought others. I
am requesting that my letter ap-
pear in your column. I am a
widow, 37 years old, 5 feet, 4 1-2
inches tall, 172 lbs. I have two
daughters — ages 8 and 10. I am
very interested in someone who
is looking for a wife. I would like
for him to be between the ages
of 38 and 55. If not serious please
do not write. Send photo in first
letter. Mary Scruggs, 1405 W
Walnut at., Milwauke, Wis.. Apt. 5.
•
ANS. You can dismiss yea e
fears, for E.. is indeed quite fond
of you. . fact he has a sur-
prise in store for you, that will
make you very happy.
• • •
E. B. W:11 my husband get out
of this trouble?
ANS. If your husband obtains
the aid of a good lawyer, he will
stand a good chance of not having
to serve any thne. But the facts
must be presented in such a man-
ner, that only a good and expert.
enced lawyer could handle it. Try -
not to worry things will come out •
all right for you.
• • •
T. Will we be sueonsful In buy* ,
tog the property that we live on?,,.
ANS. You may get an ("porta,
nity to buy this property in the ,
very near future. I suggest yoga
save toward that objective so that
you will be able to take advantage III
of the opportunity when it arrives. '
• •
A. IC. Does he care for me?
ANS. Your boy friend is very
fond of you. When you are a little
older, however, you will realise ,-
that what you feel for this hot' ,
I, only infatuation. True love will
come to you later on in life.
• « •
T. Q. What does the future hold
for me?
ANS. Your Lucky Stars a n d
Guiding Planet indicate many
changes taking place. 0 n e of
which will be able to make
the move you have in mind and
be much happier. Your daily Horn' -
scope will further aid you in sole- . •
mg your peoblems, why not used
for yours today, •
ANNOUNCE APPOINTMENT
AT BISHOP COLLEGE
MARSHALL, Texas — President
M. K. Curry of Bishop college
has announced that Joseph V.
Knuckles of Storrs, Conn., who hat -
served as accountant for the past
year, /las been promoted to boil. -
ness manager. At the same time,
president Curry announced the ap-
pointment of W. B. Johnson of
Lexington, Va., as accountant in
the business office.
Try and Stop Me I
 By BENNETT GERI 
A TROUBLED WIFE sought the hetp of a psychiatrist lilts
nt my husbend again," she sighed. "Now he's going ecomod
telling everybody he's Henry the Eighth. Is that bad."
"I wouldn't really start
worrying," counselled the
psychiatrist, "till he thinks
you're Anne Boleyn!"
• • •
"Ira be we need an as.
sistant paying teller," con.
ceded a small-town bank
pnasident, "but the man we
want must be one who will
never take the slightest
risk."
"I'm Jut the one you're
peeking," asserted the sp.
plicent, "and ra like any 4)-5
first three mouths' salary In
advance."
• • •
"Tue amok UMW" 6 Imorriged kowegsW• taillssrudgMerNitill
Timothy.
"Well, ye see," *splinted Tim. "Isornebody Meow a prey list
.sight—and I guess I'm the party they threw!"
0 ISK be semen wt. Jitittleited be Lilac resavist ireessta.
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Our Opinions
One Word: 'Organize'
alik As the "Athens of the Mid-South", regationists.
Tennessee's capital city, points With commendable, self-control Nash-
the way to one manner in which to tackle vine's law enforcement and educational
the problem of school integration, leaders refused to become befuddled in
The key words in the Nashville pattern clouds of emotion, equivocation, double-talk,
of integration are; "Preparation", "firm- and evasiveness. They held firmly to a
ness", "self-control". set course, and thus apparently made an
Special commendation should be extend- effective first step over the rough spots in
ed to the educational leaders of the capital launching a program for fair and demo..
city for the manner in which they consist- cratic education for Nashville's children.
ently and effectively prepared the commun-
ity for the first phases of integrating Ne-
gro pupils in the public school system. Be-
ginning with first graders, Nashville's lead-
• ers used the press, radio, television and
other media to prepare the public for com-
pliance with the law of the land as inter-
preted by the S. Supreme Court.
In the matter of firmness, the Nash- As the largest city so far South to begin
rifle police made it clear that no sympathy the integration of its public schools Nash..
would be extended in the form of laxity in vile has so far set a pattern worthy of con-
law enforcement toward such trouble mak- sideration for guidance to other communi-
eri as John Kasper and other die-hard seg- ties.
Supt. Ball, 'The Builder'
Widespread regret greeted the announce-
ment that Supt. E.C. Ball of the Memphis
City School system had decided to resign
his post.
For 26 years Mr. Ball rendered yeoman
service for public education in Memphis.
He assumed his duties at the depth of the
Depression of the '30's. Starting in the
"red" financially. Mr. Ball not only super-
vised the maintenance of the school system,
but displayed a touch of genius with the
manner in which he placed the schools on
a firm fiscal foundation while at the same
time addressing himself to the other de-
mending task of raising academic stand-
ards and providing the best educational op-
portunities possible for the boys and girls
of Memphis.
He was dedicated to his job. He per-
formed it with vision, and energy. In the
area of the Negro schools he earned the
right to be called the "Builder," for under
his administration the physical plants and
teaching personnel in the Negro schools
underwent vast expansion and improve-
ment. He has earned and deserves the re-
spect of the entire community.
Little Rock: The Fruit Of Compromise
Little Rock: The Fruit of Compromise
The Little Rock incident looms larger
Al larger on the horizon with each pus-
hour. It is the immediate, disatrous
consequences of the unholy compromises
made on civil rights. We have contended
with monotonous consistency that the pre-
pent legislation is so lacking in broad en-
forcament provisions that is could not re-
move the evils for which it was intended.
We pointed out in previous editorials
the sorry events that might follow the ac-
ceptance of so weak a bill. Gov. Orval Fau-
bus' bold use of military force to halt par-
tial integration, is in fact a challenge to
the Supreme Court. And may be a signal
for other Southern Governors to do like-
wise. The consequences of so unprecedented
an action may not only determine the ul-
timate fate of the Court, but may also
shake to its very foundations the constitu-
Neal system which has been democracy's
Win saving grace.
When Section 3, which had conferred
s'broad injunctive powers on the Attorney
General, was eliminated, it was clear that
the bill had lost its value as an instrument
for redressing overt wrongs. It was a cost-
ly concession which sacrificed the vitals of
the all-important measure upon the tarnish-
ed altar of appeasement. No possible ex-
planation could obscure the fact this was a
tragic error. Ey yielding to the segregation-
ists, the liberals of both political parties in
Conkress have sacribed only a paper-mean-
ing to the High Court's rulings on integra-
tion. Thus, the Arkansas situation provides
the test that the South had been praying
for since the first opinion was handed down
In 1954.
Congress, however, had outside sup-
port. When passion and rancor will have
subsided, there is no doubt that history
will record with unquestioned accuracy that
weak-kneed Negro leadership contributed
much toward the defeat of a strong all-
embracing measure that would have safe-
guarded all our prerogatives as American
citizens. Our leaders raised the white flag
of surrender when the enemy was ready to
capitulate. Now that the damage is done,
they do not have enough intellectual inte-
grity to be penitent over their colossal
blunder. We see no hope of clear, firm and
positive guidance in future decisions.
Not only are our leaders unrepentant,
they are arrogantly defending an untenable
position with all the false logic they can
summon to their aid. Our cause will con-
tinue to suffer so long as the leadership
of the race rests in the hands of men who
are devoid of fortitude, morality and con-
viction.
There can be no justifiable compromise
on the issue of full citizenship. Nor can
the logic of temporary expedient be given
the aura of substantial accomplishment. We
must insiat at all time upon all the rights
that are guaranteed by the Constitution.
Gov. Faubua' attitude was, no doubt, inspir-
ed by the compromise which makes mockery
of the Court's rulings and which ridicules
our claims to full citizenship. It is incum-
bent upon us to denounce those Twentieth-
century Uncle Toms whose capacity for
double dealing seems unlimited.
Textbook Censorship
A bill which attracted little attention
Amps introduced last May in the state legis-
Wure. It was a legislative proposal intend-
ed to establish a text-book censorship in
Illinois. It was killed after protracted de-
bates on its merits. It was a significant
victory for the citizens of this Common-
wealth who believe in the time-honored
American system of education and plain
common sense.
Emery now and then the fever of un-
warranted criticism flares up. Some fools
make it their favorite sport to attack school
textbooks because of a phrase or chapter
or verse that fails to inflate their misguid-
ed sense of nationalism.
Sometimes it is the history textbook
which is violently attacked; though eco-
nomics and political science come in f o r
their share of the scalding. The necessity
for full and impartial analysis of various
political systems makes the teaching of his-
tory an easy target for denuciations and
purges.
The attacks would be forgiven if they
itre fostered by a genuine attempt at Ag-the general level of scholarship or at
Improving academic standards. But, invert-
a
ably the premise upon which they are based
is a fraudulent misconception of accepted
historical facts.
As a result of these attacks, textbook
writers have been intimidated into giving
watered down versions of known and es-
tablished theories of government and of
economics. This is a dangerous practice;
one that will have harmful effects upon the
character of our teaching and upon t h e
mentality of the learner,. For, they are pre-
sented with a biased, distorted point of
view, however so slight. Consequently, they
are apt to reach conclusions that are false THE
because the premises on which they rest
their thinking are equally false. Facts are
often twisted to favor the political bias of
a nitwit who happens to hold a position of
power.
If the mountebanks had their way, all
of our textbooks from the grade up to col-
lege levels would have to be rewritten so
as to conform with the unstable pattern of
popular hysteria. If that should ever hap-
pen, our schools would be faced with the
ugly prospect of turning out into the world
a generation of frustrated personalities
whose minds had bee m poisoned at the well
of false knowledge.
Fortunately, the Nashville technique,
was not befuddled by uncompromising po-
litical shenanigans of more highly placed
state authoritiea such as occurred in Little
Rock. Gov. Frank Clement sought no hook
upon which to hang his personal feelings
or ambitions.
ALBERT G. BARNETT
Round-Up
Of Globe News
"Tie Butcher Workman" Pays Tribute
To Amalgamated's Top Negro Official
NEGRO READERS OF WHITE
NEWSPAPERS have loag protest-
ed the "playing up" of Negro
crime and the "playing down" of
news favorable to members of the
race, including their progress —
against great odds — in all lines
of human endeavor.
For a Negro to make the
front page of the Dixie daily
press, he must be involved in a
crime, and if the "headline" on
the story doesn't say so the lead
paragraph will tell of the "vicious
attack by a big, burly Negro."
Showing their contempt for the
race in general, and for the in-
dividual in particular, Southern
dailies have a "Colored Section" In
which they record happenings of
the Negro community.
In that section they prefix names
with "Mr.," "Mrs." or "Miss,"
but in the front part of the paper
"Mrs. Mary Smith, (Negro),' is
just plain "Mary Smith," no mat-
ter if she's been married 50 years,
ha, 10 living children.a count-
less grandchildren, even great-
grandchildren.
On the obituary page, deaths
with the courtesy and respect due
the deceased, but when a Negro
man, woman or child dies, the
name is listed in a column at the
bottom of the page, titled "Negro
Deaths."
In Memphis, the citizens tried
unsuccessfully for more than five
Yeats to O.:ye the daily Commer-
cial Appeal change it, policy to-
wards news shout Negroes
They have now formed a Citi-
zens Improvement Committee and
launched a protest movement, ask-
ing Negroes to stop reading the
paper.
Lever,: residents on the com-
mittee include Frank ICllpatrick,
Dr. I. A. Watsin, James T. Walk-
er, Rev. D, Warner Browning,
Rev. R. W. Norsworthy, Dr. J. E.
Welker, A. Mace* Walker and Miss
Willa A. McWilliams.
The committee states the fol-
lowing reasons for the protest
movement: I—Failure of the rom•
mereial Appeal to use titles of re-
spect for Negro women, 2-1 he
editor's answer to the various
committees, that "Negroes a r
immoral and that less than 10 per-
cent are legally married."
2—The degrading editorials con-
cerning national Negro leaders and
organizations formed for the up-
lift of the Negro group. 4—Slanted
news concerning Negroes and the
race designation attached when
Negroes figure In the crime news.
The committee this week re-
ported the protest movement is 70
percent effective and gaining mo-
mentum.
The printed word comes in va
rious forms and appears in a wide
variety of publications. A to on g
'Trade journals, this Column "doffs
its cap" to the Butcher Work-
man official organ of the Amal-
gamated Meat Cutters and Butcher
Workmen, AFL.C10, headed by
Earl W. Jimerson, president, and
Patrick E. Gorman, secretary-
Ire a surer.
Published monthly, The Butch-
er Workman is ably edited by hit
Gorman and Its columns express
the admirable spirit of coopers-
lion and brotherhood so typical of
Amalgamaird, which has always
been organized labor's top ranking
spokesman for the constitutional
rights of all minority groups.
At Amalgamated's Chic ago
headquarters, 2800 N. Sheridan rd.,
mural paintings decorate t h •
walls, depicting the oneness of
mankind, and showing the various
races working together in com-
plete peace and harmony.
The August issue of The Butch-
er Workman features an article
by Editor Gorman, titled: "He
Never Takes 'No' For an An-
swer," in which tribute is paid to
a high ranking Negro officer —
Holford Harris, Amalgamated vice
president and member of the In-
ternational's Executive B oar 4.
Editor Gorman speaks:
"The election of Holford Harris
to the International Executive
Board during the 1048 general con-
ference in Chicago marked anoth-
er milepost in the history of the
Amalgamated.
"While Negro members 'h a d
served the orgenisation in various
capacities ranging from commit-
Inc men, shop stewards and local
officers, to :pedal and general or-
ganizers, Ifolford was the first of
his race to be elevated to the
executive board, the highest poll-
cy-meking body of the Internation-
al Union. . .
'International Vice President
Holford Harris has always been
in the forefront in the fight for
civil rights and last year, he and
International Vice President Leon
Schachter led an Amalgamated
delegation in Washington to urge
Congressmen to work for speedy
enactment of civil rights legisla-
tion. „ ."
▪ by NAT D. WILLIAMS
SOMEBODY TELL 'EM
The subject is: The services pro-
vided in Negro cafes and similar
place, of business, here in Mem-
phis and the Mid-South.
It's high time that the stand-
ard of service be raised in the NI,
gro cafes, taverns, some groceries
and similar service institutions in
Memphis and vicinity.
Have you ever had this to hap-
pen in the manner to be describ-
ed right here? You walk into the
establishment and stand at the
counter or sit at a table. The
waitress or clerk takes her time
and eventually gets around to you
...maybe. Then she'll ask, with
boredom, or resentment, or dis-
gust, or just plain carelessly,
"You want somethin?" . , . or
what'll it be for you?" or Whatchu
want?" or maybe she'll just grunt
and punctuate it with a querulous
"Yeah?-. . .and sometimes, may-
be she'll just stand there in your
general vicinity and lollingly wait
for you to say something.
Nine eases out of ten, if you're
possessed of Just ordinary ideas of
the fitness of things, you'll want
to say, "Of course, I want some-
thing. .what th'. . .what do you
think I came in here for. . .to
smell the aroma?" But you feel
you dare not do that. You might
get slipped in the "dozens" or
thrown out. So you resign yourself
to the situation and try to place
an order.
Of course, you may have to ask
what the place has to offer, if you
don't already know exactly what
you want or what the place pro-
vides. Then with obvious contempt
for you as a person the waitress
will amble off in any given &rec.
Om. Maybe a boy friend or ac-
quaintance has been engaging her
in conversation. . .and she'll casu-
ally resume the interrupted talk
after getting a more or less vague
idea of what you ordered.
Sometimes some of them will
holler back at you asking, "What's
that you said you wanted. . .did
you say a pint or a quart?" . . .
cr she'll call out from the vici-
nity of the kitchen, ''We ain't got
no trout, will catfish do?". .
Your job is to holler back ami-
ably, "That's all right."
The picture is not altogether
over-drawn. It can be duplicated
In dozens of places. And one won-
ders about the factors which re-
sult in such low quality service
in so many Negro establishments.
You opine, maybe this type of
waitress is employed because of
the low pay. Maybe the waitress-
es are accustomed to waiting on
bums so often until they assume
all new customers are bums until
they prove otherwise. Maybe the
management's attitude to w a rd
customers is being reflected. May-
bethere is being expressed the fun-
damental dislike that most Ne-
groes have for giving service to
other Negroes. Or mkybe it's the
spirit of the times which in some
quarters and amongoome people
assumes the blindiffiule attitude
of not giving a damn.
Whatever the cause, the time
is ripe for Negro restaurant, cafe,
grocery, barbershop, beauty par-
lor, and other service institutions
to do something about it. The
first step would be to drill the help
in the practices of plain, every•
day. common courtesy. Npw
whatchubet !
PEOPLE SPEAK
Oppose NAACP Debate
Dear Editor: The suggested de-
bate offered by Atty. Cecil B.
Moore, between himself and Roy
Wilkins of the NAACP, seems to
have the earmarks or a passion-
ate desire on the part of Moore
for selfish publicity.
While I carry no brief for Wil-
kins, it fa my most sober judge-
ment that his leadership of the
most potent organization among
Negroes does not afford him
enough latitude for cheap indul-
gence its airing his personal views
and the inner workings of the
NAACP on the great question of
civil rights in public debate,
As I see it, Wilkins holds a etaid
position calling for consummate
diplomacy and abundant wisdom.
Why, then should he join in pub.
lie debate with a person whose
utterances might well stunt the
brilliant work being carried on?
Jay .1. Peters.
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Parents, Teachers,
Children And Poetry
Even very small babies love
to hear the sounds of words, any
words. And as they approach un-
derstanding, they love simple jin-
gles and Mother Goose Rhymes.
But after early childhood, many
parents stop entertaining the ir
children with rhymes, and some
never read genuine poetry to them.
But children are not nearly so
resistant to poetry as are grown-
ups. In fact, they are often not
resietant at alt.
For many years now, I have
been reading my poems to chil-
dren all across the country from
kindergarten to high school age,
and I find young people of any
age a wonderful audience. Often,
and quite naturally, they want to
know why people write Poetry.
So I explain to them in verse:
If you Ing Your
Thoughts Is rhyme,
They'll stay in mind
A longer time.
Since most people want others
to remember what they say or
write, verse helps people to re-
member. For instance, to illus-
trate this to small children, I will
say, "Does your mother ever send
you to the store for something,
but you forget what she sent
you after? Or you bring back the
wrong thing? That often happened
to me when I was a boy.
But I believe if my mother had
told me in verse what she wanted.
I would have remembered. For
example, had she said:
Langston, go quickly
To the store, please.
And bring me back
A can el peas.. .
I would not have brought back
a can of corn. Since PEAS and
PLEASE rhyme, Meer by ming
makes them easy to remember.
Again, if my mother had said:
Soany, kindly
Do me a favor
And se get a bottle
Of vanilla flavor. ..
then I am sure I would not have
gotten a bottle of vinegar. The
word FLAVOR, because of its con-
nection with FAVOR,, would have
stuck in my head. That is one
reason why:
To make words sing
Is a wooderfai thing—
Because is a %Deg
Words last so long.
Of course, I tell children that
there Sr. other very good reasons
for making rhymes or writing po-
etry. One is to share a beautiful
or moving scene or experience
that you have known. When I
!trot saw new high-arching bridg-
es of San Francisco, one spanning
the Golden Gate and the other
leaping across the wide harbor,
I made up a poem:
I went to San Francisco,
I saw the bridges high
Spun across the water
Like cobwebs in the sky.
And when I saw the town all
sparkling with lights at night —
remembering other cities like New
York, Cincinnati, Chicago, or Dal-
las, with their tall cliff-like build-
ings — this is the song I wrote:
In the moraine
The city spreads Its wings
Making a song
Of stone that sings.
In the evening
The city goes te bed
Hanging lights
About its bead.
When the sun is hidden behind
a sky of grey, soft and fluffy
and dark, it seems as though the
heavens had sort of wrapped them.•
selves up for bad weather, so such
a thought goes into rhyme like
this:
The clouds weave a shawl
Of downy plaid
For the sky to put es
Wheel the weather's bad.
All of us have seen gypsy
women In gay, colorful clothes,
wide skirts swinging as they stride.
Maybe some of us have lived near
a vacant lot where a gypsy tam.
ily has stopped for a day or two
to cook and wash. To see their
sari-colored garments hanging on
a line spread from tree to tree
Is a wonderful sight which I once
tried to capture in a poem.
Gypsies are picture-book people
Hanging picture-book clothes on e
line.
The gypsies fill the vacest bete
ivith colors gay as wine,
The metes' skins are encoder%
The gypsies' eyes black fire,
The gypsies wear bright heaê
cloths dyed
By some elfin dyer.
The gypsies wear gay glassy
beads
Stibusg on silver threads
And walk as though forever
They've had sans about thole
heads.
As children grow up beyond the
nursery rhyme stage, / think par-
ents, and then teachers, should
continue to give children the pleas-
ure of rhymed words, and beauti-
ful unrhymed words, as well, lead-
ing them from funny little non-
sense jingles and colorful verses
on into real poetry, ,
LOUIS MARTIN
Dope And Data
Last week at the home of a
young scientist, who is associated
with the University of Chicago's
Argonne Laboratories, I met an
interesting native African doll,
Miss Ayo Vaughan from Nigeria.
It seems that one of her ancestors
once lived in America and even-
tually returned to the African fa-
therland as was the case of many
Afro-Americans who settled in Lt.
heria.
The occasion was an informal
party which brought together a
lively (cross )'section of profession-
al and white collar Chicagoans of
color. As the guest of honor, Miss
Vaughan was asked to talk and
answer questions about her Afri-
can homeland.
Although I enjoyed the re-
marks of the lady, I left the par-
ty feeling that I had learned far
more about my American breth-
ren than I had about life in Ni-
geria. As it matter of fact I was
astonished by the sharp differenc-
es of opinion and the conflicting
attitudes di the guests with ref'
erence to their relationship to Af-
rica.
Everyone was quick to acknow-
ledge that somewhere in their bio-
logical background lurked a va-
grant bushman, but it was obvious
that many of those present did
not regard this bushman as a pre-
ferred progenitor. Each person
seemed to have a different answer
to the question put so beautifully
by Countee Cullen in the opening
lines of his poem, "Heritage." You
remember he wrote:
What is Africa to rite:
Copper sun or scarlet sea,
Jungle star or jungle track.
Strong bronzed men, or regal
black
Women from whose loins I sprang
When the birds of Eden sang?
When the late Counter Cullen
wrote these lines a few decades
ago, none of us dared believe that
the dynamic upsurge of the dark-
er peoples of the East and Af-
rica would come so soon and so
dramatically.
The question he framed, how-
ever, is still pertinent and the
answer is still in come. As I tried
to tie toegther the though: ex-
pressed by the people at the
party, I was reminded of the posi-
tion taken by Professor Melville
J. Herskovits of Northwestern uni-
versity in his essay in the book,
"The New Negro," published in
1925.
The famed anthropologist dis-
counted any strong cultural ties
between the American Negro and
Africa, arguing that the old bond
was cut clean by the rigors of
slavery.
Dr. Herskovitsis also credited, I
believe, with the statement that
80 percent of the American Ne-
groes have some admixture of non.
African blood. Of course, the anth-
ropologists ridicule the popular
concepts of race anyway. They
claim that those who speak of ra-
cial purity are talking nonsense.
Miss Vaughan remarked that she
objected to the word Negro in the
course of her talk, and th a t
brought on a discussion about
what term should be preferred by
so-called American Meg roe s.
There was no term completely sat-
isfactory to everyone. Someone
pointed out that the brother is
hopelessly mixed up, biologically,
culturally and every other way.
The one thing all brothers
seem to have in common is some
resentment over the manner in
which he is treated and regarded
in American society. The one uni-
fying or polarizing force seems to
be the negative factor of the color
bar.
Without this fence around t he
group, neither the factor of -lan-
guage, color, custom nor culture
would be strong enough alone to
weld a cohesive group. According
to some, miscegenation, Senator
Eastland's tear, has already done
its work.
The thought occurred to me
that perhaps it would be helpful
to find some satisfactory label or
symbol that, in lieu of any basin
solution to our dilemma, might
lead to more group pride and co-
hesion. The terms Negro. Afro.
American, and the stag expres-
sions, boot, spook, etc., all seem -
to irritate some of us.
How aboid the word American.
eat? This would be a label for
the new race created by the Amer-
ican melting pot with color add-
ed. An Americanese would be a
200 percent American, native born,
with the blood of all Americans in
his veins including that of the van-
iahing American Indian.
The Americanese would, 02
course, be superior to the plain
American who might be nothing
more than. a naturalised European
or just an ordinary native born
white man. The Americanese
would be the cream of the top of
the great American mixture, a
new amalgam. a new race indige-
nous to America and hemd no
where else on earth.
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EVEN A COOK AT Central
High school, Little Rock, Ark-
ansas, was told by the Na•
tional Guard be couldn't enter
Wednesday of last week. Here
he is shown leasing the school
area while photographers aril
a reporter record the incident.
JUST WAITING —
what the newsmen
That's
ii t he
Guardsmen are doing here.
In background students stand
tempt to enter little Rock's
Central High. The photogra-
ONE STUDENT of the nine
Negroes is shown in fore•
Central High school campus,
little Rock, Ark., after lie was
Donal Guard upon orders
Gm,. 0113,1 Fanbus.foreground and the National around to observe what will
happen if any Negroes at
pher captured the scene Thurs-
day of last week.
ground being interviewed near denied admission by the Na.
Howard and Jefferson Thom. malestudents they can't en- High sand. They are: Er- Terrance Roberts, of 2301 as. The trio is moving away
peaceably.
GUARD OFFICER tells three
THEY WAIT TO SEE if any4, Negroes will attempt to en-
ter the Little Rock Central
ler Central Roth school of Lit-
tle Rock, Ark. This photo
nest Green, of 1224 W. 21st at.:
ahows part of the crowd of
between 600 and 700 who turn-
ed up at the school Thursday.
TWO GUARDS111E7V at Cen-
tral High school, Little Rock,
Ark., move down the steps
of Central High school in the dents in foreground discuss calling out the National Guard
city where nine Negroes are the disgraceful situation cre• on the pretext of maintainiot
awaiting admission. White stu• ated by Gov. Orval Faubus in peace and order.
THESE ARP EN — White day as they stood in front of
students in the immediate Central High before enter•
foreground are shown last Fri- Mg. In background National
Guardsmen keep white adiilts
off campus, as they keep an
alert eye open to turn link
any Necroch who might miler
the area.
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Quiet Ceremony
Like a mighty elephant giving
OW last herculean struggle before
giving up the ghost following a
mortal wound,. .summer gave
forth a double-barrelled shot of
hest the week that saw the return
of students to schoolrooms through-
out the city. However, wilted col-
lars and spirits were revived with
the coming of the rains and cool
breezes of the week end.
AKAS FALL ROUNDUP
The lovely Mitchell rd. estate of
Sirs. Ruby Spight was again the
scene of the annual Fall Round
up of graduate AKAs...and scores
of them were on hand last Sat-
urday evening. . .nattily clad in
gay sports atire...spending a de-
lightful evening around the cozy
warmth of a large bonfire — the
scene of roasting wieners a n d
marshmallows. Fun prevailed both
indoors and outdoors. . .and when
the descending dusk brought dew
and shivers, lesshardy sorors, sans
sweaters, exchanged repartee in
the comforting confines of t h e
lovely home. Basileus Ca!lie Stev-
ens piloted a concise, but brief,
business session — charting the
group on their program for the
year.
RT. AUGUSTENE'S NEW
/UGH SCHOOL
Despite rains of Sunday w e e k,
many citizens welcomed the op-
portunity to view of magnificent
modern plant of St. Augustine
High school on Kerr ave.. just off
South Bellevue at. It is a beauti-
ful functional building, featuring
the very newest trends in school
architecture — set off perfectly by
rolling lands surrounding t h
buildings and campus, which is
approached by a wide circular
driveway in the foreground We
were impressed with thewell
at *quipped science laboratory, the
colorful atmosphere of the Home
Economics department, and the
streamlined Buainess 'Department.
The muchlooked forward boat
ride on the Memphis Queen, a fea-
ture of the dedication activity, had
to be cancelled that night because
of the inclemency of the weather.
Last Sunday, the new edifice was
dedicated at 630 p.m. by their di.
ocesan Monsignor.
MEMPAITANS, INC.
SPONSORING MOONLIGHT .
phere. Delicious turkey dinner and
the following bridge game result-
ed in a happy event for all, es-
pecially prize winners, Mrs. Thom-
as McClellan, Mrs. John McKin-
ney and Mrs. Floyd Newman.
GADDING WITH RUBY
The return of Ruby Gadison was
hailed by her many friends, after
spending the entire summer in De-
troit, as we recently reported.
However, she's chuck full of news
about former Memphians encoun-
tered as she attended many love-
ly Qarties, dinners, bridge parties,
dancer, boatrides and all t h e
events which spell "perfect va-
cation".
At a dinner party given by Mr.
and Mrs. Richard A. Davis (Fan-
nie Davis West's parents) which
complimented Memphians, R uby
saw Ruth Crump — who is now
a Detroit teacher, Elizabeth Ann
Nicholson. . .who attends Wayne
U., wosking on her Business Ed-
ucation Masters degree, and our
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Campbell.
Additional courtesies were heap-
ed upon her by former Memphians,
Including Madie Claxton Roberts
— at whose home she saw the
Harry Robersons and George Fin.
nie, a nephew of Louis B. Hob-
son ... Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ben.
bow, Mrs. Benbow the former Lil-
lian Pierce. . .Paul and Shirley
Albright (Shirley Motley) a n d
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Jenkins
(Geraldine Motley). At the home
of Detroit's Thelma Hougabook,
she saw Thelma Letting McCor-
kle — and had the opportunity to
meet Mrs. Charles Diggs, wife of
the Detroit congressman. And, at
the NAACP national meeting, she,
was greeted by Mildred Daniels,'
v ho visityl her mother. Mrs. Es-
telle Daniels, here recently, and
by our Attorneys A. W. Willis and
EL T. Lockard.
Continuing with Ruby's travelog
— she visited the William John-
sons in Toledo Orley Weatheral,
who now have a three month old
son. . .and enjoyed the popular
Aquarama cruise which took her
to Cleveland.
BOATRIDE
Those genial men - about • town,
'Memphians. Ind., have announced'
through their social chairman, Dr.
E. Frank White, the the group
will be hosts at a midnight boat
ride Sunday, Sept. 22, cn t h e
steamship Avalon, which will be in
Memphis on its annual downriver
cruise from Cincinnati. This will
be our only opportunity to partici-
pate in the pleasure of such a trip
and dancing will play a great part
in making the occasion the begin-
ning of a gay fall social season.
Tickets are available from t h e
Memphlans for $1.50 . so mark
SOO. 22 — the witching hour of
midnight, on your social calendar.
VACATION NOTES
Madame Florence MeCleave
has returned home after vacation-
ing in Los Angeles, an Francis-
co, Denver — where she visited
her children; and attended the Na.
tional Music Association's conven•
tion in Champaign, Ill., and re.
ports a "splendid" trip. Her stud-
io is now open to her usual piano;
and voice students.
Well - known Mrs. Frankelle
Wand — possessor of the silvery
voice made famous on local radio
septa, is away on a leisurely trip
%Outward, to Los Angeles a n d
points in Mexico. She will stop
in Oklahoma City with the Thurs-
tnn Grahams, formerly of Webster
Groves, Mo., who now teach in,
Oklahoma City. Thurston has re.
cently returned from studying
abroad on a Ford Foundation schol
arship. She will also stop in Al-
buquerque, N. M. with the Fred
Sims. Accompanying Frankelle
will he her mother, Mrs. Florence
Rhodes, her sister, Mrs. Delores
Hilton and her four children —
Frankelle, 4; Anne, 3; Patricia. 20
months and 5tirault. Hilton, five
months, along with a friend. Jo-
seph Clifton Wallace. Frankelle
musingly stated in a note, that in
case one wonders where she's go.
ing to put them, she has a new
nine passenger, three seater, yel-
low and white station wagon. So,
with the people inside and luggagei
in a carrier on top, they are, well
prepared for the leisurely trip.
NONCHALANTS MEET
The Nonchalants met in regular,
meeting with Mrs. Louis Thomp-
son as hostess at Tony's Tuesday,'
Sept. 3, wtth vicepresident Miss
Elrnyra Williams, in the absence
of the president, Mrs. Loretta Kt-
teo. Highlights of members' vaca
lions ‘,:vd the presence of guest
Mrs. Chauncey Cooke, the formerl
Margaret I.ewls, a former mem-
ber the croup. who now- r.sider
in Pesadena, Calif.. provided
much Interest and a jovial atmos.
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A special message relayed by
Phineas Newborn — to Ruby for
Memphis, was the fact that he
chould he in Memphis about the
first of the year. His famous quar-
tet was playing at Detroit's Rouge
Lounge — with its cozy decor. .
and was headed for a Cleveland
engagement before going on to the
swank Embers Club in NYC, to
be followed by a trip abroad. His
recent bride, the former Dorothy
Lewis Stewart was in New York
at the time. . .while brother Cal-
vin has recently acquired a new
guitar and is now in the Army.
Ruby's mother, Mrs. Rosie
Clark, left Sunday for Mansfield,
Ohio. to visit her cousins, Daisy
and Johnnie Vincent.
MORE COMINGS AND GOINGS
Entertaining for Minnie and C.
Eric Lincoln were Hattie a n d
Samuel Crossley. Eric is leaving
for a year of study at Bostcn U.
Speaking of education, Addle
Goss, received a Masters sheep.
skin at Michigan U. this summer.
Geraldine and French Hunt are
singing the praises of California
and old Mexico, where they had a
delightful stay at Rosarita Beach.
Chicago was the mecca of Har-
riet and Claiborn Davis, and their
children, Elizabeth and Donnie. . .
and ditto for Charlesteen Miles,
who was contemplating a trip to
Canada.
The theodore Jacksons on S.
HOSPITAL GIFT — Members
of the popular Twelve Matrns
cently at Collins Chanel HIM-
pits1 to present a gift of 130
ashtrays to the institution for
the Use of patients. The act
was in line with the organize -
For Miss I. Kilpatrick And Richard E.
Improve Air Service To West Indies
New York — British Overseas
Airways corp and its wholly-own-
ed associate, British West Indian
airways, announced an expanded
Caribbean schedule for the winter
season.
Features include the introduc-
tion by BOAC of new DC-7C equip-
ment, in addition to its Viscounts,
on New York - Na3S111.1 - Jamaica
routes and a new daily Miami-
Jamaica Viscount first-class serv-
ice by BWIA.
Beginning in December, BOAC
Summer's Over, Health
Club Readies To Serve
laxation, the Clara Barton Health
club prepares to begin another
year of worthy health projects
when their kick-off meeting is
held Saturday, Sept. 14, at the
home of Mrs. Bertha Becton, 1044
Leath.
One of the city's largest federat-
ed clubs, its 32 member; have an
admirable aim — health projects
and two full nursing scholarships
for worthy young people. 
Aftera summer of rest and re- According to the president, Mrs.
Zana Rogers Ward, two recent
members swelled the roll to 32,
Mrs. Willa Hurd Johnson and Mrs. I
Sadye Mayes Malone.
MKS WILLIE MAX JACKSON
Parkway E. had a family reun-
ion when daughters Jean Jackson
Broome of Detroit and Edwinor
Jackson Libby of Washington, D.
C., visited them.
Pert Margaret Herndon Spear-
man of the Pine Bluff, Ark., spent
most of last week with her moth-
er, Mrs. J. E. Herndon end sister
and brothertn-law, Mr. and MI's.
Leon Foster at 515 Edith, to which
they have recently moved.
Dr. Alma Stegall, a professor at
Virginia State college at Peters-
burg, Va., and her sister, Mrs.
Inez Lee of Washington, D. C.,
who is a government employee,
visited their mother, Mrs. lsabell
Stegall of Colt, Ark., and Mr. and
Mrs. Mace* Stegall of 364 Hollo-
well, who were hosts at a dinner
party given for the Eastern guests.
Other guests at the dinner were
Henry Neal and Mr. and Mrs. A
L. Plaxico.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Howell
have had as their guest Miss
Dorothy Campbell of Austin, Tex.
DISTANT SCHOOL BELLS
School bells will beckon young
Memphians to many distant prep
school campuses. . .demure Tom-
my Kaye Hayes, daughter of Mr.1
and Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes, willi
be at Oakwood Preparatory school
In Poughkeepsie, N. Y... . .and
Bertha Simpkins, daughter of the
Rev. and Mrs. St. Julian A. Simp-
kins, will attend St. Mury-in-the-
Mountains, a select Episcopal
school at Littleton, N. H. . .and
Crystal Tarpley, daughter of Mr.'
and Mrs. Marvin Tsrpley, will re•
side with her aunt, Mrs. Crystal
Lunceford Hayes in Montclair, N.
J., and attend Montclair H I g Pm
' school, a rpecial school for excep-
tional students.
ON THE SICK LIST
Were sorry to learn id the reo
cent illness of Mrs. Lois H a r.
graves, who has been hospitalized
at E. H. Crump hospital. . .and
Mrs. Pauline Johnson, who is re-
covering from surgery in the same
hospital. We wish them both an
early recovery — and our hope
for good health in all the days
Juat last month, recipient of
the club's annual scholarship grad-
uated from Homer G. Phillips hos- ;
pita! School of Nursing in St. Lou-
is. Miss Willie Mae Jackson, Mel-
rose graduate and daughter of the
late Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Jack-
son, was a member of the Au-
gust graduating class.
Miss Jackson finished the prac-
tical nursing course offered by the
Memphis Board of Education, then
served as a licensed practical
nurse with Memphis and Shelby
County Health Department. After
two years with the Health depart-
ment, she enrolled in Homer G.
Phillips hospital School of Nursing.
A member of the American Na
will have a daily Viscount tourist-
class service to Montego lay and
Kingston, Jamaica, pine a throe
per-week non-stop DC4C first-class
service.
Nassau will be served by daily
Viscount tourist flights and a daily
DC-7C first-class service.
BW1A's schedule is headed by
the inauguration of daily, non-stop
Viscount first - class flights from
Miami to Jamaica.
'Words of tits Who
P 
ts the peace of our
apirillrit he stillness of our
thoughts, the 'mimeo of see-
Wootton, the met of medita-
tion. the rest of our curt and
th• calm of our tempest;
Prayer Is the tem of a quiet
mind, of untroubled thoughts,
It hi the daughter of charity
and the slater of meekness
—(JerentY Talk.)
Hanel Red Cross, National Stu-
dents Nurses' Association and Mo.
!State Student Nurses Associa-
tion, the young Mempluan is a
member of Beulah Baptist church.
Another recipient, Mrs. Johnetta
Johnson, is slated to graduate next
year and will receive the award
again this year.
Hostesses for the Sept. 14 meet-
ing are Mesdames Bertha Becton,
Etta H. Page and Johnny Murray.
Miss Jones
Amigos At
Hosts Su
Gay Hawk
Miss Juanita Allen has just re-
turned from an enjoyable vacation
'in Milwaukee, Wis. where she was
the house guest of Mr. and Mrs
Leonard Albritton, formerly o f
Memphis. She also spent several
days in Chicago. Mrs. Mattie Jack-
son and family have also
turned from a wonderful vacation
in Buffalo, N. Y. and Canada.
The club wishes to express their
appreciation to Mrs. Frances Has-
sell who has so willingly instruct'
them in Bridge lessons for the
past three months.
Sire. Lorraine WOW,: e 01 be
,hostess for the October meeting. I
' There will not be a meeting in 
i 
iSep-
tember because the club s having I
, a party at the home of Mrs. Marie
Sweet.
Miss Betsie Jones was hostess
to the Su Amigo Bridge club for
August at the Gay Hawk Drive
Inn.
Members present were Misses
Juanita Allen, Minnie Sanders, Le.
anther Gallion, Mesdames L a se.
rimer Bridges, Willie Mae Alexan-
der, Marie Smith, Nettie Jackson,
Mamie Dillard and Lorraine Phil-
lips.
Guests present were Mrs. Victor-
ia Lucas, Mrs. Louvie White, sla-
ters of the hoeass, Mrs. Louise
Hobbs, Miss Gimp Sweet a n d
NIrs. Bernice Bridgeforth. Club
prizes were won by Mrs. Lawrence
Bridges, Miss Juanita Allen and
Miss Leanther Gallion, guest
prize was won by Miss Gussyo
NEWLYWEDS — The marri-
age of Miss Insolent Kane-
rick to First Class Petty Offi-
cer Richard E. Wiley has been
announced by her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Cortelyou Matthews.
The couple was married at the
home of Rev, anti Mrs, Rev
M. Love. pastor of Mount
Nebo MB church.
Collins Chapel Patients
Feted By Matrons Club
A gift of 150 emboesed ashtrays lion are inscribed. The gift is In
was presented to Collins Chapel line with other Twelve Matron at-
hospital recently by one of t h e, Urals* of a similar nature. The
city's leading social-charity cluba.' organization has been prominent in
The popular Twelve Matrons So- support of such projects as t h e
cial club made the presentation March of Dimes, the Nursery Bowl
to a hospital representative on Game, WD1A's Goodwill Revue
August 18 as a phase of the club's and other programs of charity and
Interest in projects of charity and community improvement.
community progress. Twelve Matrons club members
Mrs. Jimmy McCulley, president include. Mrs. McCulley, peek
of the organization, led the dole-I dent; Mrs. Roberta Haywood, Mrs,
nation of well-known social figures
who made the presentation. Miss
Willie' Mae Parish represented the
hospital in accepting the sahtray!s Nichols and Mrs. Elizabeth PIO.
The receptacles will be placed In kett.
the rooms of patients. On the ash- The Twelv e Matrons is one Of
trays the name of the club, tbe the city's oldest and moat active
club motto, and date of presents- soeial organization'.
Ellen Knight, Mrs. Frankie Wil-
ham, Mrs. Lucille Perry, M r a.
Fannie Mae Thomas, Mrs. Rose
Decorators Using Black
The Lewis Williams Host •
Brilliant Coast Fete
LOS ANGELES — The seas
on's most glittering party was hest
ed by the 'Perle Mesta of the
West Coast,' Julia Williams and
her equally entertaining and sar-
torially correct spouse, Lewis.
The Saturday evening fete that
had as a theme "The Bells Are
Ringing," from the broadway hit
of the same name, found scores
of Los Angeles top socialites don-
ning black tie-evening dress for
the fabulous affair.
Located in the heart uf the ul-
tra-fashionable West Adams dire
trict, the Williams low-slung ultra
modern ranch style home was lit
by spotlights and lawn candies
leading the way to the elegantly
decorated door that had bells of
Ireland, waxy magnolia leaves, le-
mon leaves and white bells sur-
rounding the clever wall-hanging
dial phone.. .white streamers em-
bellished in gold announced: 'the
bells are ringing.'
Talk of the evening was ex-
pected arrival of clubwoman and
civic leader, Theresa Lindsey in
whose honor the surprise party was
given. The entire home was trans-
formed into a "bells are ringing"
theme, from ceiling to floor, with
a gorgeous buffet set up in the
patio. Guests received ringing
miniature telephones or jeweled
ahead. 'derby' as favors.
lion', preen' mof social and
rIN lc Improvement projects.
Shown (I to Cl are: Mrs. Lu•
bents Haywood. Miss Billie
Mae Parrish, s hospital rep'
resentative, Mr, Jimmy Mc
Culley. club president, M r s.
Frankie WIlliams, mrs. Lu-
cille Perry. Not shown in pho-
to are other Twelve Matrons
members, Mrs. Vomit M a e
Thomas, Mrs. Rose Nichols,
and Mrs. Elizabeth Plunkett.
Guys and gals joining in the fun
that lasted until the wee hours,
included the Ted Grays, the Jesse
McKinney', the Paul Harris.' the
!stied*. Penlands, the Frant Za-
tars, Billye Brown, the Fred Hal.
beets, Marion Jackson, Mesdames
Gladies Spencer and Deadman of
New York, Albertha Harrigan, Ra-
chel Davis, Al Wilson, Bob and
Virginia Johnson, Margaret .Neal,
Detroiter, Bessie Harris, Bea and
Lee Draper.
And, socialites Charles and Fan-
nie De Mann, Pegga Hawkine.
Hattie and Dick Saunders, Charity
White, Attorney Jessie Mann of
Chicago, pretty model Dorothy Pe-
terson, Le Roy (Johnson publica-
tions) Jeffries, Hilda and Frank
Caines, Jessie M. Beavers, bari-
tone George Smith and Couriers
I staffers Julius and Marylynn Hold.
sir.
And, Ernestine Lacey, Curtis
and Billie inter, pretty Betty
Clark, Lessie Stevenson and scribe
Bill Smallwood, Joyce and Herbert
Howard.
n ay ome o or Moti
NEW YORK — INS) — A bit,
of black is turning up with great'
frequency among the gay colors
of today's home decorating color
schemes.
A tramp through the m ode1
rooms in New York department
stores reveals touches of black in
lampshade", furniture and trim-
ming. In some cases it is eVOA
the featured color, complementing
a gay pastel shade.
Black wood chairs with bright'
chinese red upholstery, for exam-
ple, added an exotic and oriental
touch to an otherwise beige and
gray room with brown wood furni-
ture.
A bedroom in subdued gold
tones boasted a comfortable black
leather armchair and ottoman that
gave one corner a library look
when combined with stand - up
shelves of books.
Probably the favorite method of
introducing black into the color
seheme of things was the use of
one or a pair of black shaded
lamps.
To be smart, these black lamps
must be tall. The column shape
11 IP .,0.0.itTI P-TU E
with IlDWIN
Authentic 011ie styling ... longer, narrower, sleeker!
Here's la entirely row 'Igo be Ethan DEO 'feudal
essleslo wolf to and linurious long low lines.
A pct.:otter for the seas",.. a luxury shoe in even,
dead!
*AK-OVER SHOE STORE
SO. MAIN
It Pays To Advertise In The
Tri-State Defender
•
Wiley
Teacher
Weds Navy.
Veteran
Miss Imogene Ktipratiek, daugh-
ter ua ttofhe wMcr w asnd matrrrsi.e d C o 
rrecentl
ytelyou 
to First Class Petty Officer Rich.
ard E. Wiley at the home of Rev,
and Mrs. Roy Love, peeler of alt.
Nebo MB church, of which t h a
bride is a member. Rev. Love per-
formed the ceremony.
The bride wore a Javender and
white chiffon set off by a carna.
lion corsage with white accessor-
ies. For two years she has bees
a member of the Hyde Park facul-
ty. The groom is a native of Little
Rock, Ark. and a veteran of many
years in the Navy. fhoy will make
their home in Philadelphia.
The bride's aunt. Mrs. Nonnie at
Govan welcomed the many guests
which included Mr. and Mrs. Twil.
lard Mayweather, Miss Janie Tay.
lor, Mr. and Mr. George Warren,
Mrs. Rose Willis, Mrs. Laura
Bramlett Mrs. Alice Smith. Mrs.
Sadie Anderson, Mrs. Birteal
Dixon, Mrs. Ida Shipp, J C. Ran-
son, Mrs. Charles B. Cook, Mr.
Coulter, Andrew Love, Miss Gloria
Franklin of Detroit, George Wal-
ton, jr., of St. Louis; Miss Lillian
Walton, Miss Charlene Walton.
and James Powell.
Following the ceremony the
newlyweds were entertained
Mr. and Mrs Griffin Willis on Mis-
sissippi blvd.
was preferred.
Other black possibilities for strilt.",
Log contrast iitclude, a black rug
with light walls, black ashtray,
and similar accessories or a black
Coffee table in a room that other-
wise holds medium brown wood.I
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PICK THI MODIRtv
ROAD TO SUCCISSI
Many important men and women—such as Irene
Dunne & Billy Rose, Elizabeth Arden & Charles E.
Wilson—have reached the pinnacles of success vie
the route of America's forward-looking, independent
business schools. You can make it too!
An ivy-covered campus is not Oaf only road to suc-
cess. Today, hundreds of thousands of sharp young
folks are acquiring a solid business education in the
schools and colleges where "Business is taught as
business is done."
At your local business college, yeu 10,111 end high
tuition, long waiting lists or snobbishness. Just
honest-to-goodness, inexpensive RAPID training for
successful careers in the secretarial, accounting and
businees administration fields!
You will get: individualized instructioa, "on-job"
teaching, free placement services, modern equipment,
and need skills In high demand. What Is more, there's
no need to dawdle four years or longer. How soon
you'll launch your paying career can be up to you!
Take that first, important step on your road to suc-
cess: CALL US FOR AN APPOINTMENT SOON!
(This seal is the symbol of
guaranteed 'durations' qual-
ity throughout the U. S. We
are member in good stand-
ing of tho Natl. Arne. &
• Council of Rusin's* Schools.)
CLASSES BEGIN - SEPT, 9
GRIGGS
BUSINESS AND PRACTICAL ARTS COLLEGE
492 VANCE AVENUE PH. JA 7-4917
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Baby's breakfast menu Is fast, Cereal, Egg and Bacon—strain.
becoming as varied as his dinner. ed or junior — is well - balanced
Mr. and Mrs. Artimber Ingram. 
Bacon 'n eggs, Dad's favor. nutritionally. It is a rich source of
ite for years, has been translated energy and vitamin A and ontri.
how of Saginaw, Mich. have been for the infant palate. Strained Egg butes protein, iron, vitamins B1,
visiting with Mr. Ingram's parents Yolks and Bacon is the latest in a B2 and niacin.
111. ;Mr. and Mrs. Luke Ingram. who new line of early morning treats Pre • cooked cereals are still
*reside on Berry it. Traveling along for the youngsters. the backbone of breakfast planning
with them was Mr. Ingram's sister For those little ones who like a for babies. In addition to the fa-
who we all remember as Elizabeth heartier dish upon waking, there miller oatmeal, rice, barley and
Ingram. is a new Strained Breakfast — Ce- mixed cereal food, there is the re
real, Eggs and Bacon. Just a cently introduced Hugh Protein
month or so ago, a Junior Break- Cereal.
fast of similar combination was It contains 35 percent high-quali.
introduced on a national market. ty protein, which makes it twice
Its popularity among toddlers as rich in this important "growth"
prompted this smoother, more del- nutrient as the other baby cere-
icately flavored version for those als,
on their first solid foods. Iron, so necessary for health
Taste • tests among youngsters blood, is generously supplied by
show that bacon is a favorite fta- all these Heinz pre - cooked cere-
vor even with the very young, als, the company's nutritionists
, Jackson. Many mothers who found their point out. So are the B complex
Houseguest for the Labor D a y children resisting straight egg yolk vitamins, niacin and thiamine,
'week end (0'7 Mrs. Hutson and her report both of these combinations which contribute to an infant's nor.
daughter. Miss Darlene Hutson, with their bit-of-bacon flavor do mal growth and well • being.
'was Mrs. Hutson's sister, Mrs. the trick. These Strained and Junior Break-
: Beatrice Rudder. Mrs. Rudder re- Like Strained Egg Yolk. 2 ta- fasts have been developed as good-
* sides in 
Paducah, Ky. 
NEW YORKERS VISIT 
blespoons of Strained Egg Yolk to-eat supplements to the pre-cook-
Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Grafton
Russell, Sr. were their two chil-
dren, Miss Dorothy Russell of New
York City and Grafton Russell, jr.
of Michigan.
Dr. W. E. A. McKissack Jr.. lo-
cal dentist, is leaving for a year's so necessary for a growing infant.
study in the field of Public Health Both are good source of iron and
at the University of Michigan. He vitamin A and contribute vitamin,
has worked for 10 years with the B2 and high - quality protein. I
State Health Department with his
headquarters in Jackson. McKis-
sack who specializes in children's
dental health is married to the for-
mer Miss Rozetta Sangster and is
the father of two boys.
HARPER-REEVES VOWS
The beautiful home of Mrs. Ora
Smith was the setting of a lovely
party for the prospective bride
and John (Country) Reeves on last
Friday evening. The party w a s
glven by friends, Mrs. Melvoid
Benson and Mrs. Charlene Mal-
lory.
Mr. and Mrs. Reeves repeated
vows in a beautiful wedding cere-
mony on last Sunday afternoon at
5 p.m. at Liberty CME church.
She wore a beautiful white
gown of chiffon and lam and car-
ried a Bible with a bouquet of for-
get-me-nots. Her sister, Miss Vet.
as Harper, of Chicago was maid of
honor. She was wearing gold. The
bridesmaids, Mesdames El anor
'Graves, Beatrice Robinson, Roset-
ta McKissack and junior maids
Beverly Kennedy and Joann Jones
wore identical dresses of chartruse
and carried Japanese fans.
The bridegroom was in summer
formal attire. Earl Shaw served as
best man and ushers were V. J.
Gilmore, W. E. McKissack, Isiah
Savage and junior ushers Cecil
Berry, jr. and Zelmar Barnett, jr.
Mrs. Arva L. Robinson was or-
ganist with Mrs. Margaret Savage
at the piano. Soloists were Miss
Darlene Hutson and Mrs. Melvoid
Benson.
An elaborate reception followed
In the church basement where
guests greeted the bride and groom
and enjoyed wedding cake a n d
frappe.
Mr. and Mrs. Reeves will make
their home in Milwaukee, Wis,
COMING EVENTS
The WJAK radio station of Jack-
son will present the 1957 Gospel
Cavalcade on Sept. 17 at the Na-
tional Guard Armory. The famous
Ward Singers, Caravans, Davis
Sisters, the Original Harmonettes,
Harmonizing Four, the Five Blind
Boys and many others will be on
hand for this big event. This is
one of the annual programs spon-
sored by Radio Station WJAK
c!Mr. Arthur Jones, were Mr. and i is an all Negro radio sta•
Mrs. Roy Jones and Veal and Earl , tion under the management of Spread mustard on top and both
Robert G. Blow. Announcers Ito- sides of ham. Test ham, by tasting,
for excess salt. If too salty, cover
with cold water, heat to boiling,
geles, Calif. Mr. Jones is also sur Nell fluntsfren are asking your full and before preparing to bake.
vived by his wife, Mrs. Gertrude cooperation. Place on baking pan. Pour
,Jones and two other sons, James Don't forget the West Tenn. Dis-
and Walter Jones of Jackson. we trict Fair the week of Sept. 23. It
;extend to the family of the late I promises to be better than ever.
:Mr. Jones our deepest sympathy.
among the former home-townera Baby Now Has C:IN AND OUT OF TOWN
syrup and wm... )ver it. Sprinkle
with paprika, mace, allspice. Bake
in moderate oven 'a hour. Remove
In Jackson is Mrs, Doris Bette
Ileming. Mrs. Fleming now re-
sides in Williamston, N. J.
Rev. and Mrs. Ed Matthews
Ind as their house guests, their
two daughters, Mrs. Crystal Ander.
son who now resides in Evanston,
TU. and Miss Hazel Matthews of
Denver Colo.
Other recent Jackson visitors
Were Mr. and Mrs. Paul Bonds.
Mrs. Bonds was before her mar
riage, Miss Mary Frances Moten
' Miss Lawanda Holderness has
returned to Chicago after spend-
ing the summer with her grand-
mother, Mrs. J. Hearnton, who re-
sides on S. Church st. She is the
daughter qf Mr. and Mrs. Gus Hol-
derness, who formerly lived in
the Summer season has passed.
t Issuing in the Labor Day week
end, Mrs. Nell Huntspon, news re-
porter for station WJAK inter-
viewed Sgt. Johnsey last Saturday.
Sgt. Johnsey who is traffic patrol-
num with the Jackson Police Dept.
gave several safety points for the
Labor Day week end and mention-
ed the fine cooperation received
'fro mthe people of Jackson. He
also mentioned that permanent let-
ters have been placed on signs
near school zones in order to pre-
serve the safety of our children
,Interesting interviews are heard
each week over the station.
Football got under way with a
fine start as Merry High Green
Hornets defeated Stigall High
school in Humboldt, Tenn. at their
Homecoming Game. This was the
first game for Merry. The Hornets
this year are being coached by V.
al J. Gilmore, who has served as as-
sistant for several years to T. rt.
White. Assisting Gilmore is Alex
Moore, jr.
The Lane college Dragons began
their practice on Sept. 2 getting
ready for their first game on Sept.
21 against Daniel Paine college at
home. The following week will be
a home game also with the Drag-
ons meeting Alabama A & M col-
lege.
STORK MAKES ROUNDS
The stork has made several
rounds in Jackson recently. Mr.
and Mrs. John Worthing are the
proud parents of a baby boy. Both
are teachers in the Jackson City
.School System.
Adorable baby girls were born
to Mr. and Mrs. James Brooks and
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lee Beard.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Curry be-
came parents of a boy, and Mr.
and Mrs. Luther Anders of Atwood,
Tenn a boy.
; Called to Jackson last week to
pttend the rites of their father,
Jones of Milwaukee, WIS.; Mrs.
Emma 0. Boyd of Stanton, Tenn.
and Mrs. Ruby Taylor of Los An-
land Porter, N. C. Buntyn, A. T.
McFadden, Lemon Bigby and Mrs.
POST BIRTHDAY CELEBRA•
T1ON — Church members
and friends of Madame A.
Price feted the noted religious
There's a special glamour and
a special flavor added to meals
served with foods where wine has
been added.
Here are two recipes, the first
a main dish and the second a des-
sert that use the good red grape
wine for that enhancing special
taste. The pig and the apple go 2 2. sps.
o buttertogether in perfect harmony. So
-- 2 cups stale cake crumbs, orgrab yourself some praise by toasted bread crumbs
serving the two for your next big 1 tsp. nutmeg
V. cup rabbis
I tsp. cinnamon
cup table syrup
% cup red wine
Peel and slice apples. Parboil
about 15 minutes. Mix sugar and
spices with bread crumbs. Alter-
personality with a post • birth•
day celebration at Foote
Ilomes auditorium recen t•
ly. Madame Price is seen in
first row, cutting cake. Out of es and William Robinson,
town guests Included Mr. and also of New Port. Madame
Mrs. Oscar Brandon of New Pastors Eternal Life Spiritual
Port, Ark., Mrs. Sadie Hugh- church here.
BAKED HAM I NCREAM
AND RED WINE
1 cup cream
2 tbsps. prepared mustard
cup maple syrup
1 2-inch slice tender ham
h tsp. allspice
1-1 cup red wine
h tsp. paprika
1-4 tsp. mace
and Bacon give a baby the equi
valent of a medium - sized egg
yolk. Strained Egg Yolks and Ba-
con, like the straight yolk, is sat-
in-smooth and easy for an infant
to swallow.
Both are high in energy values
ed cereals and alternates to strain-
ed egg yolk and as introductions
to a well - balanced diet, They
are products of the It. J. Heinz co
Want Good Day's Start?
Eat Healthy Breakfast
Eat a good breakfast to start a ty for children, it is sound plan.
good day, ring, says the U. S. Department of
For many people, and particular- Agriculture, to have one-fourth to
one-third of the day's f o od at
breakfast.
While there are no hard and fast
rules on the amounts of different
kinds of food a breakfast should
include, USDA says it should give
you materials for body building
and repair and to help keep you
healthy, prnyide fuel for body en- I
era, and taste good.
One thing is certain, says USDA
going without breakfast is a
bad start for the day. Studios show
that worked who skip breakfast
get less done in the first workiag
hour than those who tuck away a
Rood meal before work. And as the
morning goes on, the hungry ones
grow less efficient. After lunch,
they do better; then they slow up
again. .
What's In a good -breakfast?
Here are some patterns suggested
by USDA from light to hearty:
I Fruitmereal or bread, milk to
'drink other beverage if desired.
Fruit, bread, egg, beverage.
guaranteed or Money refunded. Fruit cereal eggs or meat, such
5.5: CM at I as sausage cakes, hash, fish, bey.
crap, bread.
Science Shrinks Piles
New Way Without Surgery
Finds Healing Subitase• That Dees Both—
Relieves Pais—Shrinks Hesserrhoids
1114re Y Mt, N. T. (See.!)_
For the first time science hatfound • new healing substance
with the astonishing ability to
shrink hemorrhoids and to relieve
pain
-without surgery.
In one hemorrhoid case after
another, "very striking improve-
ment" was reported and vered
by doctors' observations.
Pain was relieved promptly.
And, while gently relievineipain,
actual reduction or retraction
(•hrinking) took place.
And most amazing of all
-this
imprevensent was maintained in
masa where doctors 
 observations
were continued over a period of
many months!
In fact, results were se thor-
ough that suff  were able to
oialiemichastoni.hlrgstaternenta
V "Piles have ceased to he •
problem!" And among these mt.fermi were • very wide variety
of hemorrhoid conditions, emus of10 to 20 years' standing.
All Oita. without the um of
narcotics, anesthetics or astrin-gents of any kind. The mend is
a new healing substance (BM-
Dyne• ) -the dureovery of a world-
famoue research institution. Al-
ready, Rio
-Dyne is in wide umfor healing injured time. on allparts of the body.
This new healing enbetanas
offered in ruppoestory or Malawigform called Pritpsraiitsie H.* Ashfor individually sealed eonvenlent
Preparation H suppositories en
Preparation H ointment with!,.--
eial applicator. Preparation ar is
sold at all drug stores. Satisf action
from oven. Add cream. Place in
oven again for 't hour. Serve with
escalloped potatoes or yarns, a
green vegetable, and an escarole
salad.
APPLE DELIGHT
6-8 large apples
1, cup brown or white sugar
PVT. LEWIS L. THOMPSON
COMPLETES ARMY COURSE TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
FORT BELVOIR. Va. — Pvt
Lewis L. Thompson, sea of Mr.:  
and Mrs. Lewis Thompson. 6304 I
Sixteenth st., NW, Washington,
D. C., recently graduated from
the 11-week cartographic drafting
course at The Engineer School,
Fort Belvoir. Va.
He entered the Army in March
of this year and received basic
training at Fort Benning, Ga
Thompson graduated from Miner
Teachers college in 1954 and is a
member of Kappa Alpha Psi ,
fraternity.
Words of the Wise
He Is a true and valiant man.
that dart.. nothing but what
he may, and fears nothing but
what he ought.
—(Francts Quarles)
Schiffli Embroidery Is Important
Trend For Fall-Winter '57 Fashion
What will be news in fashion this,
Fall. . just about everything!
silhouette, fabric, color, AND EM.
BRO1DERY.
In SILHOUETTE the most im-
portant word in fashion is: RE-
LAX! The phrase that sums it all
does not mean collapse, nor does
it mean a shapeless, unshapen
flour sack. Generally the outline
is slim and semi • fitted, which
merely hints at the figure under-
neath. The curve is suggested. The
plastered, corseted, sheathy look
has vanished.
The FABRICS are soft a n ml
supple. Tweeds pleat, chi ffons
swish, satins gleam, jersey floats.
nate layers of apples and bread
crumbs in lh qt. greased baking
dish until full. Mix raisins, butter,
syrup and wine. Cook 10 minutes
and pour over top layer. Bake la
hour in moderate oven. Serve with
whipped cream.
••••••••••••••••••••••
ip•
Recipe of the Week •
4,,AudePtosOtta,
PET MILK HOME ECONOMIST 
•
•
•
•
•
•
••••••••••••••••••••••••
One of the things I enjoy most
about cooking is finding a new way
to combine two favorite foods in
one dish — and making "some-
thing new" that my family really
likes. That's why Barbecued Corn
And Meat Balls, made from my
Pet Evaporated Milk recipe, has
always been one of MY favorites.
We've always liked meat balls
and always liked corn — but, in
combination, and in a zippy bar-
becue sauce, they're really extra-
special!
balls mane this way are the be t
ever. . ti -id that P.,1 Milk makes
Earbecitod Corn and Meat Balls a
dish everyole in yo''t far.ily still
love. Try my recipe — and just
see!
BARBECUED CORN
AND MEAT BALLS
1 lb. ground lean beef
is gyp uncooked rolled oats
taps. salt.
Few grains pepper
ls cup Pet Evaporated Milk
2 Tbls. flour
Another thing I like about this
Pet Milk recipe is the wonderful ;
results you get making the meat
balls — they're always so tender
and juicy with such delicious
meaty flavor. You see, Pet Milk
helps bird the meat-and-biead -
crumb mixture together. ..actual-
ly blends it together. . .so you
get all :lie good meat flavor with-
out the eir,mess you usually find
in meat balls made from meat
alone. Of course, you couldn't get
those resaits with ordinary milk,
because Pet Milk is double-rich,
in fact, it's a little mpre than
twice as rich as regular bottled
milk.
Honestly, I think you'll find meat
1 teaspoon paprika
2 Tablespoons hot fat
1-4 cup finely cut onions
1-4 cup bottled barbecue sauce
1 1 1-4 cups water
1-lb can whole kernel corn drained
Mix well the beef, oats, 1 teasp.
salt, the pepper and milk. With
wet hands, shape mixture into 8
balls. Rool balls in a mixture of
flour, paprika and 1i teasp. salt.
Brown on all sides in skillet in
hot fat. Add onion and cook slowly
5 minutes. Stir in a mixture of
barbecue sauce and water'. 'Cover
and cook over low heat 45 min-
utes, turning meat balls now and
then. Add corn and heat thorough-
ly. Serve hot. Makes 4 servings.
,The book for you to buy, read
and enjoy is:
Langston Hughes' new
"SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM"
— in democracy. Highly humorous discussions of
segregation, integration, inflation, house rent parties,
Cousin Minne, Simple's wife, Joyce, Jazz, Jive, and
Jam. All for the price of just 62.60 
To receive a copy of:
"SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM"
simply clip this ad, write your name and address
below, and mail your check or money order for $2.50
made out to:
UNIVERSITY PLACE BOOKSHOP
69 University Place New York 3, N. Y.
NAME 
ADDRESS ...... ...... ...... 
CITY AND STATE 
And Schiffh embroidery is every-1 more entertaining at home, ha,
where. Embroidery enhances this given rise to many new embroilt
new, natural fashion. ered fashions. .eveleted taffetas
The COLORS are taken from the and satins, Venise lace &tails in
stained glass of a cathedral win.! page - boy collars and choir-no
dow. Gothic reds and blues pre • cuffs and bibs; at-home trousers
dominate, the wine reds. a n d are wide and full•blown as skirts:
wood broWns are important, the shert and even floor length
The EMBROIDERIES are of. "culotte," while the many draped
I ten tone-on-tone, especially for day- crepe gowns for more formal din -
time, but for after five, t h e mg are all enhanced w ith Schiffli.
agslewa i oaf sgborldonzaen.dloosilkvservetrhyrenaedws., 
ors 
EouRtetErwetark,esa nodn t htehe acnolle.
In sportswear, small tailored mo.: lavish embroideries. The glint oftifs in brass, gunmetal, leaf col.
.L- gold, the wide floral bands as well
ors predominate on grey flannel, as all - over motifs adorn every
coal 
charcoal embroidery on char-
Is No. I. 
thing from panties to peignoirs.
The embroidered sweater con-
tinues very big, in cardigans as
well as pull - overs, and Skirls,
slacks and shorts often repeat ,he
motifs embroidered on the sweat-
ers.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY
ROSES galore. . .from buds, to
sprays to bouquets are a big story
in embroideries, and not for dress AN ESTABLIS
wear, but sports. And on such a
vareity of fabrics. . .corduroy.1
black flannel. velvets and velvet-
eens, not to mention lavishly eni.
broidered (Weeds and menswear
worsteds!
Al' HOME clothes are an in
creasing fashion. The long winter
evenings before the TV set; infor-
mal cook-it-yourself parties: much ,
Methodist Youth
Ask Integration
DENVER, Colo. — Two hundred'
young people of the National Con-
ference of Methodist Youth, meet-
ing here recently, passed a resolu-
tion calling for the "dissolvement"
of the Central (Negro) jurisdiction
of the Methodist church "with
all possible haste."
In the resolution, Methodist an-
nual conferences which have not
already considered the proposed
constitutional amendment which
would make possible the eventual
abolition of the Central Jurisdic-
tion were urged to ratify it. Those
which have ratified it were com-
mended.
for lb. succ•lsful operotiori of
you, outomorsc doshovoshof, you
h.., the toft100 tietergont
et soup in fh• coned quantity, ohs
odequole supply of hot sooty of
the propel toroporofuYys.
EXPERT HAIR STYLING
Specializing in:
Manicuring - Facials and
Peticuring
BOOTHS FOR RENT
24 Hours Per Day
Monday thru Saturday
1399 Airways Boulevard
Telephone GL 2.0127
Riceland Rice is the natural IMIPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy!,.Guaranteed Buff3rt
. . . cooks
perkcely
eve/y time!
DEFENDER ,
Sit., Sipt. 14, 1937 •
Atty. Thompson New President Of NBA 
Confab Hits
Rights Bill
CLEVELAND — Some 200 law-
yers from 21 states attended the
annual convention of the National
Bar Association here and elected
a new president, participate in
panel discussions and passecereso-
lutions.
The Hollenden hotel was t h •
headquarters of the sessions.
New president of the organiza-
tion is Atty. William S. Thompson
of Washington, D. C.
Among the speakers were:
John R. Williams and Edwin It.
Teple, both of Western Reserve
university L a w school; Herbert
Reid, Dorsey Lane, and Dr. Ray-
ford Logan, all of Howard univer-
sity Law school; Dr. Royal Gross-
man, director of the Payehiatric
clinics of Cleveland courts, and
Norman S. Minor, former assist-
ant county prosecutor of Cleve-
land.
Judge Charles W. White, of the
Court of Common Pleas, Cleve-
land, addressed a luncheon meet-
ing, and Louis B. Settler, news.
paper editor, ipoke at the banquet.
Others who actively participated
In the convention included Judge
Irvin C. Mollison, of New York,
and Joel D. Blackwell, of Wash-
ington.
The NBA expressed dissapoint-
merit at what it termed the "weak
and inadequate" civil rights bill,
adopted by Congress.
The organization said, however, I
it hoped that able people would
be appointed to the civil rights
commission created by the act,
and that an adequate staff and
funds are provided to enable the
commission to do its job.
Enforcement of already existing
civil rights statutes were called
for by the lawyer's group.
Cora T. Walker, of New York,
chairman of the NBA's Co— —;ttee
on Human Rights for the Western
states, was successful in getting
adopted a resolution condemning
discrimination in public places in
the Rocky mountain and Great
Plain states.
Before ajourning, the organiza-
tion selected Chicago as the site
for the 1958 convention.
Besides Atty. Thompson, other
elected officers include:
Elmer Jackson, Kansas City,
Mo., first vice president; Robert
E. Lillard, Nashville, second vice
president; Atty. Walker, third vice
president; Reuben Lawson, Roa-
noke, Va., fourth president; Jewell
Stradford Rogers, Chicago, sec-
retary, and W. D. Hawkins, jr.,
treasurer.
Executive committee members
are C. Francis Stradford, Chica-
go; Charles Waugh, Muskegon,
Mich.; Lawrence R. Bailey, New
York; Joel D. Blackwell, Washing-
ton; Sylvester Carter, Springfield,
Ill.; Harold Bledso, Detroit, and
Richard R. Atkinson, Washington,
Alabama
BREWTON
By ALEX ARTRY
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie Wright'
have Mrs. Woodson of Evergreen;
visiting with them.
Southern Normal opened with the
following new teachers. Mrs. E.
Woods, Mrs. Woodson, Mr. Sterling!
and Mr. Coleman.
Susgan Culliner has left 1 o r!
school.
Mr. Walter Breughton is in the
hospital in serious condition as a
result of a wreck which occurred
in Flamaton Saturday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Lifus Johnson had
their daughter, Mary Louise and
her friend, Martha Jones of De-
troit as guest.
Lifus Johnson jr., returned to
Kentucky State college for h i a
fourth term.
Mr. and Mrs. William Sammon's
son left for Kentucky State college.
Mrs. Ruby Clyde Prey, daugh-
ter of John L. White is in the Mc-
Millian hospital as a result of an
accident.
A meeting presented by Mrs. Cal
bean was held at the Washington
Junior High school.
Sgt. John Edward Nicholson who
was stationed in Texas was on
his way overseas when he died. He
was a graduate of Southern Nor-
mal school. He leave* a wife and
children in New Orleans; his fa-
ther and mother. Mr.. and Mrs.
Anderson Nicholson and sisters
and brothers.
Mrs. Estella Herese passed away
at her home last week. She was
a long resident of Pearidge. She
leaves two sons. Frank and Wal-
ter and one daughter. Mrs. Ruth
Herse.
Weatherly Funeral Home has a
new collector, Mr. Woodson, who
replaced Mr. Elmore Stallworth.
• • •
ENTERPRISE
Revival meeting was in f u 11
swing last week at St. Beulah Bap.
list church. Rev. Bass of Pensa-
cola was the minister for t h e
week, who is a very dynamic
speaker. Everyone enjoyed the re-
vival. Rev. L. J. Alford was host!
pastor.
Mrs. Janie Donald and Jeanette
have returned home after spend-
ing a wonderful vacation in the
East.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Johnson of
. New York have returned to thcir
home after visiting relatives and
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Walkor at-
tended the Congress at Selma uni-
versity.
Mr. and Mrs. James Edwards
visited friends and relatives in
New Jersey.
Mr. and Mrs. Carlton Petty and
son, Henry C. spent last Saturday
in Panama City, Fla.
Miss Gwendolyn Christmas is
spending the summer with Mr par-
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sc bastian
Christmas of East Orange N. J.
Wilbur Tucker is here visiting
his mother, Mrs. P. Tucker.
Leo Alford is away on vacation.
Everyone is trying to beat the
heat at the new swimming pool
recently opened on the Bellwood
rd.
Everyone watch for the opening
date of a completely modern dry
cleaners which ern' be opera.c-d by
Robert Hooks. Mr. Hooks is one
of our lending business men.
Mrs. A. G. (laden of Birming-
ham was the Women's Day speak-
er at Johns Chapel AME church
REAFFIRMING ITS SUP-
PORT of the NA4CP, the Al.
pha Phi Alpha fraternity
awards five NAACP life mem-
berships as a highlight of the
Alphas' annual session in Los
Angeles. Roy Wilkins (left)
executive secretary of t h •
NAACP, made the presenta-
tions. On the receiving end
Isere tizom left) Frank L.
Stanley, retiring general presi-
dent; Alpha Founders Nathan-
iel Murray and George B. Kel-
ley; James E. Huger, and a
stand in for founders Henry A.
Call's.
Colorado
COLORADO SPRNGS
By GEORGE REDDEN
Hello everybody everywhere! We
are having lovely weather here
in the Pikes Peak Region. 0 n e
thing for sure, the fall season is
fast approaching, rawther chilly in
the lateft r d night.
On the local scene, Mr. a n d
Mrs. Marion Atkinson of 836 E.
Fountain have as their present
guests, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Web-
ber and Mr. and Mrs. Morgan, all
from the state of Texas. The Web-
BESSEMER hers are the parents of NI r 5.
By G. W. IVEY Charles Robertson of 639 El-. Ma-
orris Fletcher spent hie vaca-
tion with his brother and sister.
in.law, Mr. and Mrs. Al Fletcher t
of Cleveland, Ohio,
Mrs. Francis Bell is spending
her vacation in Buffalo with her I
son. Paul Bell and her daughter
and son-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. The-
reon Prince.
Mrs. Elizabeth Mason of Cleve-
land is spending her vacation with
her sister, Miss Mary Harris and
her nephew, Rev. Willie Harris.
A family reunion was observed at
Miss Harris' home.
Mrs. Bailie Butler left the city
for Jamestown, N. Y. to spend
her vacation with her daughter,
Miss Minnie Williams.
Mrs. L. W. Williams and her son,
Japheth, left the city recently to
witness the wedding of her daugh-
ter, Miss Lizzie Williams and Mr. l c
Ulysses Foster at the Sunlight
Baptist church, Dayton. Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Isam Walton are!
the happy grandparents of a baby
boy, Nfichals Soals, 7 lbs. and 10
one., born at the Lloyd Noland hos-
pital, Fairfield, Ala. to Mr. and
Mrs. Cleveland Soals, jr.
Annual Men's Day was observed
at the Bethel Baptist church In-
troduction of guest speaker, Rev.
S. H. Ravines, pastor of New Zion
Baptist by Rev. E. L. Nevelt. Bro.
Purvy Wilson, master of ceremon-
ies. Rev. E. L. Nevett. pastor
Funeral rites of the late Broth-
er Henry Purifoy was held at the
St. John Independent Methodist
church. Eulogy by Rev. R. G. Wil-
liams, pastor. He leaves o n e
daughter, one granddaughter, two
brothers, four nieces. 11 neph•
ews and a host of other relatives
and friends. Bradford Funeral Di-
rectors. Rev. R. G. Williams, pas-
tor.
The Big Three night worship was
held at the First Baptist ctturch,
Rev. R. G. Williams, pastor of the
St. John independent Methodist
church delivered a wonderful mes-
sage. Music was rendered by the
Big Three Choir. Rev. L. C. Wal-
ker, pastor.
Mrs. Marie Harris. wife of Lon
sic Harris who was a recent pa
(lent at the Lloyd Noland hospital
where she underwent surgery. has
returned home and is doing fine
Mrs. Pearl Riley, mother and
mother-in-law of Mr. and Mrs. G.
W. Ivey who was treated for a
fractured cheek bone at Lloyd No-
land hospital, has returned home
and her condition is fine,
Mr. and Mrs Thomas Clark are
the happy parents of a baby boy,
Tommie Lyn, born at the Lloyd
Noland hospital. Mother and baby
are fine.
Barbara Campbell, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Campbell has
returned home from Monterey,
Mass where she has been work-
ing at a summer resort. Mies
I Campbell will enter Knoxville col-
I lege this fall as a freshman.
Evelyn and Erma Nell Faddis
daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Faddis have returned home from
Cleveland where they spent -a very
pleasant vacation with their aunt
and uncle, Rev. and Mrs. Dave
Jackson
Mr. and Mrs David Taylor, son-
in-law and daughter of Lee Gar.
ner and their children of Detroit
, are visiting Lee Garner.
I Mr. and Mrs. Joe Hooper, Mrs
Costillo and Mrs. Marion Atkinson.
Among the many newcomers to
he Pikes Peak Region are: Mr
and Mrs. Will H. Caleb, their sons.
Will, jr., Sam and Earl and Ca-
eb's brother, Niemen, all of Ham
mond, La.; Mr. and Mrs. Joe M.
Lewis of San Antonio, Texas and
Mr. Lewis' brother, Julius.
Among the many Army and Air
personnel in and around the Pikes
Peak Region are:
T•Sgt. and Mrs. William F. Tomp
kins of Alexandria, La. and chil-
dren, William, jr. and Debra; Pfc.
Aaron Bilton of Waco, Texas and
son, Aaron, jr.; Sgt. and M r s.
James Whitterson of Columbus,
Ga. and son, Jerry.; Cpl. and Mrs.
Wilber Mays of Alandale, S. C.;
A-2C and Mrs. Ralgle Ross of WI.
hits, Kans. and children Larry
and Joy, and SP3 and Mrs. Ed-
ward Davis of Richmond, Va.
Evangelist Returns
From National Meet
Es angebst Malinda Thorne, of
Greater Walters AME Zion
Georgia
CORDELE
By MRS. RENA LOCKET
AUGUSTA
By JULANIE. LAMKINS
g arl Smith has returned home The Lucy Laney Wildcats willtheirf bll
from Brooklyn, N. Y. after visit-
ing his mother, Mrs. Mary Web-
at .
Funeral service for Mrs. Mary
Felder was held at the Straoy
Grove Baptist church. Rev. L.
Dean officiated.
Mrs. Laura Nelson has returned
from Miami after visiting h e r
daughter, Miss Carrie Nelson,
Howard Vance is visiting friends
in Tampa, Fla.
; Funeral service for Mr. Oscar
Brown was held at the Be u 1 a h
. Land Baptist church with Rev. T.
P. Patterson officiating.
Mrs. Laura Nelson visited h e r
open  1957 ooi a season on
Sept. 12 against the Booker T.
, Washington High school of Atlan-
ta, Ga.
The 1057 schedule is SS follows:
Sept. 12, Booker T. Washington,
Atlanta, Ga.; Sept. 20, Carver, Au-
gusta, Ga.; Sept. 27, Monroe, Au-
gusta, Ga.; Oct. 4, David T. How-
ard, Augusta, Ga.; Oct. 11, C. A.
Johnson, Augusta, Ga.: Oct. 18,
Open; Oct. 25, Open; Nov. 1, Tur-
ner, Atlanta, Ga.; Nov. 7, Beach,
Savannah, Ga.; Nov. 15, Tomp-
kins, Augusta, Ga.; Nov. 22, Bal-
lard-Hudson, Macon, Ga.; Nov. 28,
Risley, Brunswick, Ga.
sister, Mrs. *Maggie Jackson in Vi- Tennesseeenna, Ga , last week.
Silas Vance has returned home
from Miami.
Funeral serrice for Mrs. Mar-
tha Brooks was held at the Shady
Grove Baptist church with t h e
Rev. W. W. Whitehead officiating.
Rev. Jerry Hicks of Seville, Ga.
visited with Rev. H. Chambers last
week end.
Mrs. Rena Lockett attended ser-
vices at the Beulah Land Baptist
church recently.
See Dan H. Howard for your
Chicago Defender.
Iowa
lion
hospital patient, has been describ. Was held Thursday at Pleasant 
Air Every DayThe victim, a one-time mental The funeral of Mr. Willie Waller
ed as an easy going individual Grove MB church. NEW YORK — NBC news cover-
DVENPORT Louis, visited their parents, Mr.' 
who never had any connection with
any integration movements, was her vacation in Detroit.
Mrs. J. T. Grittenum is spending' age, radio and television, is giving
extensive coverage to the civil
church, 3800 S. Dearborn. has just Christie st. attended the gradu•
returned from Jones, La.. where ation exercise of her son, Harold
she was a speaker at the AME Potts, who received his Bachelor Charlotte Douglass entertained a rests. 
They said others would ml-
Zion Sunday school convention and of Science degree at Iowa State group of little friends on her sev- low.
college, Ames, Iowa, Aug. 31. Mr. enth birthday.VCE society.
 
Potts was also a member of the Mr. and Mrs. Jim Knight left
College ROTC and will enter in for Toledo, Ohio to visit his :ister, : 
OXFORD
the armed service and will attend Mrs. Daisy Grim and friends. 
Daniel Bates' Wife
. . 
By MRS. MABEL CRAWFORD
Buried In Louisville The revival at Clear CreekBaptist church was quite a suc-
cess. Many souls were converted
5 Receive Awardsservices for Mrs. Lucille Bates, of and the Christians' faith was re -
304 S. Sixth at., were held here re- from St. 
Evangelist Montgomery
From Watch Cocently. Mrs. Bates died Aug. 19.1 . Louis conducted t h eof $150 w a a
NEWBERN
By ARCHA WOODS
Mrs. ‘'innie Lou Jones has left
for Denver. She will be the guest
of her daughter and son-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Elliott and
family.
Mrs. Hazel Smith Purham has
returned from Marion, Ky. where
she was the guest and private
nurse of Mrs. Mai Hughes.
Mr. Alton Jones of Peoria, Ill.
was guest of his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dottie Jones.
Mrs. Hazel Gratton of Los Ange-
les and Mrs. Dorothy Sage and
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Forbey of St.
Quiz K.K. K.
Chief In
Mutilation
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (IN) —
An exalted cyclops of a chapter
of a Birmingham Ku Klux Klan
was being grilled yesterday by po-
lice who arrested him as one ot a
group who mutiliated a Negro as
a "race example."
Jefferson County Deputy sheriffs
said they had arrested Klan offic-
ial Joe P. Pritchett, 31, and two
other KKK members for the kid-
napping and emasculation of Judge
Aaron.
Both William J. Miller, 28, and
J. N. Griffin, 38, clerks in a sub-
urban supermarket, have already
signed written confessions admit-
ting the attack on the Negro. '
They said they had bought raz-
ors and turpentine in anticipation
of what they intended doing.
Deputies said the two men, both
members of the KICK were part
of a group that abducted Aaron
Monday night 'because they want-
ed to set an example and find
"some damn Negro to scare hell
cut of."
The 34-year-old Aaron, in a a n-
while, was listed in "fair" conditi-
 at a nearby hospital. 
Mississippi
PICAYUNE
By OLD SLEEPY PAIGE
Mr. Rupert Kelly and son of
Chicago visited in the home of his
mother, Mrs. Lizzie Kelly Cole-
man.
Mrs Clara Robinson if Brook-
haven visited in the home of her
aunt, Mrs. Leola Weems.
While Old Sleepy was nosing
around last week he stumbled upon
the "Elite" ladies club having a
lawn party at the home of Mrs.
Vera Jackson who is one of the
members. Among those at the par-
ty and were "all shook up were
Charlie Robinson, Lemuel J a c k.
son C. R. Brown, Tommie Ford,
James L. Robinson, West Ha r t,
Boss Gaddis, Robert Boggans, Wy-
art Newton, Mesdames Elsie Par-
ker Leola Jorden, Ruth Breland,
Nedda Maude Gutter and Ora Dee
Peters. Also Mr. and Mrs. Ames!.
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Mc-
Kinzie, Mr. and Mrs. Mile Peters,
Herbert Reese and Clifton Armba,
Mrs. Hattie (Mother) Jones of
Laurel spent a few days here with
her old friends last week.
Ott Fortenberry was given a sur-
prise birthday party by his wife.
Mrs. Catherine. Many beautiful
gifts were received. This marked
Ott's (?) birthday.
Miss Mary Lois Bonner, daugh-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Luke Cheek'
have been moved from the local
hospital to a Jackson hospital. Her
condition is said to be much im-
proved.
Funeral service for Mrs. Annie
Walker, wife of Will Walker was
held at the Church of God in
Christ. Mrs. Walker, who w a a
blind, had been confined for sev-
eral weeks. She passed away at
the local hospital. Cooks Funeral
Home was in charge.
• •
HOLLY SPRINGS
The revival which was held last
week at Hopewell MB church was
a great success. Twelve on ade
their confession in Christ.
Rosenwald football squad down-
ed Hernando squad Friday with a
score of 14-6. Albert Porter of ROA•
enwald made both touchdowns. L.
Roebuck was coach for Rosen-
wald. •
Rev. I. L. Rucker, pastor of AS-
bury delivered a powerful sermon
Sunday to a large audience.
Revival started at Anderson
Chapel Sunday. Rev. W. C Arm-
strong the pastor delivered a Pow-
erful sermon Sunday.
A large number of students are
ill with the Asiatic flu this week.
The county schools closed Fri-
day after being open for t w o
months.
480 Women
Enroll At
Bennett
GREENSBORO, N. C. — Ben-
nett college anticipates an enroll-
ment of 480 young women, an in-
crease of two over the figures for
the 1956-57 academic year.
Enrollment at the college has ID
been purposely kept around this
figure because of the desire to re-
lain the advantages of a small lib-
eral arts college.
Freshmen and new students who
reported on September 11 for a
wk of orientation, will register
on September 16. Among them are
a number of young women who
are sisters of Bennett students or
graduates.
In this group are Miss Saundra
McBride, of Sumter, S. C., whose
sister, Yvonne, is a sophomore;
Miss Mary Tonkin', of Greens-
bor, whose sister, Debris, is a
senior; Miss Lola Campbell, of
Greensboro whose sister, Barba-
ra, is a junior, and Miss Helen •
Brown, of Greensboro, whose sis-
ters, Bertha and Oshia, preceded
her at Bennett.
Also in the class are Miss Lin-
da B. Brown, of Akron, Ohio,
whose sister, Barbara, was vale-
dictorian of the 195b class and
studied in France last year on a
Fulbright scholarship, and Miss
Gwendolyn Macke', of Natchez,
Miss., whose sister, Lyvonne, was
graduated from Bennett in 1953.
Among foreign students enter-
ing the college this year are Miss
Williametta Brooks, of Monrovia,
Liberia, whose father is chaplain
of the Liberian Senate, and Miss
Nancy Seunghi Choi, of Seoul, Ko-
rea.
Plan Heroism
Award Program •
For Police
A nation-wide movement for
support of a program which will
honor acts of police heroism,
through the presentation of a med-
ical award, has been initiated by
the Citizens Advisory Council of
the National Police Officers As-
sociation of America.
xLeading citizens and organiza-
tions throughout the country are
being asked to support the pro-
gram.
Every year, a burnished bronze
medal would be awarded "to pro-
fessional lay enforcement officers
who have distinguished themselves
by an act of valor or service be-
yond the call of duty."
The National Board of Advisors
for the Medal of Merit and invited
guests will hold a dinner to an-
nounce the permanent establish-
ment of the award on annual basts.
at the Sherman hotel, Sept. 11.
Civil Rights
Problems Hit
Sallie Mae Smith and Mrs. Hoop-
er's niece, Miss Hester Mae White
were injured when the c a r in
which they were riding overturned.
Mr. Hooper is in University boa-
-
By W. T. MCKEE and Mrs. Roy Govvard 
beaten, castrated and left uncon- Mrs. J. R. Armstead is vacation- rights situation in Dixie. The
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bailey of scious on a lonely road where 
po_ ing in Chicago and Detroit. programs arrives via'remotee.
Mrs. Strickland Marcus, 1521 Jackson, Term. was the guest of lice found him. 
Dennis Johnson of Cleveland. It is sending Nat Kapilow, of
his sisters, Mesdames Jake Ruck. Officers said they received 
3 spent last week in the city. , its Washington bureau, into the
er and Essie Bailey and daughter. "tip" which led to the three ar• 
Percy Smith of St. Louis sisitedl trouble spots of the South—South
friends in the city Sunday. 
Officers training school.
Miss Loraine Ann Potts, Denver,
Colo, spent two weeks here visit-
The sons of Mr. and Mrs. Le.
grand Welch and wife were called
home because of the death of their
pital in Birmingham. The women j mg her parents, Mr. and Mrs. grandmother, Mrs. Bell Welch in
were treated and released. Dyer, Tenn.Strickland Marcus.
A very fine program sponsored * • • Mrs. Cozette Roper Is on the sick
by the Civic League was observed! ce:D4R RAPIDS 
list. Also Mrs. Doris Pierce.
at the Shady GroveBaptist ,
'church. Arthur Long, who received By G. H. MONTGOMERY
the 1954 Civic League Scholarship Miss Dinna Dillingham. of Ce-
Award was the guest speaker. Mr.. dar Rapids, granddaughter of Mr.
Jessie Gaines is president. ; and Mrs. Robert Collins, 821 - 8th
Annual Women's Day was ob. ave., S. E. and John Lee Sallis, of EAST PRAIRIE
Missouri
served at the Ward Chapel AME
church. Presentation of the guest
speaker by Mrs. Ethel Fallin
Guest speaker, was Mrs. Marga•
ret B. Little. Bethel Baptist church
of Birmingham. Ala. Mrs. titattiel
Cephus, chairman. Rev. V. Wil- I
bite, pastor.
Funeral rites for Sister Cather:
Waterloo, Iowa, were m o rri e mu
Aug. 31, in Preston. Minn. T h e
couple will make their home in Wa-
terloo.
Mrs. Claybourne Carter a n d
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Gray and fam-
ily of Milwaukee, Wis., were re-
cent visitors in the home of rela•
Oyes. at 825 - 5th ave. S. E.
inc Irby were held at the Shady 
Grove Baptist church. Eulogy by 
Rev. G. W. Slone Smith and Bas-
ton Funeral Directots were in,
charge of funeral arrangements.
CHRISTIAN COM MU NITY
ORGANIZATION sponsors fes-
tive partv for children in the
playground at 714 Bowen sae.
in Chicago The kiddies en
loyed refreshments galore and
after the party were loaded
By MRS. MARY RICE
New Hope MB church closed a
successful ,evival. The speaker
was Rev. hIcCory of Charleston,
Mo. Rev. W. H. White is pastor.
Cpl. James V. Rice and wife, Vir-
ginia were here visiting his father,
Mr. Willie Rice, who is ill. They
I are from Phoenixville, Pa. Mrs.
Carolinia, Georgia, Alabama, Mis-
sissippi, Louisiana and Arkansas
to get a frst.hand bird's eye view.
His reports will be cut in to the Ask
network's evening news strip vial,
remotes from the web's key affili-
ates in the deep South.
She was the wife of Daniel Bates,
assistnnt trainer for Bryant 0 t t,
prominent owner of racing horses.
Th owner, who now has his sta-
We 44 horses at Ilawl'iorne track
in Chicago, attended the funeral
rites.
• • •
raised. Rev. Knox was host pastor.
Revival will begin at Beverly
Chapel Sunday night Elijah, Sa-
lem, Hammett Hill anr! Beverly
churches will have revival togeth-
er. Rev. Crawford, pastor, has en-
gaged Evangelist, Rev. N. G.
Crawford to conduct the revival
for him. They are hoping for a
revival of the entire community.
Miss Yvonne Taylor returned
from Chicago where she spent the
summer with her sister and other
ielatives. ihe is the daughter of
Lyde and Clea Anderson also vie- Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Taylor. She
ited their father, Clumbers Ander- Wile accompanied by her two niec
son. es, Sharon and Patricia.
Rice also visited her mother and
father, Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Join-
er.
Mr. and Mrs. Clance Joiner vis-
ited his mother and father, Mr.
and Mrs. Johnie Joiner.
into two buses for i trip to
Riverview. In the picture the
happy younssters pose in front
of the buses leaving for River.
view, William Ranke, Jr., is
executive chairman of the
Christian Community Organi-
ration,
Mrs. Mary Tho.nas is in St.
Louis visiting her son end (laugh-
ter.
Mr. and Mrs. Solomon, Moody
have moved to our neighborhood.
We are glad to have teem in our
community. Mr. Moody is a mem-
ber of St. Elijah ME church. Mrs.
Minnie Wools of Batesville and
daughter of Mr. Moody is spend-
ing a few days with them and
helping is get them adjusted.
Those on he Irk list are Rev
R. B. Crawford, Mrs. Mamie Ro-
bertson and Mrs. Julia McEwen.
Mrs. Ora Lee Pelts is visiting
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. John
Henry Jackson. Mrs. Petis is from
Chicago.
Miss Dortherene Jackson, w h o
visited her sister, Mrs. Petls in
Chicago is now at home.
Miss Jackson. daughter of Mrs,
Osceola Jackson Williams. is at
home after visiting in Chicano for
several months. Mrs. Osceola Wil-
bailie is home after spending a
few days in Jackson. Miss, hoepi.
tal
•
•
LOS ANGELES — Golden State
Mutual Life Insurance company
has been selected by the Hamilton
Watch Company, Lancaster, Pa.,
to participate in its 1957 Commu-
nity Service Award program.
Awards will be made to five GSM
employees for rendering "out- •
standing community service dur-
ing the past year."
In making the announcement, -
George A. Beavers, Jr., chairman
of the Golden State Mutual board
of directors said: "GSM is the •
only firm west of the Rockies par-
ticipating in the Hamilton 
Coinsmunity Service Award program."
"The awards are restricted te
personnel below the officer level,"
GSM Board Chairman Beavers
said, adding that awardees will
be chosen by people in their com-
munities for contributions which
serve to enrich community life an°
are seldom publicly acknowledged.
Final selections will be made by
a special award committee rep-
resenting a cross-section of the
Los Angeles community.
CHURCH GETS olAPTIST
CONVENTION CITATION
BROOKLYN — The Cornerstone
Baptist church of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
received the S. N. Vass awards
for outstanding achievement in
Christian Education, presented
annually by the Sunday School
Publishing hoard, during the Na-
tional Baptist Convention's Sun-
day School hour.
First elevated railway in New 4111
York was opened far us• in 11111.
•
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nold, New Orleans, La., and Eu•
gene Wesley, Cameta. Miss., was
soloist.
Immediately following the cere-
mony, Mr. and Mrs. Johnson en.
tertained the bridal party and wed.
ding guests at a reception in their
home in Anguilla. The living and
inglining rooms were decorated with
Ipk•hite gladioli and greenery, white
and pink. carnations. The bride's
table, covered with a white linen
cloth, was centered with a four
tiered Lady Genevier wedding
cake, surrounded with pink car-
nations and greenery. On each
side of the cake were tall white
candles in silver candleholders.
Soft music played in the backd
ground,
Assisting at the reception were
Mrs. Lelia Ware, Richey, Miss.,
Mrs. J. M. Kimball, Indianola,
Miss.: Mrs. R. Williams, Mayers-
vale, Miss., Miss Grace Jackson,
Belzoni, Miss., Miss Bertha Matt-
bews, New Orleans, La., Mrs.
Clara Frazier, Anguilla, and Mrs.
Anti Tolliver, Panther Burn, Miss.
' After a brief trip in New Mexico,
The couple will reside at 2910 King
it,, Berkeley, California.
Mr.. Hattie G. Holmes sod her
brother Mrs. Stanley Gooden,
royally entertained in honor of the
bride sad groom with a mid morn.
ern 
breakfast at their palatial
LUMBERTON
By CLAUDIA R. WILLIAMS
Mr. and Mrs. George Hosle
Jr., and son of Birmingham, Ala.,
are spending their vacation in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. George
Hosley, Sr.
' Mrs. Viola Brewer and daughter
left for Chicago. There she will
join her husband, Mr. R. C.
Brewer.
The Community Chorus of the
city rendered services at East
Tariah Hill Baptist Association in
Picayune, Miss. Rev. Alford of
the community preached an in-
spiring sermon which was enjoyed
by all. Rev. E. H. Hart is pastor.
Miss Ossie Mae Parker and son
left Friday for Detroit.
The Sweet Beaulah Baptist
church had its regular church day
services with the pastor, Rev. E.
D. Burns speaking on the subjet,
"Come Out Among Thee."
Mr. Charles Cooley, formerly of
!this city, was called from Dayton
to attend the funeral of his uncle,
Mr. Thorman Cooley, who was
killed in New Orleans. He also
visited his mother, Mrs. Dori'
Cooley and other relatives.
Prof. Walter Mercer o Atlanta is
visiting in the home of his parents
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Williams.
The Keystone Quartet rendered
a splendid program in Laurel.
M'
Funds Needed
To Keep Rating
AUGUSTA, Ga. — (ANP) —
Bishop Arthur W. Wooack this
week celled on ALL GEORGIA
CME's AND PAINE COLLEGE
ALUMNI TO RALLY FOR A 9300,-
000 Endowment fund for Paine
College.
The institution was founded In
1M2, 74 years ago, by members
of the Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, and the Colored Methodist
Episcopal Church, recently called
Christian Methodist Episcopal
church.
Their objective was to better
prepare ministers and teachers
and develop leaders for the Color.
lird rare.From its incipiency its faculty
Was interracial, teaching Giodwill
and better relationship between
the races.
To continue its program and re-
main in its present rating by the
Board of Education of Southern
Schools and Colleges, it must have
an Endowment of at least $300,-
000. Bishop Womack stated:
"Every CASE Church member
in the State of Georgia and its
ex-students and Alumni are asked
to give a subs' 401101 offering "
Rallying places in the state are
as follows:
September 18, Central Georgia
Conference, Usher Temple CME
Ciii.rch, (ley. .1. H Johnson, pas-
tor, Fort Valley, Ga.; Sept 20,
Si uth Georgia Conference, t Is e
Rev. U. A Hammond, pastor,
Tuomasvil'e Ga.: Sept. 22, South-
west Georgis Conference, Holsey
Yli.numentd Church, The Rev. J.
M. McMath pastor Columbus, Ga.
Checks and money orders are
payable to Paine College Endow.
mint Fund Dr. E. Clayton Cal.
presilen,.
Florida Bishop John Branscomb,
president Trestee Board, Area
Church.
Arthur W. Womack is presiding
Bishop of Georgia and West Africa.
Mississippi
ANGUILLA
By MELVIN JOHNfON
REEVES•JOHNSON WEDDING
VOWS EXCHANGED
Miss Bessie Arnette Johnson and
Mr. Samuel John Reeves were
united in marriage August 24, at
the Saint Francis Catholic church,'
Yazoo City, Miss., at 4:00 p.m.
Vhe bride is the daughter of Mr.
▪ and Mrs. Charles J. Johnson of
Anguilla, and the bride-
groom is the son of Prof. and Mrs.
Emanuel W. Reeves of Port Gib-
son, Miss. Father Joseph R. Stier
officiated in the double ring cere-
ony.
BRIDE'S ATTIRE
The bride given in marriage by
her father, was radiant in a waltz
length white lace dress over
bridal satin. The string of pearls
she wore was a gift of the bride-
groom. She carried a white pearl
prayer book surmounted by a
The menu consisted of canta-
loupe halves filled with mixed
fruits, fried chicken, within a cir-
cle of parsley, pickles and Visas,
rice, buttered rolls, crackers, ritz,
marmalade, candy, coffee, pear
brandy, and coca colas. It was
truly a feast for the gods and the
guests enjoyed immensely every
wonderful moment of it. Those
present were the bride and groom,
parents of the bride of Anguilla,
Miss Bertha Matthews, Miss Su-
sie Rita Arnold Mrs. Lillie P
era, New Orleans: Miss Amanda
Bender, Mount Olive, Miss.: Mrs.
Beulah Jacobs, Oakland, Calif.;
Miss Carrie Marie Reeves, Port
Gibson thins.; both sisters of the
bridegroom and Mr. Jerome Levi
Reeves, Winston-Salem, N. C.,
brother of the brireegroom
At the close of the meal the
hostess presented the bride with
a corsage of gardenias.
nosegay of white carnations cen- On the eve of the wedding, Mr.
tered by a purple orchid. Her.. and Mrs. James Harris, Vicks-
chapel length wedding veil fell burg, Miss., entertained at their
from a crown of lace and net with home with a rehearsal party.
fan designed pearls and iridescent'
on a frame trimmed in velvet.
She wore white satin slippers
trimmed in the lace of her dress.
TIER ATTENDANTS
Miss Julia Ann Bingham, Vickie
glikurg, Miss., served as maid of
Wonor, The bridesmaids were Mrs.
Amanda Bender, Mount Olive,
Miss., and Mrs. Carrie Marie
Reeves, sister of the bridegroom,
Port Gibson, Miss. They wore
identical waltz length lilac lace
dresses over matching silk taffeta
with white hats, gifts of the bride,
lilac gloves, and white satin slip.
pers. The gloves of the maid of
honor were white. Each carried a
nosegay of white carnations with
long streamers V white ribbon.
Little Miss Hazel Wesley, as
flower girl, was dressed in white
lace. She carried a nosegay of
white and pink carnation'. Dewey
Alvin Reeves, brother of the bride.
groom, served as ring-bearer.
Levi Jerome Reeves, Winston-
Salem, N. C., brother of the
room, served as best man. The
shers were Charles Leon Harris,
icksburg, Miss., brother-in-law
Mashall, Texas, brother of the
of the groom, and Benj. Reeves,
' For her daughter's wedding Mrs.
Johnson chose a gray lace dress
over pink silk taffeta, with pink
and black accessories. Her cor-
sage was of white carnations. The
mother of the bridegroom was
gowned in pink lace dress over
DON DEAN, highly regarded
as a top host, and affection
ately referred to as the West
Coast's No. I "part, giver."
gets the tables turned on him
during Howard and Elise
Boone's authentic Calypso par-
ty in their Los Angeles patio
—here, Doe gets the VIP
treatment from Eva Davis of
St. Louis, Katie Latham and
Jewel Nelson (from left./
Some tO Links club members
and their friends attended the
affair.
Last rites for Mrs. Nettie V.
Davis was held at Lampton Cha-
pel AME church by the pastor,
Rev. Love. Mrs. Davis, a long
time member (60 years) of the
church, was 78. Her husband pre-
ceded her in death several years
ago. She leaves two brothers, two Guests in our home t
nieces, two nephews and a host include Mr. and Mrs. R.
of other relatives and friends, and dear little daught
8 238 nivisting vi,hgoR ETAOA neighborhood is sharing
Mrs. Iris Bradley had as house
guest recently, her two sisters.
Mrs. Juanita Nicholson of Hattis-
burg and Mrs. Katherine Butler
of Chicago.
Miss Alice Ruth Lewis has been
vacationing in the Wiody City and
reports a wonderful trip.
ISOLA
Mr. and Mrs. George Holmes
had as recent guest, Mrs. V. E.
Young, Mr. B. Marshall, Mrs. R.
A. Jones, Mrs. Woods and many
others. The occasion being a party
for their grandchildren.
Dinner guest of Mr. and Mrs.
J. Lee included Rev, P. S. Shel-
ter, Mr. and Mrs, Isaac Jones,
Mrs. Margie Joiner, Mrs. Johnnie
Williams, Mrs. R. Williams, Mr.
and Mrs. J. W. Perkins and many
others.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. James at-
tended a meeting in Belgani. Miss.
Mrs. R. A. James is president of
the organization and Mr. M. C.
Hill is the leader.
On the sick list are Mrs. Duck,
Mrs. Zeb Williams and Mrs. Joe
Wade.
Mr. and Mr, Sid Harvey and
children spent their vacation in
Chicago with their daughter.
• • •
GOODMAN
By
MRS. PEARLENE BILLINGSLEA
Mr. Bill Jordan of Detroit visit-
ed his mother, 5fre. Bessie Pick.
en, who is a patient at the Afro
hospital.
The funeral of Mrs. Mae Liza
Thurmond was held at the Good-
man MB church. Rev. W. L. Gray,
pastor, gave the eulogy. She is
survived by her husband, Mr. Jim
Baton Rouge
Thurmond, one sister, two broth--
Robert Winston has returned era and a host of nephews and
home after visiting in Miami. nieces.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Thomas
matching silk. taffeta, with white of Baton Rouge is visiting rela- A series of revival meetings
and black accessories. Her cor- tivea here. Closed at the Goodman MB church.
sage was of white errnations. Eleven new members were bap-Mr. and Mrs. Judge Gains and
A program of organ music was Mrs. Nellie and Mrs. Noria Lee tized. Rev. Luckett, evangelist;
presented by Miss Susie Rita Ar- Heidelberg and children and John Rev. W. L. Gray, pastor.
fly Edwards visited Mr. and Mrs.
Willis and Mr. and Mrs. Bolden LAUREL
Heidelburg and may other relit- By W. L. C. SIMES
tives and friends of Shubake. Funeral service for Mrs.
Mrs. Juo Cannon Is among the Hubbard. beloved citizens, w a
sick, held at St. Elmo Baptist church.
Little Ceasar Bradford is still, She was one of Laurel's oldest
in the Lumberton Citizens hos- founders. Rev. W. H. Keys, and
pital where he underwent an op-
eration.
Sgt. arid Mrs. Joseph Bradley
and daughters visited parents and
relatives here after leaving Scott
Air Force Base while enroute to
El Paso, Texas.
FONTOC
Naylors Chapel closed a very
successful revival last week with
Rev. McGown doing the preaching.
Amount raised - $239.00.
The McDonald revival started
Monday night.
A men was found dead here
last week in Mr. Simmons pasture.
Mrs. Maude Rich spent a few
days with her brothers in Mantle.
Mrs. Nora Easley is better at
this writing.
CANTON
By B. R. VARNADO
Mrs. Roxie BUMF of Newark.
N. J., has returned home ater
spending several weeks in Canton
reletives and friends.
Mrs. Edna Thomemen had as'
recent house truest, her son. Mr.
Percy LOP Thninneon and her
grandson. Edward Charles of Gary,
• ia BMWs, Min., August IS. Ind,
as.
Retie
Rev. D. C. Telern officiated.
Eulogy by Rev. Dan Jones, Brown
Funeral Home in charge. Inter-
ment at No. 2 Cemetery.
Funeral service for Mr. Abram
Buckley was held at St. John Bap-
tist church with Rev. M. H. Henon
and other ministers officiating.
Mr. Buckley was loved by all who
knew him. Eulogy by Rev. L. E.
Peice. Brown's Funeral home in
charge. Interment at West Enter-
prise, Miss.
Funeral service of Mr. Eddie
Walker was held at St. John Bap-
tist church. Masons in charge.
Eulogy by Rev. M. H. Henon,
Brown's Funeral Home in charge.
Interment, Brandon, Miss.
Mrs. Ruth Smith. beloved teach-
er. departed this life August 25.
Funeral held at St. John Baptist
church. Mrs. Smith was among
the oldest to teach at Benson high
school. She was a member of the
Court of Calanthe. Eulogy by Rev.
M. H. Henon. Centuary and Brown
Funeral directors in charge. Inter-
meat, Elhavae, Miss,
the younger set is making our homes are spacious and lovely, 
tulle and seed pearls and she car-
ried a bouquet of ethite carnationspiness over these visitors; and did not take them into. Tilt .a
young, young guest at home I We rejoice with the parents of
centered with a white orchid.
The mother of the bride wasthrough kindly welcoming. Espe- iyoung Larsede Coley of South 13th
cially is little Zenobia Allen a per Street in his homecoming from the
feet co-hostess with us. Armed Service although for just
gowned in a pastel pink lace
sheath over taffeta trimmed with
Among guests here for the wed- a short stay, 
oyster pearls, sequins and seed
ding of Miss Beatrice Ann Lyons Mrs, Marion Wilton Willis was sage of pink carnations.
, pearls, She wore matching cos'.
Mr. Fred Smith were Mdmes,
Pauline Johnson, aunt of the 
The groom's mother wore a
groom, Mrs. Olga Kendricks, Miss
Lucretia Hudson, also Miss Mar-
gery Young of Plaquemine, La. guest.
Many, 
Mrs. Clayton and our
many other out-of-town
guests were here for the wedding 
Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Matthews
have returned from their exten-
and for the pre-wedding shower
held in the auditorium of Reddy 
sive tour through the far west, and
- are now in our State School for
Street School.
Members and friends of the Mrs
Juvenile Delinquents.
mother of
Maggie Nance Ringgold YWCA ' Mrs 'Mildred. Clark,' visiting in-
are working tirelessly toward the '
s rector in our school system,
Annual Harvest Festival planned
. came through our city enroute to
for this month. Mrs. the National Baptist Convention
and those who are so heartilrv co-
operat.ng  
.
th her are determined i being held in Louisville, Kentucky,
Mrs. C. L. Taylor finally de-to make this affair a success.
We in Baton Rouge are still cided to return home after attend-
shocked over the sudden deaths ing the Annual meet of the Beau-
of two worth while church women ticians organization which was
who left us suddenly last week, held in New Orleans, Louisiana.
The first, Mrs. Mary McQuillon. We are finding that not only
The second, Mrs. Elvin Pate, both have the Y—Teens starred dur.
members of Mt. Zion church in our ing the sewing lessons being
. received under instruction of Mrs.city.
The news of the death of Mrs. 11.- F. Nettervile and her group of
Id: Dumas of Natchez, Miss., volunteers, but that many adults
caused much sadness in our city. are being instructed in the night
Having been near friends of Dr. courses now being given through
and Mrs. Dumas. we will miss her Mrs. Nettervile's arrangement.
much. We sympathize with her
son and daughter and other mem-
bers of the Dumas families. Now
that both Dr. Albert and Dr. Mena
Dumas and their wives have pas-
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD
his week dern homes of Mr. and Mrs John
Clayton' G. Lewis,—Mr. and Mrs. Horatio
Cr. Our Thompson,—Rev and Mrs. Hay-
our hap- del, and many many others that
a guest .1 the home of Mdmes.
Givens and Ringgold Monday eve-
ning when she came to call on
Mrs. Verian Boyle of the Louisi-
ana Insurance Company has been
seriously ill for some several
weeks but is now out of the hos-
pital and recuperating in her
sed. beautiful home although it. 
Oil
Messres. George and Archie Me- told that she will be out of corcula-
Quillon are staying over a few tion for some time.
days with their father after COM- We, with her other friends 
are
ing here for the last rites of their doing our bit to console and 
en
mother, courage Mrs. A. B. Knox since
We took our house guests for the death of her husband, kindly,
a drive through the newly to. patient, Mr. Geo. Knox. Mrs.
cated sub-division, where so many Knox is doing her best to meet
of our people have erected beauti- this calamity as well as possible.
ful, modern homes. Especially did1She has the sympathy of many
they appreciate the beautiful nice I pupils and friends.
Kentucky
MANCHESTER
By MRS. B. M. SUTTON
The fourth quarterly conference
of the Manchester Circuit was
held Aug. 24th at the St. Paul
AME church. Rev. W. L. Gaddie,
P. E. was in charge. Rev. F. S.
Sutton, pastor. All reports were
good.
Mrs. Emmer Gibson died Aug.
23 at the age of 74. The Ram-
inger Funeral Home had charge
of funeral arrangements. Burial
in Patter Chapel Cemetery. She is
survived by her husband, Charley;
three son s; three daughters;
eighteen grand-children and five
great.grand:children
Sarah Gibson is in the Angida
Mountain hospital.
Mrs. Elsie Drake is recupera-
ting,
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hipshire are
the proud parents of a baby girl
born August 28.
Miss Virginia Pennington of
Louisville is visiting her relatives.
Mr. John Clark. Miss Annalee
Clark and Mrs Vine Lyttle mo-
tored to Cincinnati August 31. Miss
Annalee will spend two weeks with
ner ',lint, Josephine Reston and
relatives, very successful.
Mr. Willie B. Johnson of De-
troit is back home to live with his
father, Rev. W. M. Johnson.
Mrs. Lucy Patter and sons,
Grant and Jack Patter and Mrs.
Nelle Wilson all from Richmond,
Ind., visited Mrs. Fannie McKie-
sic.
Mrs. Louis Comb and children of
Dayton visited her mother and
I father, Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Lyt-
,tles and relatives. Miss Beatrice
' Lyttle returned to Dayton with
her sister.
Let us pray for the slck.
Georgia
McRAE
By MRS. VIOLA THOMAS
Home-coming service was held
at the Midway AB church by Rev.
W. W Welker. Later dinner was
served and Rev. Malone, pastor
of the Mt. Dollarway AME,
preached an inspiring sermon. The
main speaker was Rev. Campbell
of Fitzgerald, Ga. The revival was
green lace sheath over taffeta fea-
turing a crushed chiffon cumber
bund ending in a side panel. She
wore white accessories and a cor-
sage of pink carnations.
Following the ceremony, the
bride's parents entertained With
a reception at the Masonic hall.
The receiving line formed against
a background of ivy, white gladioli
and white carnations.
The bride's table was covered
with a white linen cloth trimmed
with white satin stripe and caught
up in a narrow white satin ribbon,
fern and carnations. Centering the
table was a threetiered wedding
cake surrounded by white cum-
lions and fern.
Assisting at the reception were
Miss Zanthia Bush and Miss Jean-
nie McClain, Miss Minerva Hollo-
way of Atlanta kept the bride's
book.
For the wedding trip to an un-
announced destination, the bride
chose an aqua polished cotton
dress with floral pattern and full
skirt. Her hat Was of matching
material She wore black acces-
sories and the white orchid lifted
from her bridal bouquet.
The bride is a graduate of West
Virginia State college and has done
graduate work in social work at
Atlanta university. She is present.
it West End Branch YWCA of
Cincinnati.
The groom is the first Negro to
graduate from Xavier university
in Cincinnati. He received a B. S.
degree in business administration
and has done further study at the
University el Cincinnati.
Out-oftown guests included:
Mrs. Hampton Jamison, Mrs.
Raymond Harris, Hrs, Arthur
Bouldin, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert AI
South Carolina
AIKEN
By JULANIE LAMPKIN
AIKEN, S. C. — In an impres-
sive ceremony at the St. Mary's
Catholic church here, recently
Miss Helen Delores Brayboy,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
C. Brayboy of Aiken, became the
bride of Mr. Benjamin James Al-
len, son of Mrs, Jeanette Allen of
Cincinnati, Ohio, and the late Ben-
jamin Allen sr.
The double-ring ceremony Walt
performed by the Rev. Joseph L.
Kilian.
Arrangements of white gladioli
a n d chrysanthemums, potted
palms and candelabra with white
tapers decorated the church.
Rhode Watson, organist, pre-
sented a program V wedding mu-
sic.
Best man was Herbert Allen,
brother of the groom. Ushers In-
cluded Raymond R. Harris, Ar-
thur L. Bouldin, Hampton Jamison
jr., and Utus Rhodes, all of Cin-
cinnati.
Serving as maid of honor was
Miss Jeanette Allen, sister of the
groom, who wore a waltz-length
turquoise silk organza over white
taffeta with full puffed sleeves and
bouffant skirt. Her head piece
matched the material of her dress.
She wore turquoise satin pumps
and carried a bouquet of turquoise
carnations, 
ly employed as teen-age director
Miss Joyce T. Mason was brides-
maid. She wore a yellow dress
identical in design to that of the
honor atendant, with matching ac-
cessories and carried a bouquet of
yellow carnations.
The bride, given in marriage by
her father, wore a wedding gown
of white tulle and chantilly lace
over taffeta. The fitted bodice
was trimmed with seed pearls and
featured long lace sleeves ending
len of Cincinnati; Miss Joycein calla points over the hand. The
over , Edith Fisher, Mr. and Mrs. Markfloor length skirt was worn
a hoop and with lace and tulle tiers' Fisher and Mrs. Pearl Gunther
of New York City; Mr. and Mrs.in the back.
Her shoulder-length veil of Mid. William Graham, Mr. eed Mrs.
ma 
Mr. and Mrs. Thadeus Brayboy,
N. C.;Asheville,Miss Enal 
illusion fell from a tiara of UIG ryasheasm 
all 
Graham,of 
Hempstead, It Y Mrs. Henry
Eubanks of St. Augustine, Fla.,
and Mrs. William Webb, Corona,
N. Y.
After a brief wedding trip the
newlyweds will make their home
at 38111 Wabash are., Apt. 7, Cin-
cinnati.
Tennessee
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Mrs. Josephine Soloman return-
ed to the city this week from a
vacation in Paris, Ky., and CM-
elnnati, Ohio,
Mrs. Clara Roland from Mars
Hill, N. C., spent a few days in
Use city with her sister, Mrs. Mon-
ate Wahner, and other relatives
recently.
Mrs, M. G. Evans was the guest
soloist at the AME Zion church
in Greenville, Tenn., recently.
Dr. M. I. Claiborne from Nash-1
silk, Tenn., has spent a few days
In the city with his mother, Mrs.
J. N. Claiborne and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hezekiah White,
and family have gone to New
York, N. Y.
Mrs. Elizabeth Ervin has gone
to New York, N. Y.
Mrs. M. K. Hendrick, and chil-
dren have returned from Beckley,
W. Va,
Mrs. Cynthia Waif from Phila.
delphia, Pa., is visiting her sister,
Mrs. M. C. Spurgeon and other
relatives here.
Mrs. Callie Floyd and children
have returned to Charlotte, N. 'C.,
after spending several days in the
city with Mrs. Floyd's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. W;ley Williams.
Mrs. Rosa Fritz from Rock
Mart, Ga., is visiting her son-in-
law, Mr. Owen Knaff and bro-
ther, Mr. A, E. Henry.
Mrs. Elizabeth McIntyre, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Shade. Mr. Clar-
ence McKinney, Mrs. Lucy jack-
son, Elder and Mrs. T. W. West,
attended the Annual Notional
Meeting of the Church of God in
Nashville, Tenn.
Rev. Wm, H. Stokeley and choir
of Central Baptist of Kingsport.
Tenn., conducted the service at
Thankful Raptist church on the
afternoon of August 25.
Circle No. 3. of Thankful Bap-
tist church sponsored a trip
around the world entertainmnet
on the night of August 28.
Rev, J. F. Birehette and choir
of Thankful Baptist church con-
ducted the service at St Paul
AME Zion church on the afternoon
of Spet. 1.
CLARKSVILLE
Re EDWARD ff. BROWN
The delegates of the Tennessee
Methodist Conference white)
which was recently held at the
Madison Street Methodist church.
by a vote of 135-39; voted in fa-
vor of an amendment to the Metho-
dist Church Discipline (law) that
will permit Negro eorgregations to
loin white conferences, and Ne-
gro and white conferences to
merge. provided both parties to
the merger were Interested and
agreed to it. The plan was appro-
ved bythe Quadrennial Methodist
General Conference last year, it
will become effective if approved
by two thirds of the delegates who
r vote on it In the Church's 104 An-
nual Conferences, The CME church
(Christian Methodist Episcopal)
was part of M. E. Church South
until 1870. Bishop Roy H. Short
I was the Presiding Bishop, and
Rev. T. W. Mayhew, pastor.
; Eugent D. Roberts, n, grocer
was found dead Friday morning
sitting a rocking chair, dressed
in his pajamas with a bullet wound
in his right temple. He was found
by his niece, Miss Colinds Hester,
who did his housework for him.
The bed covers had been turned
back, but the bed had not been
slept in. Mr. Robert's funeral was
held Sunday September 1, at the
Mt. Olive Baptist church of which
he was a member. The pastor,
Rev. L. A. Gragg officiated.
The Montgomery County Fair
was recently held, it was a suc-
cess and was well attended, and
there were many exhibits,
Other recent deaths: Willie
Jones, John H. Weatherford, who
was killed in an automobile acci-
dent; Frank J. Towneend, and Ed-
ward J. Bussell,
JACKSON
By MRS. GEORGIA MYVEIGH
The NFA, NHA and Vocational
Trades Department of West High
School had their Annual Labor
Day picnic Monday. Sept. 2, on
the beautiful and spacious Cam-
pus of the school. They had the
best barbecue in the country for
sale, along with other refresh-,
intents. There was a big baseball
game between the Blair, and
Greens team. Al/ present had a
swell time.
The 1957-58 school year of the
Jackson City School opened last
Monday morning with Merry High
opening up in a brand new beau-
tiful building, located on the cor-
ners of N. Royal and Lane. A
total of 102 seniors are expected,
to graduate. Prof. C. N. Berry '
is principal, along with a faculty
of 21.
The First Baptist church obser-
ved their annual Women's Day
service Sunday with quite suc-
cessful day reported. Mrs. W. G.
Terry, the pastor's wife, a great
worker of the church, Was the
principal speaker for the after.
noon and one to the members
of the church, Mrs. Florine Con-
ninghsm, a eosmetoogist of this
city, was the principal speaker
for the evenng. The Rev. W. G.
Terry, pastor.
Mrs. Lucy Lutter, 420 Thsttute
St., has recently returned home,
thin city after having spent sever-
al days in Chicago with her sis-
ter. Mrs. Lou Etta Reid and ne-
ice, Mrs. Callye Carpenter, arid
from there she spent some time
in South Bend, Ind., with another
sister, Mrs. Augusta Small. Rut
on returning from Chicaog by way
of City of Miami she met Mrs.
Gus Bennett who was returning
ROCKFORD
By ANNA LEOUY
Mrs. Ora Lee Washington left for
New Odeon' and will stop in Du-
rata to visit her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Flacker.
Mrs. Walter Lee is improving
nicely after being ill with the flu.
Miss Hattie Ellis of Durant, Miss.
is spending her vacation with her
cousin, Mrs. Lilly Mae Patterson
and her aunt, Miss Nellie Reed,
Mrs. Rosary Sachets left for her
home in Durant. She spent a few
months with her husband, John 11.
Sachet, brother Frank Odle and
uncle and aunt. Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
son Oche.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Souther left
for Jackson. MISS. to take his sin-
ter, Miss E. Souther's home. Miss
Souther had spent the summer
with Mr. and Mrs. Souther.
FREEPORT
By LLOYD J. BRUMFIELD, JR.
Mr. and Mrs. Troy Bland of Rock
Island, 111. are the proud parente
of a baby girl born to them in
Freeport. Mr. and Mrs. Bland
hey* one other daughter, Joni.
They are staying with Mrs. Bland's
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Brum-
field until their return to Rock Is-
land- a
Mrs. Robert Bruce is In the hon.
pital for medical treatment. We
are hoping she will have a very
speedy recovery. Her son, Calvin,
of Chicago 'has come to look in
on the family.
Miss Ruth A. Abernathy and Mr.
Thomas Lester were united in
marriage at the St. Paul Baptist
church. Rev. C. C. Salters official-
ed. The bride, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs, Anderson Abernathy, Free-
port, graduated from Freeport
High school and Wall employed at
Micro Switch for two years. Mr.
Lester is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Lester of Detroit. T is •
newlyweds will make their home
In Detroit after a honeymoon trip
to Canada.
Mr. and Mrs. John Brumfield, It.
arid son Dennis of Gary, spent
the holiday with their parents, Mr.
and Mrs. John Brumfield Sr., and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe McNear,
Miss Arnett Alexander of Chi-
cago was the week end guest
of Mrs. Mamie Farr. Also Mt,.
Emma Alexander.
Georgia Mae
Dies In Crash
NORTH AUGUSTA, S. O. .7 Ens.
est Turner of Martinez, Ga., was
killed instantly when the car he
was driving overturned into a 10-
foot ditch.
James J. Jones of North Ai-
gusts, a passenger in the car was
admitted to University hospital
with a broken arm and head lam
*rations.
Investigating officers said Tur-
ner apparently loot control of the
Car.
from Chicago from an extended
visit with her daughter and hus-
band. Mr. and Mrs. John Hope.
That must have been a happy
meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Lacy Reid and
two children of parts of Penn.,
Mrs. Augusta Smith and Mrs
Melva Reeves and also visited
their grand mother, Mrs. Jessie
Weddle.
There was an old fashioned bar-
becue Monday in behalf of the
Oak Grove Baptist church. Tic-
kets for the barbecue were sold
at the Keary Barber shop or front
any member of Oak Grove church.
Rev. S. C. Long is pastor.
There was a Quartette program
held at Oak Grove Baptist church,
Sunday, Sept. 1, at 7:30 p.m. The
singers were the Haywood Melodi-
ere Jr., The Spiritual Harmonetts,
The Friendly Five and others.
This program was sponsored by
the Junior choir.
The Magnolia Gospel Singers
rendered a program at Sand Hill
Sunday at 3 p.m. The program
was sponsored by Mrs. Alice
Thompon. Rev. H. Donaldson is
pastor.
Mrs. Sallie Mitchell, 244 Simms
at., spent two days in her former
home town last week with friends
and attending revival. They had
a nice spiritual service.
Prof. Daniel Glass conducted
quite an interesting program of
music and a singing Sunday aft-
ernoon at Beech Grove Baptist
church, five miles east of Ruther-
ford, Tenn. The program was
sponsored by Mrs. Mildred Wight
under the auspices of the choir.
Ile also rendered a song and
muical program at the Parker
Chapel CME chuch at Gibson.
Tenn, The program was rendered
at 7:30 p.m. Prof. Glass is am
excellent music intructor, and
everyone who hears him sing real-
ly enjoys it. Brother E. Lee was
sponsor of the program, Rev.
Meriweather is pastor.
Mrs. Willie Jones is spending
two weeks vacation In Terre
Haute, Ind., with Mr. and Mrs.
George Hampton and their twin
children, little Misses Rubie Mae
and Ruthie Faye. She will also
spend some time with her sisters,
Mrs Janie Bragg and Mrs. Amen-
de Alfred and Mrs. Attie L Wil-
liams of South Bend, Ind.
Funeral services were held for
Mrs. Adelia Dodd who died sud-
denly at her home, 531 S. Liberty
St., was at 2:30 p.m., at Blairs
Chapel CME church. The Revs,
N. Davis and S. C. Long officiat-
ed. She leaves a husband, mother
and father, six daughters, three
sons, two sisters, five brother,
gandchild, 13 nephews and other
relatives and friends.
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GooseTatumAnd Troupe
Begin Tour October 12
"Me. Basketball," Reese
"Goose" Tatum will take to the
road Oct. 12 heading his o w
troupe of court clowns as owner
of "The Fabulous Goose Tatum
and his Harlem Stars'' team.
The announcement was made
last week by T. V. Baird, business
mabager.
. The veteran athlete, who h a s
parlayed comedy routine coupled
with basketball wizardry into a
highly successful profession, takes
on the additional role this sea
son in a 1957-58 tour including such
key cities as New York, Boston,
I Montreal, Toronto, Chicago, Haus
ton, St. Louis, St. Paul, Denver,
San Francisco and Kansas City.
Tatum is presently assembling
the team, to be made up of out-
standing athletes from the grad.
uates of last year's major college
seniors. Marland "Showboat" Buc-
kner, former North Carolina star,
coach of the new group, is assist-
ing in contacting players.
Negotiations are underway for
the all-pro New York Olympics
to provide the opposition during
the early part of the tour.
DYER, TENNESSEE
With a hint of Autumn in the group. The program was given by
air our minds turn toward settl- the Glee Ci
ub of the local school,
lag down to a more sober life 
withcha hrtrse. limhoegene Love Burnett
than we have lived during the
:n followingthe personaensuin
elected officers for
Summer, jog year: President, Mr. C. V.
Our thoughts art no more of the Jenkins of Rutherford; Vice Presi-
wanderlust kind where we won- dent, Mrs. Lucy M. Harris, of Per-
der where to go to escape the simmon Grove community; Secre-
heat of a summer day. Yet we tary, Mrs. Virginia Williams of
find still a large number in the Salem school; Treasurer, Mr. G.
hst-minute rush of summer va. Barham of Milan; chairman of
cations. Program Committee, Mrs. I m
Mr. and Mrs. Haywood Skinner, gene Burnett. Mrs. 
Carrie Seat,
Of Chicago, along with a gentle-
Man friend, \gaited their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Skinner this
week.
Mr. James Robert Edmonds
of Rockford, Ill., is on an extend-
ed visit with his mother, Mrs. Pa-
ralee Edmonds and grandmother,
Mrs. Adline Exum.
' Speaking of sons visiting par-
ents, our boys in service are very
Well represented here this week.
Emerson L. Wynn jr., is visiting
Prof. and Mrs. E. L. Wynn, sr
Young Mr. Wynn is with the US
Navy and his base is in San Fran-
Jeanes Supervisor, is chairman of
the executive committee. The Ru-
therford Unit was winner of the
attendance prize.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Burns
spent Sunday in Dyersburg with
relatives. Mrs. Tishie Harris of
Chicago is visiting her children
and mother. Mr. and Mrs. Bob
Harris and Mrs. Sarah Coger,
Mrs. Coger is on the sick list.
Little Thomas Webb spent two
happy days with his grandmother,
Mrs. Eva Barbee, this week.
Central State
Cleflin vs Elizabeth City; Fayette-
ville State vs. Hampton Inst.;
w‘lecthe Labor Day weekend. Sev- ward to every year. Grambling vs Paul Quinn; 'Morris
..c,nteen-year-old Inc Lee Clark, REVIVAL Brown vs. North Carolina; Morris
on of Mr. Ira Clark, of Ruther- Rey. J. L. Tolbert, General sec- vs Benedict; and West Virginia
lord, was drowned while a w i m- retary of Evangelism, of the CME State vs Marshall.
BIG CREEK ASSOCIATION
The Big Creek Association of the
eisco, Calif. Mr. George Clifton Primitive Baptist Denomination
Medan of the U. S. Armed Forces, was held in Trenton August 30.
is with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sept. 2 at the Salem church. Pete
E. L. Nolan. Charles S. (Pete) gates attended from six states.
West, who Is stationed at an Air Former residents of th.s county,
Base in Amarillo. Texas, is visit- 
College football will get going
whose names reached your I Sept.
log his grandmother, Mrs. Clara 1 scribe were: from Detroit, Rev.,  
21 
• 
A few will have started
West. I Tom Dunigan. Rev. R. J. Ward, 
before then and a number will
' Mr. and Mrs. Lincoln O'Daniel I Mrs. Lossie B. Barnett and son, 
start later, but the 21st is the
bf Jackson were Sunday guests di and Mr. Eddie Hooks; from 
Mar, great day,
Mrs. Cordelia O'Daniel. 
The following teams will take
' ion, Ind., Rev. J. C. Ward and
' Word has been received t h a I' brother, Willie Ward, from Indian- 
the field on that date: Alabama
. both Rev. and Mrs. F. M. Dickey apolis, Ind., came Bill Easley, 
A&M vs. Tuskegee; Alcorn A&M
vs. Mississippi Vocational; Besse-
who were recent visitors here, are Reuben Johnson and Misses Fred-
hospitalized in St. Louts, Mo. die Ward and Cathryn Johnson; 
dict college vs Morris college;
Bluefield State vs Virginia Union;
Where Rev. Dickey is a CME pas: from Chicago came Mr. and Mrs.
tor. Edie Hartsfield To this group ' 
Butler college vs. Philander Smeh;
. .
'YOUNGSTER DROWNS the session was a homecomig af-
' Our area had one casualty dur- fair and it is one they look for
ming in a pond near Rutherford church, is conducting a Revival
Sunday. Funeral services were
held Wednesday at the C. M. E.
_church in Rutherford. with the
RV:. G. It Doake Presbyterian
pastor, giving the eulogy. The pas- being held in various homes tlaru
tor, Rev. J. D. Hutson, officiated.
' Mr. and Mrs. Odell Buchanan
of Detroit, Mich.. are visiting is
parents. Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Buchi
anan and other relatives in Mis-
sissippi.
MAYOR ADDRESSES PTA
The Gibson County PTA Council
had its initial meeting for the year
at the Rosenwald high school in
Trenton last Thursday night. The
Incumbent Mayor J. 0. Long dr.
livered a brief message to the
RIPLEY
LAUDERDALE
County
NEWS
' Thomas Davis Haley, who was
enroute to Chicago after a visit in
Miss , was in a car wreck on U.
S. 51, south of 'Jennings. Tenn.,
on Sept. 1. No one was seriously
burl.
' The Circuit Assembly of Jehovah
Witnesses held their meeting at
L. H. school recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Coe of Mem-
phis spent Labor Day with Mr.
and Mrs. George Goe.
Starting before Sept. 21st are
at the Dyer CME church this week, Lincoln (Mo.'. Arkansas Baptist.
The revival was deferred from Clark and Rust.
some time hack, but the success Startiag after Sept. 21st are Lin-
coln (Penn.), Alabama State. Al-is astounding. Prayer services are
out the community.
Next week, The Rev. S. H. Her-
ring, one of Memphis' leading pas-
tors, will conduct revival at the
Fairview Baptist church, where
the Rev. D. E. Bridgeman is pas.
tor. Rev. Herring is the grand-
son-in-law of Mrs. Georgia Harris.
Don't fail to attend this meeting
for it promises to offer many spir.
itual values.
The Adult Division of the BTU
sponsored a picnic in the Annex
of the Baptist church last Tues. zona, signifying, „aide!, (
0,m
day night for the entire group. became the mother of twins
About 45 children attended beside, through some holy medium. 'these
Iadults, twins became the father and moth-
ELLINGTONS ENTERTAIN
Mr. and Mrs. Jerome Ellington'
were dlnner host to Rev. and Mrs.'
.1. D. Hutson Sunday.
The Baptist Missionary Society
met in the home of Mrs. Lydia
Ewell last Monday night. Miss Ev
erlean Fisher is visting her bro-
thers and sisters in Milwaukee,
V, is.
Pvt. and Mrs. Tommie D. Hook.
er are the proud parents of a
bouncing baby boy who was born
at St. Mary's hospital last Friday
morning.'
An announcement is being
made that Women's Day will be
observed at the CME church the
third Sunday. Miss Darlene Hut-
son, City Supervisor of Puhlic
schools of Jackson. is to he the
speaker.
Yes, we have some extra Dc•
fenders. Call for yours before it is
too late.
oersocrowsuraromow NixerronArluis.wdatesnonvomorsim co...vow
"' 4 iI
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The•one bourbon
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• •
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er of the Zuni tribe
"Dakota" — The word is said
-
• -
TEE OFF — This is a famili-
ar expressimi to the United
Golfers Association champ-
ions, tournament director, and
youngest contestant. Mrs. Pa-
LOANS
AUTOS - FURNITURE
EQUIPMENT
Until 8 P. M.
Clo.ed el day Haturd”
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
152 MADISON AVE.
Phone JA. 5-7611
Horne Owned . Hons. Oporgtoril
•
Timm le •  wily people
lok• tei do bueinges with we. It
rn en, prompt, friendly terries,
 
 treatment end OW..
to Wei y•u.
Cleen Thuriday end Fritter Nights
RHODES REGAINS TITLE —
Ted Rhodes, St. Louis, playing
superb golf, won his fifth Unit-
ed Golfers Association p r o
championship in Washington
' Above, the flashy shotmaker
is being congratulated by
Moss H. Kendrix, head of
D. C. public relations firm,
which represents Coca - Cola
Co., donor of major champion.
ship trophies for tournament.
To Rhodes' left we Frank'
lin T. Lett, Detroit, UG
president, and Nat Jordan,
president of St. Louis. ,At right
of champion is Howard Wheel-
er, Philadelphia pro who has
won UGA event more t liii e
than any other player, a n d
New York pro Ray Mitchell.
College Football Sealed Bid Hardware
Kicks Off Soon Sale Set For Sept. 17
bany State, Allen Univ., Arkansas
AM&N, Bethune Cookman, Clark,
Delaware State, Dillard, Florida
AdsM univ., Florida N&I, Fort Val-
ley, Howard univ., Jarvis Chris.
tan, Johnson C. Smith. Kentucky
State, Knoxville, Livingstone, Ma-
ryland State, Miles, Storehouse,
North Carolina A&T, Paine, Prai-
rie View, Savannah State, South
Carolina State, Shaw, Southern U.
Tennessee Ala U., Texas college,
Texas Southern, Virginia State,
Winston Salem Teachers, and Ka•
vier U.
The Bishop vs Wiley game first
scheduled for Sept. 21st seems
now scheduled for Sept. 28.
Games in the Tri-State on Sept.
21st are: Jackson, Miss. — Jack-
son State vs. Miss. Industrial;
Tougaloo. Miss. — Tougaloo vs
Leland; Alcorn, Miss. — Alcorn vs
Miss., Vocational
Note Indian History
In Some State Names
By EDGAR T. STEWART to have originally meant allied.
"Arizona" — The Zuni Indians The Indians in that section had
are said to have had a legend in a great confederacy of tribes.
which a very young and very beau- "Mississippi"—The word is said
hit oh celestial eoddess named An- to have come from the Indian
I word Meche Sebe, meaning Fa-ther of Waters.
"Missouri" is a compound word
from two different languages —
1 Mis Souri (Miss equals great) I
I (Souri equals muddy) meaning'
About 20 tons of hardware will
be offered at a sealed bid sale
at the Memphis General Depot
on Sept. 17, 1957.
A variety of spare parts includ-
ing valves, gauges, nipple pipes,
diaphragms, pipe filings, clutch
lining set and brackets as well as
wire rope, insulator glass, electri-
cal receptacles, and assorted
wrenches will be sold only in lot
quantities.
ris Brown, center, of Washing-
ton, D. C., first woman to
setae as tones director for
the United Golfers Associatios
is flanked by amateur winners
and youngest contestant in U
(.A's 31,,t annual tournament
held in Washington last week.
Friendship 11
Opens Practice
For '57 Season
ROCK IIILL, S. C. — Footbal
practice got on ,the way Sept. 9
for the Tigers of Friendship Jun-
ior college, according to G. C
Land, head mentor of the Tiger
squad. Thirty-five candidates were
on hand for the opening whistle,
of which 16 are returning veterans
with nine lettermen among them.
Returning veterans who are be-
ing counted on to lead the Tiger
attack are: W. Alexander. .1. Shir-
ley, tackles: R. .Scott, center; P..
Nichols, J. White. quarterbacks:
and T. Greene, halfback.
Among the newcomers who
Coach Land is hopeful of plegging
up the gaps are such high school
September 16. Opening of sealed
bids will be held at 10 a.m., on
September 17.
Invitations for bid or any addi-
tional information may be obtain-
ed by calling the Property Dispos-
al Office at the Memphis General
Depot, telephone GL 8-4431, Ex-
tension 414 or 415.
Start Bluefield
Biddern must quote prices on an
all or none basis. For example, Evening
item 40 is flame thrower and ap-
paratus decontaminating parts and BLUEFIELD, W.
 Va. — Acting
president G. W. Whiting of Blue-
field State college has announced
a full program of evening courses
for the first semester of the 1957-
58 academic year.
The courses to be offered have
been carefully chosen and are di-
vided into five basic groups: (1)
Those designed to improve voca-
tional competence; (2) those de-
signed to meet certification re-
quirements; (4) those designed to
improve family living and (5)
those designed for personal devel-
opment and recreation.
consists of main piston, tear as-
sembly spring, sleeve relief valve,
piston ring, steel pipe, cylinder
gasket head cover, angle needle
valve, discharge valve disc, dis-
charge valve gasket set, assorted
machine screws and plain hex nut.
Only a bid for entire lot of
this merchandise will be accepted.
There are 70 such items listed on
this sale.
The equipment may be inspected
daily from 8 a.m., to 3 p.m. thru
"big muddy".
"Pennsylvania" came fr om
Penn for William Penn and Syl-
vania meaning land covered with
forests. The literal translation is
simply, Penn's Woods.
"Tennessee" is said to have
come from the Indian word Taen-
sas. It is said the Cherokee Indians
had a village called "Tenas See",
on a curve in the Tennessee Rines.
Thus the name, "The river of the
Great Bend".
Seen, left to right. are J.C.
Davis, senior men's, Cleve-
land; Mrs. Ann G re gory,
Ga); women 's champion,
Jean Robertson, junior girls',
Chicago; Mrs Brown: Alan
I,, Kenndix, Washin Eton,
youngest entry; James May.
Courses
Words of the Wise
Plants seem to have bees
sown with profteston upon the
earth, like the stare In heaven
—to invite men, through the
attraction of pleasure and of
eurioislty, to the study of Na-
tant. — Rousseau
field, Junior boys' Baltimore
and Howard Brown, Saginaw.
Mich., who became the first
southpaw to win UGA's men
championship. Mrs. Helen Har-
ris, not shown, Washington,
won senior women's division.
standouts as: Nathanie Alexander,
Darlington; Charles Coleman,
Laurens: Roosevelt Adams, Edge.
field; James Wall, Tommy Calla-
way, Elberton, Ga.; Charles Sam-
uels, Robert Payne. Louisville,
Ky.; Lawrence Hughes, P err y,
Fla., and others.
This year's team shapes up to
be one of the strongest the Tigers
have had in many year?.
The schedule:
October 5, Voorhees (Al'. Oct.
12, Open; Oct, 19, Morrislowa.
home': Oct. 26, S. C. Area Trade.
home"; Nov. 2, Norfolk State,
(A)°: Nov. 9, Kittrell (Homecom-
ing); Nov. 16, Edward Waters
(A); Nov. 23, Livingstone (A)°.
'4 conference game (FIAC).
JERRY'S SUNDRY
Drugs Sundries Cosmetics
Notions
554 SCOTT PH GL. 2-9463
Bishop Tigers Grind
Hard Under New Coac
MARSHALL, Texas — Coach
Dwight H. Fisher has been putting
the Bishop College Tigers through
an unrelenting grind since Septem-
ber 1. Few complaints are heard
heard, however, as the victory-
hungry Tigers claw at their imag-
inary opponents.
With perspiration rolling f rom
their brows, they are enduring the
tortuous workouts. More than 511
hopefuls turned out the first week
to face the gruelling drills three
times daily. All seem eager, and
competition in keen for positions,
on the first squad.
Emphasis this week has beeni
on conditioning and drills in the
Broncos
Ready For
Pirates
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. —Fay-
etteville State Teachers college
football team will get its first test
of the 1957 season on the night cf.
Sept. 21, when the Broncos meet
Hampton Institute Pirates here in
Fayetteville's newly renovated and
nedly lighted stadium.
This will be the first game for
both teams. It will also be the
"rubber" game between the teams,
each having won one of the two
games played. The Dronco team is
putting everything in its practice
sessions in hope of winning the
game.
When the football season official-
ly opened at the Fayetteville State'
Teachers college on Monday, Sept.
2, 10 of last year's 15 lettermen
were back in the fold and the 0th.
era expected to show up daily.
Among stalwarts to work out at
the initial practice session were
Harvey Jarmon, James F.bron,
Charles Johnson, James Smit h,
Jack Freeman, Charles DeVaughn
and Fayetteville's duo — Robert
McBryde and James Braybo y.
Each of these performers is ex-
pected to see plenty of action as
the Broncos proceed with a tough
10-game schedule.
A large crop of newcomers is in
uniform, hoping to make t h e
grade. Many come with excellent
high school records from cities in
the state and from adjacent states
and will, it is hoped, make ade-
quate replacements for veterans
lost to the team through gradua-
tion last June,
The coaching staff began with
two daily workouts of light drills,
but the ''rough stuff" will have to
come early this time in prepara-
tion for the opening encounter on
Sept. 21 with Hampton's football
machine,
fundamentals of football. Coa ch
Fisher has been experimenting
with various combinations in
search of those that promise to
click. On the matter of condi.
tioning, one is reminded of the
British Royal Air Force when the
Tigers are seen early es ery morn-
ing doing road work en masse.
Most of last year's team is
back. Notable exceptions are Bert
Williams of Texarkana, Ark.; N
poison Douglas of Angleton, Te
as, and Albert Hawkins of Mar-
shall. All have graduated. W i I.
hams and Douglas were fleet half
backs last year. Hawkins played
tackle.
Since Coach Fisher went to Bish-
op early this summer, much in-
terest has been evoked in the ath-
letic program. Alumni end friends
hope he can duplicate the success-
ful nine year career he enjoyed
at Alcorn college. His Alcorn grid-
sters played from 1948 to 1955
without a single conference lost,
winning 27 straight games.
Bishop opens against Wiley at
Wiley on September 28, 1957. Coach
Fisher has repeatedly voiced till
belief that the success of the neifir
stepped up athletic program now
being implemented at Bishop de-
pends largely upon the finnnciall
support received from alumni and
friends who purchase season tic-
kets
WHICH?
Millions of women say
"LYSOL" is best!
Millions of women know that
vinegar can't do the job the
way "Lysol" can.
They know "Lysol" is best for
douching because . • .
1. "Lysol" stops odor at its
source.
2. "Lysol" kills odor-causing
germs on contact.
3. "Lysol" keeps you sweet
and nice inside.
"Lysol" brand disinfectant is
mild Can't hurt you. Try it.
College Band
MARSHALL, Texas — When the Free! 
Booklet on
Bishop college Tigers take to the douching. Write to
field this month, they'll have the -Lysol," Lincoln,
moral and musical support of the I Illinois, Box 00
college band. Bishop did not have r
a band last year. The band is be-
ing organized by and will be di-
rected by Henry L. Shegog, of
Marshall who was graduated from
Bishop this summer.
• 111.• •Il•• .00./
STARTS SUNDAY!
SEPT. 15
3 BIG DAYS 3!
THE MOST AMAZING
GET-AWAY EVER!
v M-G-M's thrill drama
actually filmed in
San Quentin!
itf4 HOUSE OF NUMBERS
IRK NUANCE
• CdIfILSCAPI
HAROLD J. TONE BARBARA LANG
0.00.11.0•11 .10....•
Coming: Wed. and Thurs.
Bur Lancaster
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By LOUVENIA J. CLARK
Chriat Chlutch Parochial school
opened its doursjor many eager
youngsters last week, E its o r y
Washington. a recent graduate of
Philander Smith college, is a new
member at the faculty, which
includes Mrs. Ilensie Roberts, Mrs.
Albert Stewart, Mrs. Edward Nor.
man and Prof. Edward Norman,
principal. .
sni very pleaaed to announce
the formation of a youth organiza-
tion known an the J. E. Purke
Boys' clubs. The first group was
organised on Friday, Aug. 23 in time
John Burke 'Memorial Chapel of,
the Burke Mortuary. This group.
known as the Charter Group, is at
present composed of 23 members,
ranging in ages from 10-14 years.
The purpose of 'The organisation
is to promote unity and mutual
understanding of problems lacing
young people today; round table
discussions in general; character
and health building; respect for the
rights and privileges of other s;
Christian education; wholesome
recreation and better conduct at
home, at church, at school, in pub.
lie places and on the streets.
Club Motto: "Regard for all,
malice toward none;" Theme:
"Building Deter Citizens t' on-
iitently"; and colors; Blue and
IV tutu'.
aire,
VAVA 'WE .S 1.
E,MPHIS
NEWS
WITH THE CHURCHES
Bethel AME church of 201 N.
• ilth St.. Rev. C. Franklin, pastor,
observed annual Women's Day on
Aug. 2.5. Mrs, Dorothy Kilgore Was
mistress of ceremony, and Mrs.
H. B. Johnson was guest speaker
for the occasion. Other partici-
pants included Miss Louise Kil•
gore, Mrs. ag. M. Collins and Miss
Patrice Whitaker. Captains were
Mesdames A. M. Franklin. Annie
Brown, Mrs. Floor. Houston,
WS, Mary Rouse, and Mrs. Le•
at' ice Whitaker.
A surprise birthday dinner in
honor of Mrs J. W. Fairman.
wifet of the pastor of New St. Paul
MB church, Rev. Fairman, was
gwen Sunitn. Aug. 25. Some 75
1,  .ple turnsd out to wish the love.
ly lady many happy returns of
the day. Out of town guests includ-
ed Mrs. Jones, Cleveland, Miss.,
and Mrs. Louisa Holloway of Mem-
pnis.
Men's Day was observed at
St. Paul on Aug. 25; total amount
$489
Rev. C. Bolden, pastor of
Mtrning Stir Baptist church, Hui.
heit, Ark., chisel his resival Fri.
day night, Aug. 30. A total of 32
converts joined the church and
baptizing for them was held on
Sunday Sept. IL
Rev. and Mrs. .1. W. Oliver of
320 S. 17th had as houseguests re-
cently, Mr. and Mrs. L. H. Walk.
5000 WATTS
er of E. St. Louts, Ill., Mr/. Etta
Wyatt, Sirs. Beatrice Goodman
and Mrs. Ethel Bell Johnson of
Chicago. Mrs. Oliver, a teacher at
Wonder high school, left 'leveret •
days ago to visit her sister to
Loa Angeles and upon her returs
reported an enjoyable trip.
Elder and Mn. F. J. Lemons
of 
 145gutsaY nesratOf other 
TayloreniIthla.were
Saturday
and family of 210 N. 14th at. ES.
der Lemons le the uncle of Mrs.
Frankie B. Taylor.
Joseph Wilson of Chicago was a
surprise Labor Day guest in the
Taylor's home at 210 N. 14th at
Ile is the son of Mrs. Lula Greer
Of 577 Williams, Merin:41i'.
Another Chicagoan, Mrs. Henri-
etta Brown, visited her mother,
Mrs. Hattie Johnson, and other
relatives in Tyrants, Ark. She
also  jvnisninteee. 
307
 Ndnheralater,90M lyesiss Fan-
nie
4MGenipshtis 
galore converged upon
Memphis.
the Henry Rldgley residence at
14 Su .e 9th recently aid were they
welcome!
They were the Itidgley's &ugh.
ter, Mrs. ?scot* Armstrong and
her children, Nathaniel and Glo-
ria, their nephew and niece, Hen.
17 and Annie Ridgley, all of Chi.
cago. Henry znd Annie Ridgley
also visited parents in Deddsville.
Miss., Mr, and Mrs. Eugene
Eidgley.
WLOK
Memphis, Tennessee
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AUGUST 31, 1057 to Mr. and Mrs. George E. Corry Delaware.
lorw
di, A daughter, 'Bernice Lynn Nor, of 1$19 Ciaklawn. SEPT 8, 1551
nod. to Mr. and Mrs. Bee Nor. A son, Dan Leroy Mason, to A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Roue.
volt Brown of 1040 A. S. Lauds:.
dais
A son, John Anthony Poe, to Mr.
and Mrs. John H. Poe of 1631 Kelt.
ner clr.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Ayers of 1/1 N. Watkins.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Brown, of 331 11. Fourth.
A daughter, Margaret Jackson,
to Mr. and Mrs. John H. Jackson
of 5333 Tulip rd.
A son, Gregory Bernard Mc.
Creight, to Mr. and Mrs. Archie
MeCreight of 3116 Germantown
wood of 31613161Forrest.
A son, Hebert Lancaster Mont-
gomery, to Mr. and Mn. Harold
Montgomery, of 845.: N. Main.
Twin daughters, Geneva and Jo.
aephine Sanders, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lime* Sanders of 067 S. Orleans.
A son, Billy Dewayne Phillips,
to Mr. and Mrs. Willie Phillips of
5301 Normo rd.
A daughter. Patricia ABS
Graham, to Mr. and Mrs. Ray
blond Graham of 1335 James-
A son, Barry Sandtkille. to Mr.
and Mrs. Aenua Sandridge of 9111,
5. Mason.
•i
A daughter, Earline Divans, to'
r. and Mrs. Walter Bivens of 783
N. Bellevue.
A son, Morgan Benard Turner,
to Mr. and Mrs. Hoe N. Turner, of
275 E. Burdock.
Mt. and Mrs. Andrew V. Mason WI
1714 Orr.
A son, Daniel Eason. Ii, Mr. and
Mrs. Sidney Eason of 2001 Carver.
A daughter, Carol Au Bailey,
to Mr. and Mrs. Roberyy Bal1ey,1
of 1107 Effie.
SEPT. 3. MST
A daughter, Cassandra Poelinits,
to Mr. and ldra. Jhbus PoelinIts
of 3021 Shannon.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin
Alexander of 33 N. Orleans,
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Seymour, of 576 Jackson.
A son, David Allen Stewart, to
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Stewart of
ISO Adelaide.
A daughter, Cassandra Denise
Boyd, to Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
Boyd of 998 Peach,
A son, Anthony Darnell Cathey.
rd.
A daughter. Charlotte Mari e•
Hall, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Hall, of 1400 Ragan.
A daughter, Deborah A n n
Crowe, to Mr. and Mrs. Rocoe
MEMPHIS WELCOMES YOU.
Rev. and Mrs. Samuel H. Her.
ring tell Rev. and Mrs. II. L.
Foster (Mrs. Foster is former
Miss Authart n e Lucy/ at
the reception held in the Fos-
ter's honor recently at St. Paul
Bantle( church, Mrs. Grelia
Rees as, chairman of Animal
Feiloashlp Day, looks on an-
• .e
provingly. Rev. end Mrs. Fos•
ter spoke on Fellowship Day
program Sunday, Sept. 1 Rev.
Herring Is pastor of St. Paul.
A son, Anthony Page, to Mr- and Mr. and Mrs. Lucious Cathey, of Crowe of 1134 Farrington.
Mrs. harry L. Page of 898 South 1030 Hamilton.. A daughter, Andrew Woods to FellowsFourth. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Woods of3471 Dillard rd.
hams, to Mr. and Mrs. Colum. Shires of 249 F. Georgia. A son, Raymond Leroy Taylor, •
bus Williams, of 1800 Webb. A daughter, Sheila Denise Black- te Mr, and Mrs. Ludt' Taylor of
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs mon, to Mr and Mrs. John W 11111 Spottswood.
.
Dempsey Jeffries of 720 Williams. Hunter. , daughter, Johnny Mae Fend.
A son. Sammie Robinson. to Mr.
and Mrs. Sam Robinson of 1077
A son, Russell Christopher wit.
A daughter, Xaythine Walls, to
Dudley.
Mr and Mrs. Curtis Walls of 793
SEPT. 1, 1951
A daughter. Deborah Lynn
Brown, to Mr. and Mrs, Eoyzell
A daughter, Lydia Y ve n n o
Shives. to Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
ten, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Fond-
non, of 374 Plum.
hip Reception
nonors Authene Lucy
More than 200 Memphians turn
ed out to welcome Mrs. Autherine
Lucy Foster and Rev. H. L. Fos-
ter recently at a reception in their
as couple.
Hostsases for the glair were
Mesdames Nancy Givands. Na•
oint Coe,,Sanicha Bowden, Aretha
flirt.
I Sims is presently accepting
I speaking enaggements which she
honor at St. Paul Baptist church. Malone, Jessia Lee Bryant, Ode,. says conie in "spasmodicallY."
Brown of 1239 Hamilton 
and housekeeping. The young wo.
A daughter, Beverly Benet! Co Ilona' figure pima to attend the
Rainey, to Mr. and Mrs. John A. 
Rainey of 3144 Barnett. hurch Worker, Dies University of Texas, Austin, in
A daughter, Patricia Annette
Benson, to Mr. and Mrs. Frank D.
i:enson of 40 Mosby.
'A daughter, Donna Faye Durham
to Mr. and Mrs. Mildra Durham
Of 33$ Ashland.
A daughter, Fannie Mae C a n-
non, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred Can.
nun of 794 Nonconnah.
A son. Michael Eugene Freeman,
to Mr. and Mrs. Yancy Freeman
01 108 Wright
A son. Michael Jerome Neal, to
Mr. and Mrs. Dock Neal of 2389
Eldridge.
A daughter, Rita Unita Jones,
to Mr. and Mrs. William L. Jones
of 2368 Shasta.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore Saulsberry of 936 5.
Moyne dr.
SEPT. 2, Ulm
A Ion, Curtis Clyde Robinson,
to Mr. and Mrs. Jessie Robinson
of 125 W. Person.
A son, Melvin Wilson, to Mr.
and Mrs. Gaston Wilson of 1112
Raynor.
Ai A daughter, Mary Ann Mitchell,
lp. Mr. and Mrs. Lonzo Mitchell of
1102 Florida.
A daughter, Vicki Charise Mit-
ehell, to Mr. and Mrs. Perry Mit-
chell of 851 Haynes.
A daughter, Earline Campbell,
et Mr. and Mrs. Frenchy Camp.
bell of See 1. Seventh.
A daughter, Mary Anr Walker,
to Mr. and Mrs. Julius Walker of
1136 Burks.
A daughter, Brenda Joyce Hurt.
to Mr. and Mrs. Laster Hurt of
1640 Locust.
A daughter. Lovie Devell Rut-
ledge, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert L.
Rutledge of 2910 Philmore.
SEPT. 3, 1957
A daughter, Alfreida Finley, to
Mr. and Mrs. John B. Finley of
309 S. Luderdaie.
A son, Phillip Graham, ir. to
Sr. and Mrs. Graham 01 1193 Ar-
yle.
A son, Tommy Coleman, jr. to
and Mrs. Horton Brown of 1195
1540 Davis.
A son, Donald Ray Brown, to Mr.
and Mrs. Horton Brown of 11795
Euclid.
A daughter, Phyllis Elaine Rich-
mond, to Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe T.
Richmond of Ian Kenner Circle.
A son, Yarbrough Laws, to Mr.
end Mrs. Eddie Laws, of 1645 Orr,
A son, Michael Wayne Shaw, to
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shaw of
2971 Alcorn.
A son. Samuel Lee Byrd III, to
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Byrd of 189
Ingram.
A daughter, Deborah Elaine
Harrison, to Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W.
Harrison of 3021 Swift.
A daughter, Rhonda Lynn Curry,
to Mr. and Mrs. James Curry of
927 Florida.
A son, Thomas Jerome Cox, to
r. and Mrs. Loilliam Cox of 580
b. Lauderdale.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. John
W. Smith of 18961/2 Swift.
A daughtec Doreen Turner. to
Mr. and Mrs. Morma Turner of
2116 Goff.
A son, Moses Tent. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lennie Trent of 13.3 Oklaho-
ma.
A daughter, Rose MaYiP Cara/l-
ine, to Mr. and Mrs. Ola Caradine
of $367 Dillard.
SEPT. 4, MP
A son, Donald Lee Applcwhite,
to Mr. and Mrs. Donald Apple. 
whiteof 1191 Merchant.
A son. Ennis Mayfield, to Mr.
and Mrs. Ike Mayfield of 706 East
at.
A son, Keith Mary Thou., to
Mr, and Mrs. Vernon Thous of
1208 Looney.
A daughter, Anita Level! Fos-
ter, to Mr. and Mrs. Oddie Foster
of 38177 McAdoo.
A daughter. Evelyn Merle
right to Mr. and ldre. Clarence
right of MI Claybrook.
A ma. Fedrick Tyrone Curry,
Mrs. Carrie Bingham,
received initial loans totaling
close to $10 million from the Far•
mere Home Administration during
the fiscal year 1957. the U. S. De-
partment of Agriculture estimated
this weer.
The estimate does not include
those farmers who were already
operatMg their farms with Flinn.
ors Home credit and received
additional loans, or those who
received emergency credt in
drought and flood areas.
The loans went for a variety of
needs designed to develop a n
improve family-type farms. A to-
tal of 153 farmers obtained loans
to buy farms of their own, or to
enlarge or develop their present
holdings into economic units
BUILD HOMES
One - hundred eleven received
loans to build or repair thei r1
homes; 16 were given credit aid
In carrying out sound soil and wa-
ter conservation practices; a n d
3,875 obtained loans to buy ma-
chinery, livestock, fertilizer, insec.'
ticides, and to take care of other
operating expense..
Since the loan programs were
established 10 years ago, the Far-
mers Home Administration and it.
predecessor agency have made 
loans to 280,000 Negro farm funk
lies. These total more than $300
million. More than 10,000 of the
families received loans to purchase
family - type farms of their own.
Altogether, during the 1937 fie-
cal year, white and colored farm-,
ers borrowed $358.3 million from
Farmers Home. During the suns'
period, farmers repaid the agency
1294,623,000 on previous loans, limy
int a balance outstanding is of
last June of $1,013,110,000.
The loam were extended to farm
families who had or could obtain
the land, labor, and other resourc-
es needed for successful farming,
but who could not obtain from 10.
est sources the credit needed to fi-
nance their operations All loans
were accompanied, to the extent
necessary, by technical assistance
Mrs. Carrie Frances Bingham,
wife of the late Rev. Larry E.
Bingham, well • known North
Memphis minister, died Tuesday
morning, Aug. 2'7 at ?AM a.m., at
E. H. Crump hospital after an ill-
ness of ene.month's duration.
She was the mother of four
children and one stepson. The 41-
MRS. CAltRUI BINGHAM
laar•old housewife resided at 580
Wells.
Active in church circles, Mrs.
Sloth's's was a member of Gospel,
Temple Baptist church, the Young
Men and Women's club, and the
Deborah Circle.
PORN IN MISSISSIPPI
Mrs. Bingham was born in Holly
Springs, Miss., and attended pub.
be schools there. She also attend.
od Misaisampi industrial college,
but did not graduate.
The mother of children ranging
from 8-23, they are, Melvyn Bran.
non Of Flint, Mich., 33; John Bing-
ham, 12; Ernest Bingham, 14, and
Frances Bingham, I. Her step.
son is Larry C. Bingham.
Other survivors are her mother,
Mrs. Mollie Brannon; aunt, Mrs.
D. Ida Mayo of Holly Springs;
niece and nephew. Mr. and 31r,.
J. D. Wilson f Maywood, Sept. 22 as the long awaited date
cousins Mrs. Corrine Dotson of for the election of a new preai.
dent and Congress.
Some 100,000 men and women
The Festers were in the city as
special guest speakers for Annual
Fellowship Day iept, 1 at lh
chtirch.
Mrs. Gratis leeves, chairman of
Fellowship Day, bserved that re-
ception prograni participants were
chiefly members of St. Paul, and
expressed elation over the huge
turn-out for the young Tyler, Tex.
14 Brooks and Miss Idella Blake-
more.
"FORTITUDE FOR TIMES"
Mrs. Fonts, speaker for Is e
service Sunday afternoon. Sept. 1,
spoke on "Fortitude for 0 u r
Times," in which she ctted first.
hand hrr--experiences as the first
Negro to enroll at time 1.niversity
of Alabama and the resulting con-
TRI - STATE 15
But, Sept. 14, 1551
Forrest City & Madison Briefs
11111C121321ZEZWIL 2211111111
gram: Lloyd Ineram, jr., Refresh.
ments. Lynwood Boom S c k;
George Cochran, C'enstttutton and
By-Laws; Percy Fields, Recrea-
tion, and Wendell Bostic, Griev-
ance.
The clubs are being organised by
m Savory, who serves asWillia di.
rector and youth counsellor. Mr.
Savery, a recent resident of For-
rest City, hags from Denver, Colo.,
whore he directed other such clubs.
We are very happy to have him
in our midst and offer our whole•
hearted support.
VISITING OUR TOWN
Visiting in the home of Mr. and
Mrs. ht. C. Jeffers recently were
Mrs. Jeffers' aunt, Mrs. Elisabeth
Yaney and her grandmother, Mrs.
M Humphrey of Stuttgart end her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Han
vey of Malvern.
Rev. and Mrs. J. L. Tellington
had as their guests recently their
daughter and son-in-law, Air Force
Lt. and Mrs. Jerry Hawkins and
son. The Ilawirinses were enroute
to Georgia from Texas.
Mrs, Annie Lee Morris is ROW
hospitalized at the University Med-
ical Center in Little Rock, where
she is recuperating from a recent
operation. She was visited last
week by her pastor, Rev. J. L. Tel.
lington, and received lovely flow-
ers from Lane Chapel church. She
The officers are; Lawrence 1Vat. requests the prayers of the mem-
son, president, Bobby Daniel, first bers an dtriends.
vice president; James Clark, sec- Visiting Mr. and Mrs. Albert Par
ond vice president; Melvin King, ter recently were their grandehil-
financial secretary; Bill Garrett,l dren, Carol. Ann and Mary Phil.
recording secretary; Theodis Coch.• lips of It. Louis, and Mr. and
ran, treasurer; Leodis Daniel, as Mrs. Lucius Daly of West Point,
sistant treasurer; Vernon Davi s, Miss.
January. She Pttted that her quill- chaplain; Frank Davis, assistant Mrs. Rena Starters! el o t
cation reache officials too late chaplain; George Cochran, e r. Springs was the recent week end
for the September session. geantat-arma. Committee chair., guest of her son and daughter-in-
The Fosters are .n Louisville men are: Maceo Parchman, pro- I law, Mr. and Mrs. Victor Starter&
this week attending the National 
Baptist Convention.
Set Date
For Haitian
Elections
POR l' AU PRINCE The mil-
itary junta that has ruled Ilaiti
since the ouster of Daniel Fignole,
12th aspirant to the presidency of
th N  I t k t
Memphis, Mrs. Corrine Cessor,
Mrs. Ida Mae and Mrs. Hannah
egro republic, wee se
Mae Brannon, all of H 11 y are eligible to vote.
Springs; mother-in-law, Mrs. Ras- The election, to be held on a
ie Bingham of St. Louis; sister. Sunday, will mark the third at-
in.law and brother-in-law, Mr. and tempt at selecting a new president
Mrs. Frank Johnson of St. Anne. and legislative body since a gen.
111., and Mrs. Bernice Long, eral strike last December forced
hlemphis. Gen. Paul Vfagloire into exile. lie
Funeral services were held Mon
day night at p.m., at Gospel
Temple with Rev. C. T. Epp, °Hi.
elating. Burial was T u e s,d a Y
Morning at 11 a.m.. in National
Cemetery.
Southern Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.
reportedly tried to stay on as pres-
ident after his term expired under
the constitution.
In the wake of Magloire's sum
ter, a dozen candidates have vied
for the office, all unsuccessfully.
Finally the military junta took
ester.
4,000 Farmers Receive
$10 Million In Loans
More than 4,000 colored farmers, in planning and carrying o u t for farm development to 382 farm•
sound farming operations. ors who Own less than family-type
I firma.During fiscal 1937, in connections
will the Rural Development Pro-
gram, the agency was authorized
to make operating loans to farm.
era who have part-time off•tarns
employment, and development
loans to farmers who own less
than family • type farms. The
agency was also authorized to
make real estate loans primarily
for refinancing debts.
Approximately 84,533,000 w a s
loaned for operating expenses to
tr3,045 farmers who haissrtlime
off-farm employment. These in-
cluded 659 Negro farmers. The
agency also advanced $3,072.000
CHURCH GETS BAPTIST
CONVENTION CITATION
BROOKLYN — The Cornerstone
Baptist church of Brooklyn, N.Y.,
received the S. N. Vass awards
for outstanding achievement in
Christian Education, presented
annually by the Sunday School
Publishing board, during the Na-
tional Baptist Convention's Sun-
day School hour.
There are about 4,000 silver fax
farms in the U. S.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
Tbls Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
leer these of being away and at last she is
back to stay 111 her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
yes loud faith la your basbitod. wife or sweetheart? Are you
I. bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are year
trebles.. some let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
read life to you just as she weal/ read an open beet.
Tea Yski why year Job or business is set a success. If yes have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at wee.
Iforated oil Highway 51 South, Just ever Mississippi State
Line, se the way to Hernando. Her home is bleeks beiew
Where sbe lee to stay right aside the DOM., Motel. Be sere
to leek fee Opt RED BRICE HOUSE and you'll fled her there
at all limes. (She sever bad an office is West Memphis.)
Caleb yellow bee narked WItitehaveu State Line and get
off at Nato Use and walk 3 Meeks sod see MADAM BELL'S
WM SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY 111 TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hews 10 a.m. tel p.m.
Beaglaige Daily, Open es Sundays
I deal make soy home calls or issuer say letters. Be ore
leek for the right dee and an rim name.
man who last year became a ne.
' Marianna Lad Making
Good At Ark. State
William Randle, 22, might east.
ly qualify for the traditional
"hometown boy who is making
good" award.
A native of 5larianna. Ark., who
was educated at Robert It. hloton
high school and attended Antioch
Baptist church, Sunday school and
Baptist Training Union, he left for
Arkansas Ahl&N college in 1954
and has made a creditable record
at the Institution.
His election in April to head
the Student Government Associa-
tion for the incoming year was
one of the high points in his life.
This remunerative office was re-
sponsible for his attending t h e
United States National Student Ae.
sociation Congress which met at
the University of Michigan, Ann
Arbor from Aug. 2030,- and the
Student Body's president's Confer-
ence which met at the same in -
gaunt-in front Aug. 16.10.
Majoring in Economics, the
senior student plans to enter law
school after graduation. As yet he
is undecided about what I a w
school he wit enter, but Is inter-
ested in the University of Ark-
ansas and Chicago university.
Just last week he addressed the
Faculty Seminar, and helped con-
duct freshman Orientation at Ar-
kansas AMAIN. An honor-roll stu-
dent, Randle is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Spencer Randle, Rt, 3,
Box 187, Marianna.
e rants or
Plant Life Study
RAI1AY, N. J. — Merck & Co.,
Inc. has established more than 30
new grants-in-aid at leading agri-
cultural research centers to speed
up investigative work on gibberell-
ic acid, the chemical compound
recent experiments have shown to
be capable of doubling and trip-
ling growth of several kinds of
plants.
The program, which supplements
the company's own extensive re-1
search, consists of funds, techni-
cal material and commercial-type
formulations.
Nearly 1,000 scientists are en-
gaged in various projects to broad-
en the present base of knowledge
about the plant growth stimulant.
Their efforts indicate that the!
compound looks highly promising.
Merck established the grants
throughout the country because of
variations in growing conditions
and the need for specific know-
ledge upon which recognized agri-
cultural scientists in the different
states can base practical recom-
mendations.
The program has paid off in a
fund of information which, it is
expected, will shortly find applica•
lion on the farm.
Research on gibberellins to date
by scientists at both agricultural
universities and at Merck, which
makes the product under the name
'Gibrel,' indicates that it may help
farmers and gardners in three
fundamental ways on certain
crops: Making seeds emerge soon.
re, Promoting faster seedling
growth and Increasing vegetative
growth.
Some of these results are achi-
eved by the 'application of less
than a tenth of an ounce of pure
material per acre.
NO FIXED DOWN PAYMENT
Tell Us What You Can Pay
Always 100 Clean Cars On Lot
'53 thru '56 MODELS
Low Bank Financing • Day or Night
C. B. SMITH MOTOR CO.
2586 POPLAR
Open '1119 P.M. • FA. 4-5557
Notes As Low As
$5 to $10 Per Week
We Finance These Ourselves
ALSO
As Low As $50 Down
'46 Thru '52 MODELS
to build their children's home, yer, and City Inspectors have  . ex-
most important function under 
bill. They now have the authority they hat
ed the things they wanted amined the home. It must be not-
to get Federal Court orders to en- a
nd submitted it to them. Honesty ed here that the function of the
force voting rights and similar all. Prevente
d their double-checking on city inspector is not to appraise
the firm and having an expert fol- the quality of materials in the
thority against illegal interference'low up the construction of t n e house nor to see that the persons
house to see that what they want- got what they paid for. He in-
ed, where they wanted it, was spects what is there.
being put in. I BUILT IN FOUR WEEKS
this field could be brought by at- Minor things as the quality The house was built in four
torneys general previously. These of the roofing and quality of the weeks, Mrs. Baker says, and her
are prosecutions that could be be-. painting were noted as the house children moved in over two weeks
gun only after some alleged offease l was being built. The lighting aye- ago. NEW YORK — A tune-up in Sep.
had been committed. No advance, tern was inadequate and when a Says the 53-year-old mother of tember may save your car a
action could be made to head off City Inspector discovered this, it 10 children, "He won't hurt meOveak-down in November,
an offense, making his power was corrected, Mrs. Baker said, in the long run, but himself." This is the time of year to treat
somewhat limited. Under the new Ho ies n the bricks used In The Federal Housing .Authority the family automobile to a corn-
building the duplex house at 1532- stands ready and willing to help plete "physical" and have it put
34 Davis are evident yet in the construction of a home, into top shape for dr.elng condi-
NFA FAL AMPMENT — Sonic
152 boys from four area high
schools attended an encamp•
ment of the New Farmers of
America at Fuller State Park
recently. Schools repre•
seated were Fayette County
Training school; Douglass Ju-
nior high school, Stanto n.
Tenn.; Lauderdale hi g h
school, Ripley, Tenn.; and
Fraiser high school, Frayser,
Tenn. During the encampment
a program of entertainment
was held in which local girls
attended, supervised by Miss
Ann Hall of the YMCA.
Look! Before Leaping
Into Business Deals
Through lack of knowledge of Mrs. Baker, hesitant to 
discuss
procedure and the rights available the business negotiations 
and c‘
to them, some Negroes fall prey hibiting a Christian attitud
e, kali
to questionable businessmen who ed over many things, 
but the!
realize their inadequacies and are was one so big she could not 
ove
ready to exploit them, look it.
Mr. and Mrs. James Baker are The contracting firm's 
en
ordinary, hard - working Negroes ployees had dug a large, 
disc;
who bought their own house 14 hole in the front yard to 
prow.
Years ago. They live at 1530 Da- dirt for the front porch.
An opinion voiced by Atty. Gen., via at. Back earlier in the Sum- They promised on several ocea-
Herbert Brownell in Washington mer, they decided to build a housc sions to fill it, but never did. Li-
last week that the bill was a ma- for two of their married children nally, in desperation, 
her husband
jor step in the right direction to- in a lot adjoini
ng their own prop- secured dirt and partly filled it.
ward guarding voting, rights of erty 
and began to make inquiries PAID CASH
rttt bou con rac o s the job.
Negroes, further substantiates this a The irony of the 
situation is that
belief. SUBMITTED LIST the Bakers paid 
the contractors
When they settled on the L&C
Attorneys general — Inch) 'ng 96,252 cash 
for the house.
• Contracting co., at 1992 Harbert, Only the private lender, his law-
16 ANZATE DEFINER
Soto Sapt. 14, 1937
Vote Guard Gives Rights Bill Some Meaning 
Protection
Is Key,Says
Brownell
The Civil Rights Bill is not en-
tirely without teeth, despite offic-
ial and unofficial cries, some in-
formed observers point out.
with the right to vote.
ADVANCE AcrioN
Only criminal prosecutions in
twits. Llnder Inc bill, they will go
directly into Federal Courts with
eomplainta instead of first taking
their complaints through the state
courts as previously.
This will insure fairer, more ob-
jective treatment, it is felt.
There will be no jury trials for
civil contempt cases (cases where
no criminal prosecution is involv-
ed) involving voting rights, but
some legislators have stated that
they feel most court orders in cas-
es involving voting rights could be
enforced through civil contempt
actions.
This is provided for in the bill's
fourth part.
WILL STUDY "EQUAL
PROTECRION'•
The find part of the bill sets up
a 6-member commission to study
civil rights problems.
Any citizen feeling he is hung
deprived of the right to vote be-
cause of race or color may re-
quest investigation by the com-
mission.
Its functions also extend to the
"equal protection" clause in the
U. S. Constitution. The civil rights
commission will study and gather
information of legal developments
which constitute any denial of
equal protection of the laws be-
cause of race and color. It will
also appraise Government policies
and laws with respect to equal
protection of the laws.
CAN ISSUE SUBPOENAS
An important feature of t h
commission is that it can issue
subpoenas to make witnesses at-
tend hearings and produce a n y
records desirable. It can also be-
gin proceedings for punishing for
contempt of court those refusing
to obey subpoenas. No out-of-state
witness. however, could be com-
pelled to attend hearings in an
other state. Hearings will be heard
in any state, as a result
All witnesses would be permit-
ted counsel to advise them on their
Constitutional rights, as provided
by the bill.
The President would appoint the
commission subject to Senate ap-
proval, and designate the chair-
man and vice-chairman.
Commission members already
employed by the Government.
would serve without compensation.
Others would receive 550 daily for
days spent on commission work.
All would be reimbursed for trav-
el expenses and receive $12 daily
when away from home for rood.
Congress will appropriate the nec-
essary money for the performance
of its duties.
NEW RIGHTS HEAD
An additional assistant attorney
general would be provided for by
the second portion of the bill. His
purpose will be to head new civil
rights division in the department
of Justice He will also be appoint-
ed by the President and approved
by the Senate.
Struck completely from the
hooks WOF an ancient Reconstruc-
tion era law which gave the Presi-
dent the power to use troops to
enforce court orders in civil rights
eases, but other laws giving him
similar authority remain. The
much-debated use of injunctions
for enforcement of civil rights
has been completely removed as
well as all references thereto. as
called for in the hill's third section.
Daniel Bates' Wife Buried In Louisville
Words of the Wise
He alone is vitae who can ac-
commodate himself to an the
contingencies of life, but the
fool contends. and is strug-
gling like a swimmer against
the stream. —(Latin Proverb I
bill, he will be able to act in ad-
vance.
LIMITED TO CRIMINAL
PROSECUTIONS
He is still limited to criminal
prosecutions, but private citizens
may seek injunctions (orders from I LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Funeral I prominent owner of racing horses, to do yourself.
Federal Court) or file damage services for Mrs. Lucille Bates, of. The owner, who now has his sta- For instance, be sure the gene-
304 S. Sixth st., were held here re-
cently. Mrs. Bates died Aug. 19. ble 
et horses at Hawthorne track rat tune-up includes an inspection
of the exhaust system A leak in
She was the wife of Daniel Bates. I in Chicago, attended the funeral i 
.
t can bring deadly carbon mon-
asststant trainer for Bryant 0 t t,1 rites, oxide gas into your car, and you
wont even be aware of it.
Tune-Up
Now Saves
Car Trouble
NEWSMEN INTERVIEWED—
L. Alex Wilson (center) editor
and general manager of the
Tri State Defender, Mem-
phis and C. H. Jones, editor-
Publisher of the Southern Me-
diator Journal of I,ittle Rock,
Ark., are being inteniewed
on last Thursday by a televis-
ion representative preparing a
newscast of the Little Rock
situation. Wilson and Jones
commented briefly on the pe-
tition filed last Thursday by
the directors of the Little
Rock school District and the
Little Rock Public schools
asking for a temporary sus-
pension of the court approv-
ed plan of integration.
tions of the months ahead. Most
of the job devolves on your ser-
viceman, but there are several
points to remind him of, or jobs
As a precaution against carbon
monoxide always drive with at
least one window partly open.
winter or summer.
CHECK BATTERY
Check the age and condition of
your battery. Will it get you
through the next few months, when
additional work will he required
of it? If it needs replacing, do trli
now rather than some extra-cold
morning when it goes dead.
How are your windshield wipers
operating? Perhaps they've been
missing spots or functioning er-
ratically. Now's the time to get
new wipers and have the arms'
repaired, before fall rains start.
Finally, now's the time to think
about antifreeze, while your ser-
viceman has ample time to flush
the radiator and add the solution.
Ford Motors
Elects Vice
Prexy Here
Charles R- Beacham has been
elected vice president of Ford Mo-
tor company and assistant general
manager of Ford 'Division, it was
announced by Ernest R. Breech.
chairman of the board.
Beacham has been general
sales manager of Ford Division
since February, 1956. In his new
position, he will assist J. 0.
Wright, vice president and gen-
eral manager of Ford Division
in the direction of all divisional
operations.
He also has been appointed a
member of the company's ad-
ministration committee
1 The first railway horsecars were
started in Scotland in about 1812
atrium exerts a steadying in,
I thence on the nervous system.
The gin
favorite of
all the world!
Try ü and see why...
• 
Ls the one gin distilled in I I countries
and served 'round the world!
GRAM'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL 
SPIRITS. W. I, A GILBEY,
LTD., CINCINNATI, OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL DISTILLERS
 PRODUCTS COMPANY.
JESSE GREEN, noted Lau-
rel, Miss., church • worker and
father of three, died recently
In Laurel. Services were held
at Pros idence MB church, of
which he was a member. Ile
was a Deacon. president of
Usher board, Departmental
Superintendent of Sunday
School. and also a member of
Masonic King David Lodge
No. 73. Burial was in No.
cemetery at Laurel, Rev,
M. L. t:ray officiated. (For
further information, see Re-
ports fro mLaurel, Miss.)
Hungarian Refugees
Enroll At Allen U.
COLUMBIA, S. C. — Five
white Hungarian refugees enrolled
at Allen University this week, ac-
cording to an announcement from
the school.
The students enrolled Monday,
and are sharing dormitory facili-
ties on the campus with other stu-
dents of the university.
Allen, which has an interra-
cial faculty, will add a Japanese
professor of economics, Dr. Ju Shu
Pan, this semester.
Reports From—
LAUREL, MISS.'
. By Rev. J. P. Blackman
The Youth Council and Laurel
Branch of the NAACP met at
Morning Star Baptist church Sept.
I with Robert Hearn, presiding.
The Youth Council Charter Was
presented to president, Robert
Hearn by guest speaker, Albert
Powell, of Jackson.
Features of the program includ-
ed remarks by Amos Brown pres-
ident of Jackson Youth Council; a
welcome address by Bobby Hay
Appleberry: and musical selec-
tions by Gerald Smith, Fred Thom-
as and Herbert Merrill,
FUNERAL SERVICES FOR
MR. GREEN
Funeral services ' for late Mr.
Jesse Green were held Aug. 30 at
Piovidence MB church, Rev. M.
L. Gray, officiating.
A native of Quitman, Miss. ?dr.
Green came to Laurel as a your.
man. He married the former Miss
Annie Pearl Jacks<>" of Lanni.
The well-known and respected
Mr. Green was an avid church
worker serviug as deacon, depart-
mental supenrtendenr of Sunday
of Usher board
aid field dir.-tor of Jones-Jason
t.l.nty Sin/ ig convention. He was
a'Lo a member of Masonic King
David Lo--e No. 73.
Survivors see his wife, M r s.
Acute Pearl Green; two sons, D.
I Green of New Orleans and Jes-
se Green, jr , Aeme I F• --.a a
daughter Iles. Alice Lout McFal-
len, Chicago two brothers, Auto
end Charlia Grehi of Laurel; one
sister, Mrs. Vinie Payton, and
mother, Mrs. Lizzie House, both of
Quitman, Miss,
Brown's Funeral Home in charge
of arrangements and burial was
in No. 2 Cemetery.
FEDERATED MATRONS MEET
Baptist Federated Matrons held
their regular meeting at Calvary
Baptist church. Following the brief
session called to order by devo-
tion chairman, Mrs. Rosie McClin,
ton and business portion conduct.
ed by the president, Mrs. M. B.
Currie, a panel discussion was
held.
"Christian Youth — The Hope
of the Future", featured Miss Ar
cenia McClendon 83 narrator. Pan-
elists, ArnolJ Showers, Misses Dor-
othy Reed Pinkie Smith Re ta
Blackford, Barbara Stephney, all
college students. Other partici-
pants in the program were Miss
, Betty Jo Robinson Miss Jeanette
I Dozier, Miss Alma Barnes, and
counselor of the Marons, M r s.
Georgia A. Thomas. Mrs. Mary
Johnson was program chairman.
The meeting was closed with a
fellowship hour in the church din-
ing room. Next meeting is sched-
uled for St. Elmo Baptist church,
MISS DOZIER GIVES RECITAL
The YMA of Calvary Baptist
church presented Miss Janet D.
Dozier mezzo-soprano, in concert
recital recently. A graduate of
Jackson State college. 
ni
Missi 
zier was accompanied by a
Nobles.
To a large and appreciative aud-
ience, Miss Dozier sang selections
from Schumann, Wolf, V erdi
Strickland and several spirituals.
LAUREL CHURCHES
St. Paul Methodist church Rev.
T. E. Davis, pastor, will hold reg-
ular services throughout the day
on Sept. 15. Weekly schedule is:
Tuesday, Prayer and Class meet-
ing; Wednesday, choir rehearsal—
both junior and senior.
Second Allen AME church, Rev.
J. P. Blackman, pastor, also plans
regular services Sept. 15. Rev.
Blackman will speak on "T h e
Making Of A Man" at 11 a.m.
services. George Lightsy is Sunday
School superintendent a n d an.
flounces starting time is 9:30 a.m.
Wednesday is Missionary meeting
(5:15 p.m.) and choir rehearsal
and Prayer meeting night (7,J0).
Sweet Home Baptist ciWn
members worshipped in their new
church for the first time recently.
Rev. C. B. Cooley pastor, says
that three services will be held
Sept. 15: Sunday School, morning
worship and evening service.
The church's weekly schedule is
Usher Board meeting on Monday,
Vocal Choir rehearsal on Tuesday,
Prayer meeting on Wednesday,
Senior choir rehearsal on Thurs-
day, and Boy Scout Troop No. 555
on Friday night.
Monday evening, Sept. 9 Was the
kick-off of a two-week financial
drive by members of the church.
They extend a special invitation to
see their new edifice constructed
by Elijah Watts, Laurel contractor.
Receives Ike Appointment
NEW YORK — John H. Gleas-
on, national director, Boys' clubs
of America, was appointed a
member of the President's
Advisory Committee on Fit,. 111,,,1
American Youth, by President Ei-
senhower
GET FREE GIFTS AT THE
GRAND OPENING
OF THE NEW
HARLEM FINANCE CO..
LOANS
$50To$500
ON
SIGNATURE
FURNITURE
AUTOMOBILE
Visit
A MAN
MAKE A LOAN
BY PHONE
Dial
JAckson 6-5088
Tell Us How Much
Money You Need -
Then Come In For
5 MINUTE
SERVICE
OPENING
SEPT. 16th
"If
317 Beale St.
MONDAY
SEPT. 16th
9 A.M.
FREE
Gifts to First
Lady Loan Applicants
And First
Our New Source For Quick Cash From
WHO UNDERSTANDS YOUR PROBLEM
Come and Meet
ARZANDER "ZANNIE" JONES
Gen'l. Mgr. of HARLEM FINANCE
Your
REGISTER FOR
CHOICE of
Admiral Radio
& Record Player
Admiral Portable
Record Player
Admiral Television Set
G. E. Vacuum Cleaner
Gifts will be awarded
at 12 noon, Monday
Sept. 23rd, You'll be
notified if you win.
Future Looks Rainy, See ` ZANNIE' "
HARLEM FINANCE CO.
317 Beale Street JA. 6-5088
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